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is by Kansas-bred Michael
Parkes. Trained in lithography at
the University o! Kansas the artist

shifted to a style of "tree painting"
white traveling extensively

throughout Europe and Asia.

Parkes currently paints in his

home in Fuengirola, Spain.
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The dream of an airship

transportation network was
supposed to have gone up in

smoke with the German zeppelin
Hindenburg

, which exploded in a ball of
flame more than 40 years ago. Not really,

says aerospace pioneer Kurt Stehling.

who with veteran science writer Mike
Edelhart reports that mighty fleets of

dirigibles are once again taking to the
skies. In "The Blimping of America" (page
48), the authors explain why airships may
soon provide the cheapest and most
efficient method for hauling lumber and oil

rigs and oversized military structures.

Stehling, who is now involved in

undersea-bioluminescence and
cosmic-ray research, has a special
interest in lighter-than-air craft. For
relaxation, he pilots gas balloons, as he
did in the movie To Fly. A native of

Germany he got hooked on airships
during a very brief ride he took as a little

boy on the Graf Zeppelin
, before his family

emigrated to Canada in the mid-Thirties.
Erica Jong first earned her reputation as

a poet with Fruits & Vegetables and
Half-Lives. But it was with the publication,
in 1 973, of fear of Flying

, the first novel to

portray female sexuality and psychology
honestly, that Jong's name became a
household word. Now in an excerpt from
her most ambitious book to date, Witches.
lo be released this Halloween, she
examines how the age-old power struggle
between the sexes was often played out
through religious rituals, magic, and the

8 OMNI

evocation of demonic forces. Why have
witches historically been female and the
devil inevitably male? Has our concept of

a deity always been imbued with

patriarchal assumptions? These and other
bedeviling questions are explored in

Jong's in-depth analysis of how
male-female relationships have evolved
since ancient times. See page 80.

What triggers aging? Why do we have to

die? A leading endocrinologist, Dr W
Donner Denckla, thinks he knows the
answer. The process is set in motion by
a death hormone whose release into the
bloodstream is regulated by a genetic
'clock." which ensures that our physical
deterioration will occur on schedule. In

this month's Interview (page 90), Dr.

Denckla discusses his astounding theory
with Albert Rosenfeld. author of the book
Prolongevity

.
A former science editor ai

Life and Saturday Review, Rosenfeld has
won numerous awards for his fine

biomedical reporting. He says, "If I had to
place a bet on the one individual most
likely to make a major breakthrough in our
understanding of aging— and perhaps
even prevent the inevitable— it would be
Denckla."

Readers who enjoyed Robert
SHverberg'3 celebrated novel Lord
Valentine's Castle will not want to miss the
excerpt from his new companion volume,
Majipoor Chronicles , which is set on the
same planet but involves a different cast of

characters. Entitled "The Soul Painter and
the Shapeshifier" (page 64). the story

marks Silverberg's fourth publication in

Omni. Highly acclaimed for his many short

.

stories and novels. Silverberg has won four
Nebula awards and two Hugos.

Other fiction offerings this month also
come from familiar contributors: Damon
Knight ("Forever." page 98) and coauthors
Gardner Dozois and Jack C. Haldeman II

( "Executive Clemency," page 56).
If you like seeing the world upside down,

inside out, or through optical illusions and
visual puns, the work of Japan's maverick
graphic designer Shigeo Fukuda is

guaranteed to surprise and delight.

Fukuda. who is irrepressibly playful,

stands out as an iconoclast in the Eastern,
work-oriented culture. Indeed, he might be
an iconoclast anywhere. When Omni
contributors R. Bruce McColm and
Malcolm Kirk traveled on Japan Airlines to

fckyo. the artist greeted them at their

Tokyo Hilton hotel room in flashy attire:

Bermuda shorts, red wing-tipped
sunglasses, and a tie sporting an
upside-down picture of Elizabeth Taylor.

'Why is the actress standing on her
head'" they inquired. "So the wearer can
enjoy it for a change," Fukuda explained.
Widely exhibited in Europe and the United
Stales, his work has won numerous
international graphic contests. Fukuda is

best known for his posters, especially
ihose for the Montreal and Sapporo
Olympics and for Expo '70, held in Osaka,
Japan. Don't miss Fukuda's personal
vision of the world in "Land of the Rising
Pun," starting on page 72.DQ
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Computer Etymology

I enjoyed reading Susanna Cuylers article

about compute" jargon [Computer
Graffiti," September 1981

] and thought

you might be interested in the etymology
of the term bug as applied 10 computer
technology.

One August night in 1945. at the C. W
Posl Center of Long Island University. U.S.

Navy Captain Grace Murray Hoppe' and
her associates were working or; ihe

"granddaddy" of modern computers, the

Mark I. There was something wrong in one
of the circuits of the long, glass-enclosed

computer. Finally someone locaied the

trouble spot and, using ordinary tweezers,
removed a two-inch moth. Captain Hopper
can aulhenticate her story because the

1945 logbook, now in the collection ofltie

Naval Surface Weapons Center, has ihe
remains of the moth taped to the page
in Question.

Peter Norvig

Berkeley. Calif.

SF in the Afternoon

Would you believe science ficlion has hit

the afternoon soap operas. In case you
haven't tuned in to General Hospital

recently, this is what's happening: From his

isolated island off the coast of Venezuela,

the mad scientist Mikkos Cassadine has
crushed a fortune in diamonds into a fine

white powder and has fired if into the air

over the city of Port Charles, lowering

temperatures to dangerous levels. Gasp!
Edwin Austin

.Calff.

'
''

Mikkos Cassadine has done his

homework. Physicisl and cosmologist Sir

Fred Hoyle thinks such an effect was
responsible not only for the Ice Age but
also foi Ihe rapid extinction of the

dinosaurs. He says that a gian! meteor
collided with the earth, sending water -

droplets into the atmosphere. As these
droplets cooled, they condensed into ice

crystals, or "diamond dust.

"

With most of the incident solar radiation

that warms the earth being reflected back
into space, the temperature of the land
collapsed within a few weeks, and the

temperature of the ocean in a few years.

The next ice age, Sir Fred warns in his new
book, Ice, might be right around the cor-

ner. Port Charles, take note: Sir Fred also

tells how doom can oo evened.— Eti.

A Forgotten Genius
History has ignored and forgotten the

imporlant work of Dr Nikola Tesla. I was
gratified to see Omni's fine article

"Project Tesla" in the August 1981 issue.

This year marks the hundred twenty-fifth

anniversary of the birth of Dr. Tesla, the
man who gave the world theA.C. motor,

the entire polyphase. electrical

transmission system, and radio control

(back in the 1890s), and he was the first

person to refuse the Nobel Prize (in 1912}
because he would have had to share it

with his archrival, Thomas Edison.

Tesla was also notoriously eccentric. He
claimed he could "talk to other planets" by
using his Tesla coils as transmitters.

In the early 1.900s Tesla vibrated the

entire neighborhood around his laboratory

by producing an artificial "earthquake,"
using a harmonic wave generator which
he laier destroyed with an ax.

A few years before his death in 1943,
Fesla announced he was working on a

'death ray," which was the reason why the
U.S. government— fighting World War II

— seized his papers.

Edson Andre Johnson
La Canada, Calif.

Flight to Die
-;.-: saz .-. — r;s-e=,: This Way Our," bv

Roger Williams, in Omni's August 1 981
issue. Would you publish the addresses
of ihe groups mentioned in that article.

Jeanne Daly

San Angelo. Tex.

Here they are:

Hemlock, Box 66218. Los Angeles, CA
90066: Exit. 13 Prince of Wales Terrace,

London W85PG, England; Concern for the
Dying, 250 West Fifty-seventh Street, New
York. NY 10019.— Ed.

Errata

Omni regrets three errors that have
appeared in recent months. In the caption
of the August Life column, Dr Paul

Janssen, of Janssen Pharmaceuticals,
was wrongly identified as Dr. John Walshe,
of Addenbrooke's Hospital, Cambridge,
England. In the October issue, the correct

spelling of the Mobius PSI-Q Test's

coauthor is Rand De Mattel. Omni also
regrets omitting the credit line from Harlan
Ellison's "On the Slab," in October: Copy-
right © 1981 Kilimanjaro Corporation.DQ
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In which the readers, editors, and cor-

respondents discuss topics arising out
of Omni and theories and speculation of

general interest are brought forth. The
views published are not necessarily those
of the editors. Letters for publication

should be mailed to Omni Forum, Omni
Magazine. 909 Third Avenue, New York

NY 10022.

Starting Over
In 1963, when I was ten,

I experienced a
clinical death during one of the first

open-heart operations ever to use the
heart-lung bypass machine. My life since
that time has been very similar to what Dr.

Charles David describes, as reported in

the Mind column entitled "Resurrection"

[July 1981],

Reluming to society is extremely
difficult. We find ourselves torn between
our desires to affiliate with and please
others (which means an inner denial of our
experience) and our desires to accept an
experience fully and integrate il into our
everyday life. Thus, the personality of ihe
survivor becomes dissociated as he or

she attempts to cope with the anger,

denial, and rejection he or she finds in the
world to which he or she returns. Survivors
teeter between feeling as if they "shouldn't
have come back" to feeling that they have
come back because of reasons associ-
ated with their death experience.
Through research of the caliber of Dr.

David's, we are finally able to discuss
some of these very controversial topics
openly in a scientific context.

DebraJ. Shotwell

Missoula, Mont.

When my son was born 18 years ago, the
labor was long and difficult.

I was often ill

during the nine months, and my age was
not prime for childbearing. In spite of the
fact I was never aware that my life was in

any great danger, neither my husband nor
my mother was ever able to really forgive

me, or my son, for coming through in

excellent healtM was committed for

mental observation when my son was
three months old. I also came through that
with flying colors within five days, but it

was a puzzling and horrifying experience.
I am gaining solace from knowing that

the negative reaction of my family to my
rapid recovery was not entirely a personal
rejection so much as a reaction to their

own premature grief.

Ella Ruth Ades
River Falls, Wis.

Home-made Mummy
Regarding "Colonel Stonesteel's Genuine
Home-made Truly Egyptian Mummy," by
Ray Bradbury [May 1981], here is a
photograph of "Dr. Manuel Lamas's Really

Truly Home-made Egyptian-Style
Mummy"

Dr. Lamas— archaeologist and
Egyptologist for 20 years— constructed
this mummy in seven days in his home.
As for the painting by Michel Henricot

that accompanied Mr. Bradbury's story,

Dr. Lamas comments, "A truly Egyptian
mummy would have his hands crossed
over his chest, in order to keep away the
evil spirits."

Michael Lamas
Miami, Fla.

Horne-macic mummy.- Basemeni embalming

Defending Dreams
The suggestion that dreams arise as a
response to uncorreiated low-level sense
perceptions during sleep [Mind, August
1981] does not refute Freud's successors
who use dreams to study the unconscious
mind any more than the discovery of DMA
replication proved that human life is

merely a chemical process.
One can accept the mechanistic

explanation of dreams that Drs. Allan

Hobson and Robert McCarley present
without denying the meaningfulness and
usefulness of dreams at a higher level.

Jim Giddings

Providence, R.I.

Kaplan Criticized

Helen Singer Kaplan [Interview, August
1981] exposes just how far back in the
sexual Dark Ages she still is.

Claiming that having a baby will

strengthen a romantic bond, she doesn't
mention that a child will certainly not

restore the romantic bond of an
already-shaky union. Dr. Kaplan also says
she favors relationships that last until the
offspring enter their teen years, but she
overlooks how destructive it is to have
one's parents stay in a loveless

environment for the sake of their children.

Equally objectionable is her remark that

"males are highly sexed, and even if

they're attached, they will function and
enjoy [sex] if they . .

.
find themselves in

bed with a beautiful woman." Does she
think that if a dutiful wife were miraculously
dropped into the arms of a warm, caring,

sensuous lover, she wouldn't enjoy it?

Men may exhibit a greater sex drive, but
Dr. Kaplan ignores the negative cultural

messages that women pick up with

respect to sexual play outside marriage,
including their fears of pregnancy. Women
with pronounced sexual drives are labeled

nymphomaniacs or promiscuous, white
men are honored as virile.

Dr. Kaplan's comments lead us to be-
lieve that she has a severe case of penis
worship. It is Dr. Kaplan who needs sex
counseling.

Karin S. Humiston and Wendy R. Barnes
Tempe. Ariz. DO



THE RESOURCE WAP

EARTH
By Susan Mazur

Imagine the world as a board game.
The object ot the.game— call It "The
Resource War"— is to secure for the

United States enough minerals to salisfy

the industrial and military needs ot the
nation. The rules of the game dictate that
mineral consumption has skyrocketed,
and to meet the lifetime needs of the
population, (he availability of vital mefals
must be doubled. Vast amounls of

strategic minerals must now be purchased
from foreign sources to keep television

sets working, cars rolling off assembly
lines, and the military up-to-date.

On the firsl turn, to manufacture
missile-guidance systems and jet

engines, the United States purchases 71

percent of its cobalt from southern Africa.

On the next round, it turns to South Africa
for 49 percent of its chromium, a metal
essential to Ihe building and automotive
industries. On the third turn, the United
States buys more than half of its

platinum— used by farmers for

fertilizer— also from South Africa, and
another 25 percent from the USSR.
The "game" is already being played; the

United States has taken these turns— and
the contest is lopsided. In fact, the United
Stales currently imports from 50 to 100
percent of two dozen strategic metals for

its total needs. And given the unequal
distribution ofthese raw materials and the
slim chances for a new deal, some players
on the American side want to adopt a
different playing strategy.

"Wittingly or unwittingly." says Allen
Overton, president of the American Mininc
Congress, "the United States is cutting the
very arteries and sinews of our national
security and placing the survival of our
nation into the hands of unstable foreign
regimes, subject to all the vicissitudes of
me" modern age,"

Consider the following scenario;
General Mobutu Sese Seko has just been
ousted as President of Zaire— our
principal supplier of cobalt— in a
Marxist-inspired coup. The new regime
decides to suspend all shipments of
coball to the United States until we break
relations with the white-ruled government
in South Africa. Zambia seizes the
opportunity to apply added pressure on

the United States to oppose South Africa's

racist policies and also cuts off shipments
of cobalt. We have now lost 71 percent of

this sfrategic metal, sending the stock
market and the economy into a tailspin.

Acting on a recommendation contained in

an August 1980 report to Congress by the
Subcommiltee on Mines and Mining, the
President of the United States turns to

contingency plans; He assumes full

economic-mobilization powers and orders
conservation measures, recycling, and
private access to government stockpiles.

"These alternatives cannot wait for the
last minute," Marc Fasteau, staff director
of a Rockefeller-sponsored commission to

study American dependence on African
mineral resources, warns. "They all require i

careful and detailed planning."
Already in the process of !he biggest

military buildup since World War II, the
General Services Administration is

stockpiling 15 strategic metals at a cost of

S100 million to Ihe taxpayer
But should these stockpiles be depleted

and the other contingency plans prove
neffec] _ a .-.here could we turn for these
critical metals? Since the Soviet Union is

sett-sufficient in the key minerals we must
import, the United States could find itself

al Ihe eicj of the Russians with their
--- _ minerals.

The Russians are adding to these
supplies daily, like an aggressive
Monopoly player. For example, according
to James Sanfini, chairman of the House
Subcommittee on Mines and Mining, the
USSR is secretly stockpiling vanadium.
The Russians control 29 percent of the
world's supply of this metal, used in

the production of structural steel.

Titanium is another metal the USSR is

hoarding; 38 percent of the world's supply
lies within the Soviet Union's boundaries.
Since titanium is one-quarter lighter than
steel, and four times as strong, it is

invaluable in the manufacture of aircraft

and submarines.

The USSR is also busily purchasing /
large quantities of beryllium from Zambia'',

which is a political ally of the Soviet Uniok
Because of the metal's resistance to

temperatures up to 1 ,00Q°C, beryllium is \
CONtlNUED ON PAGE 130



PYOGENES

By Dr. Bernard Dixon

I ^% |hy are new technologies

!
I

| [ invariably restricted to equally

•» *» new applications? What about
old, unsolved problems? These questions
are prompted by the way in which
cryopreservation— the storage of living

cells at extremely low temperatures— is

evolving as a research tool. On the one
hand, we see such dramatic prospects as
frozen human embryos (July 1981). On the
other hand, there is scant interest in using
cryogenics to conserve plant tissues.

Considering the urgent need for measures
to combat the loss of irreplaceable plant

species, this is an extraordinary contrast.

How did it come about?
The imbalance may in part reflect the

emphasis placed on animal-cell research
because of its direct impact on lifesaving

medical technologies. Blood was the first,

obvious target of cryogenic scientists.

Refrigeration is sufficient for most blood
used in transfusions. But the shelf life of

refrigerated blood is three weeks at most,
and a method of long-term storage was
therefore crucial for patients requiring rare

blood types. Liquid nitrogen at —196°C

proved to be the answer.

In recent years there has been an
explosion of interest in the

cryopreservation of many other human
and animal cells. An excellent example is

the Human Genetic Mutant Cell

Repository, the largest of its kind in the

world, at Camden, Mew Jersey. Maintained
there are cells taken from people with
various hereditary conditions and
disorders that are thought to have a
genetic basis. Originally the plan was to

keep only cells whose DMA blueprint had
gone awry. Hypophosphatasia. for

example, leads to the birth of infants with
improperly developed bones, and cells

from a developing fetus produce a
defective enzyme. Increasingly, however,
the Camden repository collects cells taken
from patients suffering from other
maladies, such as diabetes,

schizophrenia, and manic-depressive
syndrome.

There are at least two goals for this sort

of work. One is to use DNA "probes" to

identify deleterious genes coding for

particular disorders. The other is to turn

Plant cryopreservation.

24 OMNI

genes on or off as a means of treating or

preventing disease. So there is every
reason to welcome the advance of

human-cell cryopreservation,

What, though, of plants? The desperate
need for us to conserve the unique
genetic resources of our richly varied plant

life is clear enough. We are losing species
continually— whether through the flagrant

exploitation of tropical rain forests or

through the predatory drive of tourists who
pick wild flowers with heedless abandon.
To these ravages, we must now add a third

destructive element. Termed ethnocide by
English botanist Dr. Felix Franks, this

stems from the tidy-mindedness of

bureaucrats who are steadily restricting

the varieties of commercial plants that can >

be marketed, thus discouraging their

propagation through annual sowing. All of

these activities, conscious or otherwise,

are depleting our genetic pool. So plants

carrying genes with enormous potential

are disappearing into oblivion.

The fact that cryopreservation has been
promoted by biologists interested in

animal cells may be one reason why its

botanical applications have been largely

overlooked. A common misconception
may further contribute tothe problem. It is

widely assumed that plants can be stored

for posterity as seeds. But in practice

several important crops (coffee, oil palm,

citrus) cannot be maintained this way. And
those seeds that are preservable have to

be regenerated by being planted

periodically— an expensive and
time-consuming procedure. They may
also undergo harmful genetic changes.

Writing recently in Trends in

Biochemical Sciences (1981, 6, 5). Dr. /
Franks added his own explanation for, the

neglect of plant cryopreservation: "U/hlike

men, plants are not represented on the

committees that make recommendations
to yet other committees on what is \

important." Perhaps this gross inequity will

be rectified with the advent of

plant-people— the potential fruits of

genetic engineering in the future.

Meanwhile mere humans on those
committees would be wise to pay greater

respect to vegetable life.DO



BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE
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People deceive themselves when
they say beauty is unimportant.
All kinds of people live this

deception, supporting an $8 billion-a-year

cosmetics industry in the United States,
driving up the number of plastic-surgery

procedures from 15,000 in 1949 to more
than 1 million in 1980, and doling out
higher academic grades and better jobs
to the good-looking. Attractive people do
better and go further. If they engage in

criminal activity, they may tind they're more
equal under the law. They get better

breaks right up to the end;

Emergency-room staffs are more likely to

attempt to resuscitate good-looking
patients who are pronounced dead on
arrival, according to research by
socio :

og'St David Sudnow.
Beauty, like money is power. And this

maxim has been increasingly

corroborated in this country as a result o!

our society's increas ng fragmentation.

According to Dr. Ellen Berscheid. a social

psychologist at the University of

Minnesota, looks take on greater signifi-

cance when people have less of a chance

to know each other on other levels.

"Not only do people move from place to

place and job to job," Dr. Berscheid says.
"but they don't even stay with the same
mate, and children can't count on having
the same set of parents for very long. My
guess is that anything that increases the
number of brief encounters with other
people increases the importance of

physical attractiveness. People don't have
a record of behavior to judge by. and they
have to go on superficial characteristics."'

In a study that she conducted with

researchers at the University of Wisconsin.
Berscheid found that most people
consider attractive people to be more
sensitive, stronger, more modest, more
sociable, more outgoing, kinder, more
interesting, and sexually warmer and more
responsive than their unattractive peers.
The good-looking also appear— on Ihe
basis of their faces and not any facts

about them personally— to have pres-
tigious jobs and happy marriages and
to enjoy life to the fullest.

- When does physical attractiveness

first become so important in the eyes of

others that it can affect an individual's

destiny? At the moment of birth. Studies
show that a newborn's appearance affects

the treatment he or she will receive from
mother and nurses alike. And so if

continues throughout childhood.

Looking at second-graders who were
said to have committed minor
transgressions, Dr. Karen Dion, of the
University of Toronto, found that people
she interviewed judged the act more
undesirable if the child accused of it was
unattractive. Whaf's more, her subjects
believed the unattractive children were
more likely to have a chronic
predisposition to commit bad acts.

Teachers frequently assume that their

more attractive pupils have higher I.Q.'s ,

and show greater educational promise
than others in the class, and these beliefs

are the stuff of self-fulfilling prophecies. As
Robert Rosenthal and Lenore Jacobson
showed in their 1 968 book, Pygmalion in

ihe Classroom , teachers transmit their

expectations through their behavior, and
students perform to match.
Another study by Judson Mills and Elliot

Aarcnson confirmed that people have
more success if they are attractive, even if

they come right out and say that all they
want to do is influence others.

Psychologist Elaine Hatfield (Walster)

and her colleagues used a computer to

match couples for a dance, taking all

kinds of personal data into account. They
discovered, however, that physical

attractiveness was the only factor that

could predict how much the individuals

liked their dates. When another researcher
questioned whether the importance of

beauty might pale over time, it became
clear that beauty's value increased from
the first date to the fifth.

Even justice is not blind. In the
courtroom two separate studies have
demonstrated that physically more
prepossessing offenders receive more
lenient punishment. Only when appear-
ance is related to the nature of the crime,

as when a pretty young woman uses her
looks to swindle a middle-aged man, does
the judgment tip the other way, making
attractiveness lose its advantage.DO



~HE DECISIVE FRONTIER

By Jerry Pournelle

It

is an unpalatable truth, but we must
face it: Before the end of this cen-
tury—probably in this decade -

space weapons will end the balance of

terror that has made nuclear war all but
unthinkable for the last 36 years. They will

make possible a global conflict whose
undamaged victor could dictate terms to a
disarmed and helpless loser.

The Soviet Union is preparing for this

decisive war. The United States is not.

World peace today depends on the
proposition that atomic war is so
destructive that no nation could win. Thus,
the strategic doctrine of the United States
is "Mutual Assured Destruction,"

sometimes called MAD This doctrine has
shaped our strategic forces: maintaining a
limited number of missifes supposedly
capable of riding out a Soviet nuclear
attack and then, in the sanitized words of

Pentagon documents, "inflicting

unacceptable damage on the value
targets of the potential enemy :

'

In plain

English this means that after the Soviet
Union attacks us, we will launch every
surviving missile against the Soviet

Union's biggest civilian population centers.
There are corollaries to MAD One is that

the American population is hostage to our
government's good intentions. Soviet
leaders know that we are not planning a
first strike because we have no
"counterforce" weapons capable of

destroying Soviet ICBMs on :he ground
and because we are unableto save our
population if the Soviet Union launches its

own "countervalue" attack. The MAD
doctrine regards every effort to save the
lives of American civilians as
"provocative" and "destabilizing."

The Russians reject this proposition
asjnad indeed. Every adult Soviet citizen

is required to take some 30 hours of

instruction in civil defense practices, and
Soviet civil defense shelters are
adequately stocked with food and
water— unlike ours, which have
decades-old stocks or none at all. The
Soviet ICBM force is increasingly being
geared to act as a counterforce aimed at

our missiles. Soviet military journals note
that while strategic nuclear war would be
high y destructive, the nation best

Our cruise missiles could be destroyed from space by Soviet beam weapons now being developed.
30 OMNI

prepared would end up the winner.

Twenty years ago we held an
overwhelming advantage over the USSR.
Soviet planners, finding this situation

intolerable, gave the development of

ICBMs top priority.

To compensate for vastly inferior

guidance technology, the Russians
developed large-yield hydrogen weapons,
which didn't need to hit close to their

targets. These weapons were massive,
and Soviet rocket engineers built boosters
large enough to propel them from
continent to continent. To close the missile

gap of the early 1 960s, which ensured our
preeminence, the Russians constructed
four ICBM production centers, each
entirely independent of the others. '

Gradually they also improved their

guidance technology. The latest .

generation of Soviet large ICBMs is

believed to be at least as accurate as our
latest Minuteman 3.

During the 1960s the United States
chose to halt the production and
deployment of strategic missiles. Some
theorists believed that the Russians had
an inferiority complex, which would vanish
when theSovie: s-rateQ'C tehees were on a
par with ours. This rather naive theory held
that the Russians would cease deploying
ICBMs once parity was achieved.

Instead, after parity had been
achieved— and with much larger

boosters— the Russians neither stopped
nor slowed. Their four ICBM production
centers continue to work at full steam.

Consequently, the Russians have a 4:1

advantage in "throw weight"— the weight
of warheads that can be flung between the
continents. Since they now have excellent

guidance systems, they can reduce the
size of their bombs and thus deploy
multiple warheads. Their Multiple

Independently Targetable Reentry
Vehicles (MIRVs) have been observed
in numerous tests.

This undercuts the MAD doctrine
completely.

In a very few years, as things stand, the
United States will face some 25.000
hostile nuclear warheads that can be
delivered to within 500 feet of their targets

CO*J":NULDO*JPAGE138



THE ARTS
ByTomHight

Princeton, 1976: Maryanne
Amacher premieres her music for

Merce Cunningham's repertoire

dance Torse. After she fades a sound out
of the loudspeakers, it continues to be
heard. The "aftersound," as she calls it, is

the sonic scnsatior that
' noors afterthe

sound itself has stopped. While it

continues-, she fades in otheriones. She
calls this "ornamenting the fit" (as in [he

!ock-and-key fitting h biochemistry).

Sometimes, she says, an aftersound has
been heard for as long as eight minuies.

St. Paul/Vienna/Basel, 1980: Amacher
begins a series ot works called "Research
and Development: Music for Sound-
Joined Rooms." She uses the..architecture

of a building to create sound structures. In

some works, sound sweeps through the

rooms; in others, chords and tonal ties are
composed among acijoir-'ng rooms.

U.S.A., 1981: Amacher performs
Close-Up in duet with John Cage and his

Empty Words in a nationwide live ten-hour
broadcast on National Public Radio. Every
two and a half hours she and Cage take
food breaks. The piece begins shortly

after sunset and ends at precisely dawn.
Maryanne Amacher— educated in

music, acoustics, computers— has been
a professional composer for 15 years.
During that time she has invented a music
that uncompromisingly eliminates the
"middle. range." Her music exists at a
threshold: very soil or very loud, very
empty or incredibly dense, very nigh or

very low, thousands of miles away or inside

the listener.

Amacher has been a Fellow at the
Center for Advanced Visual Studies at

Massachusetts Institute of Technology and
at the Mary Ingraham Bunting institute at

Radcliffe College, Harvard. Her compo-
sitions include two major collaborations
with John Cage: Lectures on the Weather
(1976) and Close-Up/Empty Word's, which
was first presented by the two composers
in Bonn, West Germany, in 1979. Though
she does not usually make records.

Amacher is preparing a work lor radio. TV
digital audio recording, and video disc for

European distribution. She composes for

specific environments, including private

homes. In Living Sound (Patent Pending)

Maryanne Amacher: Her

32 .OMNI •

explores afterimages, aftersourids. the boundaries of perception

the room was a laboratory. One theme:
Minute, lively organisms (patentable?)

make music within our nervous systems.

She is frequently inspired by science
fiction; and by natural sounds, visual

images, furniture, and lights. One of her
pieces evoked the feeling of traveling

(Music tor the Webem Car), and another
was inspired by J. G. Ballard's "neuro-

phonic pleasure," from his novel The
Sound-Sweep.

"Amacher's work is very concerned with

what happens after you see and hear,"

writes MIT's Marvin Minsky, "the

afterimages and aftersounds. In fact,

although she works in several media, her
main concern is with understanding and
manipulating the perception of space •

and duration; with finding ways to make
people feel that they are in a different (and
usually more desirable) place. Amacher
has become a master of controlling

sounds that are comparatively 'faint,' yet

produce a new sense of location and
orientation. I see her work as exploring a
number of important issues on the

boundaries of contemporary perceptual

psychology, exploring the ways that subtle

environmental changes affect how we see
the world from moment to moment. The
room becomes new kinds of places, some
unlike any past experience."
A pioneer in exploring the ways audio

telemetry— wiring concert halls

together— contributes to musical ideas,

Amacher searches out subliminal tones
(the ones we experience without being
conscious of them). Boston Harbor, for

example, has a frequency of 91 to 93
Hertz, "a low F sharp," she says. New York

City is "in E." She uses remote links to

examine spatial dimensions in time.

"Composing ihe sound within the room so
that some of the tones are experienced as
being nearby, others at a distance, some
locatable, others ambiguous— this has
been an important element in my music,"

Amacher says. "Since we are more or less

without musical models for studying
acoustic 'depths' and sound localization, I

selected models from such environmental
siles as Boston Harbor. Here distant

sounds can be heard clearly and
CONTINUED ON PAGE 142
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THE ARTS
By Jeff Rovin

The problem in Hollywood is that

there are no more producers like

Disney, or De Mille, or Louis

Mayer, which is.why so many
contemporary films are crap." Bette

Davis's eyes flash as she adds, "People
are surprised when the public rejects

remakes of popular films. Well, of course

they are! You can tell the story of King
Kong or The Postman Always Rings Twice.

but how do you capture the heart when
producers today are just people who raise

money? A banker isn't going to take

charge when you're in a mess, or care

when you have a director who you know is

terrible. He doesn't give a damn about the

finished product."

Without the personal genius of Disney

himself, Walt Disney Productions, once the

poiestar of fantasy filmmaking, has been
fading for years.

"Because that studio was so much Walt

Disney's vision, his loss has been acutely

felt," says Miss Davis, who marks her

iifty-first year as a screen actress by

starring in Disney's ambitious

science-fiction film The Watcher in the

Woods- "But this is not a problem only at

Disney. It's also true at Warner Brothers,

MGM. Paramount, Universal, and Twentieth

Century-Fox, which was recently bought

by an oil billionaire who appointed that

famous filmmaker former President Gerald
Ford to its board."

As a corporation, Walt Disney

Productions is a stockholders' delight. It

has burgeoning TV interests, a flourishing

video-cassette marketing division, and
endless licensing revenue. Its theme
parks are thriving, and there's a new
Disneyland being built in Tokyo, with

others in the planning stage. But the film

division, founded by Walt Disney in 1928,

is an ailing paterfamilias; Disney chairman
Card Walker called the box-office

performance of recent releases like the

painfully insipid Dragcns'ayer and The
Devil and Max Devlin "very disappointing."

and early returns on Disney's first

animated feature in four years, The Fox
and the Hound, came in far below the

studio's expectations.

Disney, who died in 1966, was a man of

unparalleled imagination and foresight.

and a producer who acted, like most of his

peers, on instinct rather than advice. Not

only did he use his talents to create motion

pictures of classic substance, but his pres-

entation always dazzeo audiences with

state-of-the-art technology. His animated

films were the first to use sound, color,

stereo, and wide-screen projection, while

his animatronic subsidiary successfully

generated computer special effects when
George Lucas was still in high school.

"Walt was a bright man who had his

finger in everything, and I'm sure that's

missed," says Fred Mac Murray, who
starred in many of the studio's better

live-action films. "But he also- had a talent

for finding fresh ideas in things around

him. One of the films | did for him grew '

from a demonstration he'd gone to see on

atomic energy. He found the professor at

once fascinating and amusing, and he

thought he could make a picture out of it,

The result was The Absent-Minded
Professor, one of Walt's most whimsical

and most successful films."

Today the decisions at Walt Disney

Productions are made by a group that

exhibits little of Disney's sense of wonder.

They seem content to follow rather than

lead, grinding out witless Huff like The

Black Hole, in an attempt to capture the

Star Wars crowd; the recent Condorman,
which owed more to Superman and James
Bond than to the inventive Robert

Sheckley novel on which it was remotely

based; and the upcoming Daredevils of

the Golden Legion, a project that says

more about the success of Raiders of the

Lost Ark than it does about the studio's

commitment to innovation.

There is no simple solution to the

studio's dilemma, though a sensible first

step would be to jettison the creative

deadwood that insists on making

bandwagon movies or wasting perfectly

fine, film stock on the likes of Herbie the

Volkswagen and the Apple Dumpling

Gang. Wall Disney's concern was always

with the future, making motion pictures

that would endure. That was the reason

why he turned to immortals such as Jules

Verne and Rudyard Kipling for stories, or

to the iikes of Wernher von Braun and Willy

CONll.Vj-.UON PAGE 140
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I ornewhere in China, according to a British newspa-

per article, a scientist has been trying to crass an

| ape with a human. Could you check it out? I was
" asked. Sure. I'm a big'fanof Ihose old horror movies

in which a gorilla, a gleam in his eye, pursues a gorgeous human
female. She's always rescued, but I've wondered whal would

have happened if the two- got together.

Afier talking around Ihe country to experts in various phases of

primate research, I
uncovered two facts: No one had heard of

any such research going on in China; just about everyone had,

like me, wondered what would happen when an ape got together

with a human. Some of these scientists had given the idea more

than just a passing thought.

"I believe it would be very important scientifically to try to

produce an ape-human cross, and I hope someone in a position

to do it will make the attempt," offered Dr. Geoffrey Bourne, now
chancellor of St. George's University School of Medicine, in

Grenada, Ihe West Indies. Before that, Dr Bourne had been

director of the "Yerkes Regional Primate Research Center, at

Emory University in Atlanta., Georgia.

"I considered the posslb lity of fertilizing a chimpanzee with

human sperm while I was director of [he Yerkes Center," Bourne

admitted. "I discussed this many times, with my colleagues, but

we felt there were a number of problems of an ethical nature.."

Bourne had no doubts, however, that the procedure could be

done by using artificial insemination, a procedure already per-

fected with chimpanzees at Yerkes.

Bourne's successor at Yerkes. Dr. Frederick A. King, was not

inclined to agree. If anything, he showed distaste for the whole

idea. 'It's certainly not an interest of mine, nor do I think it's

anything we would want to pursue, for a variety, of ethical rea-

sons." Dr King said. Beyond that he doubted such a.cross was
biologically possible.

Others have the same reservations about the ethics of a

human-ape cross, but not necessarily about its feasibility. Dr.

John Senner, a geneticist at the Oregon Regional Primate Re-

search Center, was surprisingly positive that an ape-human

cross could produce living offspring. As he pointed aut, "men,

chimpanzees, and gorillas have an estimated ninety-seven-

and-a-half percent of their chromosomes in common, a greater

percentage than the horse and donkey." And those animals, he

noted, interbreed regularly to produce mules. That slight

chromosome difference. Dr. Senner went on to say, might mean
that their offspring wouid be infertile, also like ihe mule. Senner

is, nevertheless, opposed to the idea of trying the cross. And he

wanted to know, "What would you do with such a creature?"

Dr. Stephen W. J. Seager found the idea equally objectionable

on ethical grounds. Chief of the Reproductive Physiology Unit at

the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Veterinary Resources

Branch, he totally rejected the idea of trying an ape-human

cross. Bui he did have another idea: Why not have human
females serve as hosts" for embryos of chimpanzees or gorillas,

both endangered species? By a new technique called embryo
transfer, he explained scientists could remove a fertilized em-

bryo from a female ape and place it in the uterus of a female hu-

man, where it would devatop into a baby chimpanzee or gorilla.

A similar procedure is already used regularly in cattle and

mice. Dr. Seager said ihe transfer could be made either surgically

or by using a catheter. The pregnancy, he believed, would, not

present any physiological problems for the human mother.

Chimpanzees, gorillas, and humans have similar gestalion

periods, and newborn apes are smaller than newborn humans.

There is the question of whether ihe' transfer would take, since

it is being done between species. According to Dr. Duarie

Kraemer. 3 veterinary physiologist at Texas A&M University,

who's done embryo transfers in cattle, horses, pigs, dogs, and

cats, "it hasn't even been shown yet that one human female can

accommodate the embryo of another." The embryo transfers that

have been done with people involved a woman's own eggs that

were fertilized outside her body. Before attempting anything like

this with humans and apes, scientists would first have to try it out

with two different humans, Dr. Kraemer says. Cross-species

transfers have been done successfully he notes, between

horses and donkeys, and horses and mules.

Suppose, for the moment, such a thing were possible. 1 asked

NIH's Dr. Seager, How would you get human hosts?

"I think you could find women who are serious conser-

vationists, who want to help.animals," he said. "After all, there

wouldn't be any questions about adoption. It would be pure

chimp, or pure gorWia"-BARBARA FORD
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MENARCHE MYTH

Teen-agers' sexual activity

has increased dramatically

in recent years. The ac-
cepted explanation: Today's
girls simply reach sexual
maturity sooner, menstruat-
ing at twelve and a half years
of age, some (our and a half

years earlier lhan girls did at

the end of the nineteenth

century.

[Mow, however, it seems
that this widely held explana-
tion is incorrect. According
to sociologist Vern Bullough,
of the New York State Uni-
versity College at Buffalo,

girls in nineteenth-century

America began menstruat-
ing at the age or thirteen and
a half, only one year later

than the menarche (first

menstruation) of present-day
females.

The prevalent notion that

nineteenth-century women
did not begin to menstruate
until the age of seventeen
came from the books and ar-

ticles of a British doctor
named James Tanner,

Bullough said. Not exactly a
meticulous researcher, Dr
Tanner reached his conclu-
sions after studying an iso-

lated and malnourished
group of Norwegian women.
He did not realize that poor
nutrition always delays the

onset of menstruation, some-
times for years.

In the early 1800s other

Norwegian communities
recorded the onset of

menstruation at fifteen years
of age, Bullough adds; ac-
cording to Roman, Greek,
and Arab sources, girls once
reached menarche between
the ages of twelve and four-

teen.— Madeleine Lebwohl

Teen-ags sexuality has Utile it-

do with early menarche-.

"The other planets may not
be able to support life, but il

isn't easy on this one. either."

— Anonymous

PLASTIC BRAINS

Four-year-olds can pick
up Swahili or Urdu better

than forty-year-olds because
their brains are still "plastic,"

that is. crudely wired and
susceptible to being
changed by experience.

Alas, as we mature, our
brains quickly become set in

their ways. But now Califor-

nia Institute of Technology
researcher Takuji Kasamatsu
may have uncovered the
brain's fountain ot youth.

Kasamatsu's experiments
with visual perception in cats
show that the neurotransmit-
ter norepinephrine can re-

turn a mature brain to its

youthful state

In kittens the neural path-
ways for normal stereo-

scopic vision are fixed dur-

ing the first few months of

life. But Kasamatsu sub-

jected adult cats to one-
eyed vision by sewing one
eyelid shut and then injected

their brain's visual center
with norepinephrine.

The result: The cats'

brains were "imprinted" with
the monocular experience
as if they had been kittens.

Norepinephrine had made
their brains "plastic" again.

Could norepinephrine be
to the human brain what
health spas are to the body?
"That's our dream,"
Kasamatsu confides, "to

make your brain young
again."— Judith Hooper

CONSPICUOUS
DRUNKS

Separating the Perrier

sippers from the truly wasted
is becoming a simple matter
in Los Angeles, where drunk
drivers can be spotted miles
away.

A group of second-convic-
tion drunk drivers are driving

with a built-in sobriety test.

Whenever the ignition is
I

switched on. the driver must
pass a steering-competence
test. If he fails and drives

anyway, the car's emergency
lights flash and the horn
honks repeatedly.

The Drunk Driver Warning
System (DDWS) also has a
cassette recorderthat mon-
itors driver use and records
the times when a driver fails

the test or drives with the
alarms activated. The sys-
tem costs $500 to $600.
The purpose of the DDWS

is not to rehabilitate the

drunk, says Thomas G.
Ryan, chief of the Alcohol

Impairment Group Problem
Behavior Research Division

of the National Highway Traf-

fic Safety Administration.

"It's to protect him from him-
self and to protect the public
from him, while still allowing
him to drive, especially if he
needs the car for his job,"

Ryan explains.

When a driver fails the
steering test, he must wait

ten minutes before he can
repeat it, — Robert Kail

sober enough to drive.



UNDERGROUND LIFE

Pressed. by rising energy
and building costs, thou-

sands of homeowners and
businesses are returning to

Ihe earth,

In the Uniied States 5,000
homes or apartments are at

least partly underground.
So are dozens of libraries,

shopping malls, offices, and
schools, according to the
Underground Space Asso-
ciation, a 1,500-member
group whose philosophy is

obvious. Sweden has spent
$2 billion on underground
computer centers, sewage-
treatment plants, grain silos,

oil tanks, swimming pools,

and other ventures. Thirty-

five percent of all investment

in structures in the USSR is

for underground buildings.

The benefits are many
Having no roof or outside
walls, the structures cost

less than half their above-
ground counterparts. The
earth offers protection from
wind and heat and freez-

ing—and, oddly enough,
from earthquakes, since
there is nothing that can
topple.

Energy costs for under-
ground buildings are lower

than for aboveground build-

ings because the ground is

usually 55° F— cool in the

summer and warm in the

winter. Underground build-

ings allow the space above
to be used for farming or

recreation.

Many modern under-

ground structures are airy

and innovative. Cape Cod
architect John Barnard's

subterranean houses have
rooms around a sunken
courtyard, AtTerraset

America has 5,000 underground homes and- apartments, as weit a;
dozens of libraries, shopping mails, offices, and even sc/ioo/s.

Elementary School, in Res-
ton, Virginia, students play

softball on top of their class-

rooms and congregate in a
sunken mall. And the monks
of St, Benedict's Abbey,
in Benet Lake, Wisconsin,

descend daily to their

new underground church
and pray to the Lord

above. — Stuart Diamond

THE INDIANA
PYRAMID

Given enough money (and
there seems to be enough of

that) and about two years
more time, there will be a
second Great Pyramid of

Cheops, built this time not in

Egypt but in Indiana.

The pyramid, to be made
of Indiana limestone, will toe-

erected on the 20-ac're site

of the Indiana Limestone
Tourist and Demonstration

Center, in Bedford. The cost
is estimated at $3 million,

$700,000 of which has come
to Bedford as a grant from

the Economic Development

Administration (somehow it

escaped the Reagan budget
scalpel):

The Indiana Limestone
Tourist and Demonstration
Center is a project designed
to attract tourists to Indiana's

quarry region. The site over-

looks the two largest quar-
ries in the country and is

planned to be a combination

museum ana training cenies

for stonecutters.

The quandary about what
kind of building should be
constructed on the site was
finally solved by Merle

Edington. president of the

Bedford Chamber of Com-
merce, who happened to be
looking through a book. An-
cient Egypt: Discovering .Its

Splendors
,
and saw the

pyramids. Becauseofthis
inspiration, a replica, 96 feet.

8 inches tail, of the Great
Pyramid of Cheops is going
to be built.

Itisnot anexact'dupli-

cate. The original is five

times higher, And it is no- in-

dication that Bedford places
any special stock in anything

like pyramid power. "There's

no mysticism involved, none
of that malarkey," Edington
stresses.

The site will also feature

an 800-foot-long replica of

the Great Wall of China, with

towers, also made of Indi-

ana limestone.

—Douglas Colligan
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ODD COUPLES

Are your bureau drawers
full of neatly arranged.

color-coded socks and
shirts, or does your habitat

resemble the spillover from

Fibber McGee's closet?

Freud traced such
phenomena.to toile! training

and its attendant traumas,

but New York therapist Sel-

wyn Mills disagrees. It is

your brain's inborn "percep-

tual style," he says, that ac-

counts for your obsessive

neatness, abominable
slovenliness, or any kind of

of the tube and leave the cap
off, are right-brain people.

In addition, visual orienta-

tion corresponds to neat-

ness, while "kinesthetic"

people— who take in infor-

maiion predominantly

through their senses, feel-

ings, and intuition— are apl

to be sloppier. Sloppiest of

all are right-brain kinesthet-

ics; neatest are left-brain

visuals.

Potters, cabinetmakers,

homebuilders, and other

craftsmen. Mills notes, tend

to be left-brainers. Artists

take their cues from (he

Famous odd couple, at odds: Trie mess/ ana" the neat attract each other

behavior in between.
Researching whar he calls

the Odd Couple syndrome,
Mills found that the finicky

Felixes of the world are dom-
inated by the brain's left

hemisphere— the verbal,

time-conscious, orderly, se-

quential half.

The brain's right hemi-

sphere is imagistic, spon-
taneous, and holistic. The
untidy Oscars, who squeeze
the toothpaste from the top

42 OMNI

brain's right side.

"The importanf thing to

understand," Mills says, "is

that neatness or sloppiness

isn't intended to hurt any-

one. It's just the way we're

programmed. Sloppy
people jusl don't see things;

they don't perceive visual

details."

Strangely, these mis-

matched opposites attract,

and Mills has devised "Odd
Couple" workshops to help

them live together more
harmoniously "Eighty per-

cent of trie couples we've

~e~- =_-t :;~c:sed of a tidy

person ana a messy mate.
' .;=" : = '}"= £ ;
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MOON BILLBOARDS

A Los Angeles advertising
• " arts Ee se anewkind

of space: bObgetds on the
""::";'-"" ~assage
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cials in what Lorsch calls an
efforl to "give the American
peopie 30 opportunity to

become involved'' in the

space program. Initially

Lorsch wants to sell

minimessage plaques bear-

ing a "supportive, noncom-
mercial" starement to 50 ad-
vertisers at S1 million each.
The funds would be turned

over to NASA, which would
focus a camera on each
plaque lor 60 seconds dur-

ing a shuttle mission and
perhaps provide some VIP
services to advertisers at a
launch, according lo

Lorsch's scenario.

In seeking "exclusive out-

door advertising rights on
(he moon," Lorsch says, "it is

inevitable lhal in the not-

too-distant luture there will

be considerable amounts of

traffic between Earth and
Ihe moon.

"Lunar mining and other

development of the moon's
resources . .

.
will in all prob-

ability be conducted by pri-

vate consortiums working

with government agencies.

Advertising will be an ever-

present, comforting re-

minder of the familiar things

of their home planet." says

Lorsch.

While it is easy to satirize

the idea of moon billboards,

Lorsch's proposals are

aimed, he asserts, at gener-
ating revenue for the space
program and producing
public-relations materials

to sell it. Several govern-

ment officials and lawmak-
ers, including Vice-President

George Bush and Senator

William Proxmire, have ex-

pressed interest in Lorsch's

proposals, though they re-

turned the mock $50 million

check made out to NASA
thai he sent. — Allan Maurer



"Tomorrow a stranger Will say

with masterly good sense
precisely what we have
thought and felt all the time.,

and we shall be Forced to

take with shame our own
opinion irom another.

"

—Ralph Waldo Emerson

"We are not primarily put on

this earth to see through one
another, but to see one
another through."

— Peter de Vries

SPYING ON THE
WRIGHT BROTHERS

Had atum-of-the-century

spy been just a tad more
prescient, the Wright

brothers' good old American
know-how would have gone
British, says a University of

California a! Sania Barbara

historian.

From unpublished docu-
ments in British and Ameri-

can archive's, Alfred M.

Gollim— the author of a

forthcoming book on British

air power— has pieced to-

gether the remarkable late of

a Briion who spied on the

Wrights for a year but missed
a crucial rendezvous.

One Patrick Y. Alexander,

a member of the Aeronautic

Soc-ievy of Great Britain, be-

came friendly with Wilbur

and Orville Wright in the

pre- Kitty Hawkdays.'when
Ehey were testing gliders in

Dayton, Ohio. Though he
was invited to Kitty Hawk,
North Carolina, in December
19.03, the would-be spy "got

mixed up" and was in the

wrong place to witness

man's first flight, according

to.Gbllim.

As it was, five years

elapsed before' the U.S.

government stopped scoff-

ing at the invention and
bought a flying machine.

Britain got one in 1908, too,

and its designer owed much
to the earlier American
invention.

Had Alexander been on

the. spot to see how the flying

machine worked in 1903,

Gollim says, Britain would

probably have gained sev-

eral years' lead over all other

countries in aviation, And, for

one thing, the Royal Air

Force might have settled

World War I much more

quickly.— Judith Hooper

;*

SPINE MEDICINE

Two laboratory rats at

Texas A&M's College of

Medicine staggered a little

when they walked, but walk

they did— quite a feat con-

sidering that their spinal

cords had been severed just

a few months before.

The rats' comeback was
due to an experimental

treatment devised by Dr.

John Gelderd. He placed

u! o! B'lUsh hands.

the rats in a hyperbaric

chamber. Over a periodof

two weeks he forced oxygen
into the animals' tissues and
administered DMSO (di-

methyl sulfoxide). Six out of

ten rats that underwentthe
combination treatment re-

covered some function and
sensation, including the two

that walked. Rats that re-

ceived only oxygen im-

proved, too, but they didn't

improve as much.

"When we sacrificed the

animals, we saw new nerve
fibers growing into the injury

in the ones that showed re-

turn of function." Dr. Gelderd

says. "We also saw the pres-

ervation of nerve tissue next

to the injury."

The theory, behind the new
treatment, Gelderd say's, is

that a lack ot oxygen in the

area of a spinal cord injury

not only causes intact nerve

fibers to lose their function

but also destroys nerve tis-

sue. Supplying oxygen
seems to- encourage the

growth of nerve fibers and to

preserve tissue. DMSO is

used because, among other

things, it protects cell's fro.m

the effects of injury. Since

the destruction that follows a

spinal cord injury begins-al-

mostatonce, speed in

treatment is important.

Gelderd got his injured rats

into the hyperbaric chamber
within 20 minutes.

The oxygen-DMSO treat-

ment obviously holds out

hope for spinal cord-injured

humans, but Gelderd cau-

tions that his work, for the

present, is strictly experi-

mental, "This is basic re-

search," he emphasizes. "It

may take years before these

methods are perfected."
— Barbara Ford

"The danger of the past was
that men became slaves.

The danger of the future is

that men may become
robot's

.

"

— Erich Fromm

"If Japan had manufactured
the Columbia, the tiles would
never have fallen off,

"

— Yoshihide Hiraiwa,

of Mitsubishi Electric
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DO-IT-YOURSELF
DENTAL FILLING

Future first aid kits may
contain an item that anyone
who ever lost a tooth filling to

a steak will appreciate: a

.do-it-yourself temporary
dental filling.

Dr. Gene Wagner put to-

gether a temporary filling to

take along on his vacation a

year ago. When he got
home, he thought the idea

had market possibilities. The
Majestic Drug Company
agreed. After refining the

New York dentist's original

conception. Majestic devel-

oped Dentemp. which it

hopes will become a staple

item in first aid kits and
medicine cabinets.

Dentemp consists of a

tube of eugenol and a pack-
et of zinc oxide, the same
ingredients that a dentist

uses for temporary fillings.

The two components are

mixed in a dish included in

the package, formed into a
ball, dried, and inserted into

a cavity It will be available in

a single application kit for $3
or a double application

package for $5. An applica-

tion should last several days.

"We think it belongs in

every home and tirst aid kit,"

said Majestic vice-president

Larry Fishman. "We've never

spoken to anyone who
hasn't lost a filling or crown
sometime or other."

— Allan Maurer

SHARKS' CANCER
SECRET

Sharks rarely get tumors,

In 25 years, after examining
some 6,000 sharks, the Mote
Marine Laboratory, in

Sarasota, Florida, has found
only one shark tumor. And it

was benign.

If Carl Luer, of the Mote
lab, is right, sharks may be
resistant to tumors, and they

may owe that resistance to a

The familiar pain ol losing a filling oi

a packet of zinc oxide may provide ,
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natural mechanism that

inhibits cancer. Once
scientists learn how sharks
avoid cancer, he says, they

may be able to adapt the

protective substance or

system for the human body.

According to Luer. sharks

perhaps stave off cancer
with an immune system that,

unlike our own highly spe-

cific system, destroys a

broad range of invading

substances. Their resistance

might be due to the enor-

mous quantities of vitamin A
and fat contained in shark
liver There might even be an
undiscovered agent, a

chemical substance that

confers cancer immunity.

Luer plans to test resist-

ance by feeding his sharks
aflatoxin B1 , a carcinogen
produced by a mold that is

found on grain and ground
nuts. Then, to identify the de-
fense mechanism that keeps
the sharks healthy, he will

examine the chemical
changes in their blood and
liver II and when Luer dis-

covers the sharks' secret,

cancer researchers will still

have to apply the findings.

— Madeleine Lebwohl

GAY DISEASES

Two mysterious diseases
are claiming the lives ot ho-

mosexual men in several

American cities and are

baffling epidemiologists at

the Center for Disease Con-
trol (CDC], in Atlanta.

"We're calling it an out-

break of decreased resist-

ance," says CDC inves-

tigator James Curran, "and
it's very, very serious." At

leasl 15 gay men have been
stricken by Pneumocystis

carinii pneumonia, a disease
virtually unknown in people
who don't have an underly-

ing disease, such as
leukemia, that suppresses
the immune system.

the. gay life-style?

Twenty-six have devel-

oped Kaposi's sarcoma, a
rare cancer of the skin and
internal organs also caused
by immunodeficiency.

Twenty-five to 35 percent of

all Kaposi cases have been
fatal, and many of the men
have both diseases or an-

other concurrent infection.

CDC field-workers in New
York City, San Francisco, and
Los Angeles are hunting for

a reason. Since the diseases
are not believed to be infec-

tious and most of the victims

didn't know one another,

epidemiologists suspect
something in the gay life-

style causes these ailments.

"Inhalant anesthetics,

such as butyl nitrite, are one
possibility, since many gays
use them [to enhance sexual

pleasure]," Curran says,

"but so far we really don't

know."— Judith Hooper



NUCLEAR GOPHERS

The problem of where and
how to bury the radioactive

antitreasure from research

facilities and commercial
concerns has landed four

pockei gophers temporary'

jobs al Los Alamos National

Laboratory, in New Mexico,

The gophers are getting

their favorite foods— carrots,

rolled barley, and a variety of

green vegetables—for per-

forming their normal burrow-

ing activities. But since they
are burrowing through seven
feet of an experimentally ar-

ranged barrier containing

topsoil, crushed volcanic

rock, clay stones, and gravel

near a radioactive burial

ground, the gophers should

help answer an important
question: How safe are low-

level radioactive wastes
in shallow-soil burial sites?

Gerald DePoorter, of the
University of California, who
designed the gopher exper-

iment, plans to excavate the

burrows to see whether the
animals can penetrate

waste-burial piisand carry

contaminants to the surface.

The project is part of a larger

study analyzing the interac-

tions of delving plant roots,

digging animals, and. the

erosive force of wind and
rain with radioactive wastes.
Findings from this 1

be used to plan anc

new burial sites.

Mot far from the gc

320 empty canisters of the

type used to contain low-

level wastes have been
buried under fields of yellow

clover, barley and atfalfa, all

of which have deep roots.

DePoorter will be trying, vari-

ous barrier material's to learn

which ones effectively de-

tour the plants' roots around

the canisters.

The gophers, DePoorter
says, will be .set free when
their work is done.

— Anne Klein

BUY OR RENT?

Those who are deciding
'.vhiMnsr to buy' a home or to

rent one can get a little sci-

entific advice on the matter

upkeep, for example— how.

much of a profit orgainthere

would be/from selling the

house after a certain

number of years of owner-

ship, and finally howino

Shopping for a h&tie : A computer tells

from Michael Johnson's

computer program.
-Johnson, an assistant pro-

fessor of consumer econom-
ics at the New York State Col-

lege of Human Ecology, has
developed a program called

Equivalent Rem Analysis,

which figures in all the finan-

cial variables. ForS5,

Johnson will tell a renter

thinking about taking out a
mortgage whether it makes
financial sense:
Once sent the fee,

JOhnson mails out a detailed

questionnaire, asking for

present monthly rent, net in-

come, tax situation, local

mortgage rates, closing fee,

utility and maintenance
costs, and expected appre-

ciation of property

The program analyzes the

running costsof"

homeowning— mortgage
payments, property taxes,

gain, if there is one, breaks
down on a monthly basis.

And that is the critical rent-

er-buy factor, Johnson says.

Some real estate pro-

grams already exist, but

Johnson, who's spent One
and a half years developing

his, says many tend to be
biased and none look al rent-

ing asa real alternative. Nor
do any work with threesepa-
rgte inflation scenarios of

bad, average, and best, as
his does.

For more information write:

Equivalent- Renf Analysis,

c/o Professor Michael S.

Johnson, 108 MVR Hall,

Cornell University, Ithaca, NY
14853.— Douglas Colligan

"Nobody-knows the age of

She human race-, but ail

agree thai it is oldenough to

know better.
"

— Anonymous
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NEW AGE
GRAPHOLOGY

Handwriting analysis,

viewed by many as akin to

astrology, is increasingly

being.accepted as a science.

In the United States 2,000
firms use handwriting ex-

perts— graphoanalysts— to

screen applicants, accord-
ing to the international

taken for granted, is a com-
plex coordination of nerves,

muscles, and thoughts

that involves the whole per-

son," says Steven Slyter. a
Louisville, Kentucky,

graphoanalyst.

Two things have aided
graphology's increasing

credibility. First, while

originating as common
sense, it now has a body of

$ 0>/ **£-y *$*&^& *^A—&u

Europeans put faith in handwriting analysis. Perhaps this November
8, 1963, letter from Lee Harvey Oswald should have been analyzed.

Graphoanalysis Society. By
studying how people cross
their ''s, dot their /'s, and
form their letters, handwrit-

ing experts say they can
deduce such traits as deci-

siveness, organization, con-
fidence, enthusiasm, stabil-

ity— and their opposites.

In Germany 85 percent

of all corporations use it,

Lloyd's of London uses
graphoanalysis to screen
employees who handle large

sums of money. The FBI

analyzes the handwriting in

hate mail sent to officials to

determine which.threats are
earnest. "Writing, though
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empirical evidence devel-

oped over the past 300
years by psychologists
using millions of samples.
Lines, loops, and use of

space are now systemati-

cally evaluated. Second,
companies report ihat

graphoanalysis works,

perhaps doubling the per-

centage of employees who
stay with a firm. 'At first it

seemed incredible to me.
Now I accept the reports

with confidence," says
Harold Moon, training di-

rector for H & R Block, in

Kentucky.

Experts say it's not easy to

change your handwriting
for a test. To the graphoana-
lyst, it will look the same— or

appear forced. Also, pen-
manship doesn't matter

"Even a messy handwriting
may indicate a keen mind,"

says Sheila Kurtz, a Manhat-
tan handwriting analyst.

— Stuart Diamond

LASER ITCH

Physicians in the United
Slates generally use lasers

in dramatic or exotic ways,
such as to perform micro-

surgery or to reach inside

the eyeball to treat blindness
caused by diabetes. But in

China medical researchers
are using lasers to cure
such mundane ailments as
toe pains and persistent

anal itch.

Last year doctors in the

Chinese county of Zhao
Qing were confronted with a
high incidence of severe toe
pains in young women.
Some of the women were
hospitalized because the

pain was so severe that they

couldn't walk. Physicians

at the local People's Hospital

Number One turned to la-

sers to find a cure.

The painful toes were
bathed in an invisible in-

frared laser beam for 15-

minute periods. After four to

six such laser treatments,

the pain disappeared in all

seven patients studied. The
doctors think that heat from
the laser beam cured the

pain by expanding blood
vessels and hence improv-
ing blood flow, speeding up
local metabolism, and "pos-
sibly improving the mental

state of the patients."

The same doctors used a
different laser to combat an
anal itch that had bothered
one patient for 14 years,

They illuminated the affected

area with the red beam from
a helium-neon laser. After a
total of 20 hours of laser il-

lumination, the itch "com-
pletely disappeared," the

doctors report, but they can-
not explain why —Jeff Hecht

its: Doctors in China are using lasers to treat young
women with severe toe pain, as well as one man with a problem itch.



Believers hid the parts, planting the

seeds decades ago for

THE BLIfllPinG OF
nmcmon

BY KURT STEHLING AND MIKE EDELHART

spans of Ihe hangar rise toward heaven like the arches of a

cathedral. Beneath the vaulted ceiling, workers bustle about

with the hushed intensity of monks. Led by the venerable

Frank N. Piasecki (left), an engineering wizard whose special-

ty is helicopters, they are creating a machine on the hangar

floor. And they are also performing a ritual of devotion, build-

ing something entirely new from components hidden away in

walls, awaiting this moment for more than three decades.

They are preparing for the technological second coming of

lighter-lhan-air transportation.

The place is Lakehyrst. New Jersey, and the machine these

dedicated builders are constructing is an airship. Forty-four

years ago, when the German zeppelin Hindenburg dissolved

in flames at this same location, the viability of airships was

supposed to have gone up in billows of burning gas. A once-

PHOTOGRAPHS BY ANTHONY WOLFF



thriving airship industry shriveled up, not at

all helped by the fact that its leading pro-
ponent was Nazi Germany. The last signifi-

. .cant fleet of blimps was employed by the
U.S. Navy tor shore patrol during World War
II. But after the war ended, the 100 or so
airships were gradually .phased out. By the
early 1960s the airship seemed to have
disappeared from the-globe.

However, a small group of aviators and
engineers remained convinced that the
Hindenburg was a fluke. The cause of the
disaster, in their view, was the fact that the
Germans had been forced to inflate their

ship with flammable hydrogen because the
United States would not sell Germany safer,

nonflammable helium. The group didn't

want to let the elegant concept of lighter-

than-air flight die.

So instead of junking the Navy blimps,
they took them apart and hid the parts at

Lakehurst. In carefully constructed false

walls and compartments scattered around
the site of the airship's tragedy, the seeds of

its resurrection rested.

Now germination is at hand. A legendary
aviation pioneer, Piasecki has devised a
totally new kind of airship that melds the

propulsive lift and drive of a chopper with

the buoyant heft of a blimp. Piasecki is

using the one-million-cubic-foot bag of one
of America's abandoned airships to build

it. Two thirds the length of a football field,

the bag will sit on a metal frame, with whir-
ring helicopters at the four corners.

It was only because he knew about the
cached blimp bag that Piasecki was able
to make such a low bid to the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture and that government
officials decided to let him fashion his New
Age airship. Had he called for a totally new
bag, the cost would have been so high it

would almost surely have scared off federal
funders. Thus, the long-abandoned blimps
had a hand in their own salvation, and now
they may help us save a lot of money and
natural resources. The first mission for the
new ships will be to haul timber without
trucks and without the construction of new,
scenery-scarring roads.

Piasecki's Heli-Stal, for all the romance
of its inception, is not the only newfangled
airship being built. All over the world inter-

est has been revived in lighter-than-air

craft. At the 1980 symposium on the Eco-
nomics and Technology of Modern Air-

ships, in Paris, these were among the proj-

ects discussed:

• Heliocostat AZ-100. The Societe
Nationale Industrielle Aerospatial, in

France, has designed a hybrid ma-
chine with two helicopter rotors on
either side of a 3,000-cubic-meter
(about 100,000-cubic-foot) gas bag. It

looks a bit like a chubby waiter holding
a tray in each hand. Like the Heli-Stat,

it is meant for mountain-range or inac-
cessible timbering.

• Dinosaurs, from France's Institut

Meteorologique. is a smaller craft, de-
signed to carry 550 pounds to an al-

titude of about 10,000 feet. It will func-
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tion primarily .:& an atmospheric probe
and air-pollution tester.

• Sunship, as its name implies, is solar-

powered. Conceived by Professor M.
Gabriel Khoury, of the Imperial Col-
lege, in London, it carries solar cells

that can operate its engines for 24
hours on 9 hours of sunlight. The
weight of the cells necessitates that

Sunship be quite large {50-ton pay-
loads minimum) It will probably be
useful only in usually sunny latitudes.

Thermoskyship is an airship ferry for

use over the English Channel. For $22
million. British developer Malcolm
Wren says he can build a 100-ton ship
that could be the workhorse of trans-

port between England and the Euro-
pean continent.

« Kawasaki Heavy Lifter. The concept is

similar to lhat of the Heliocostat, but on
a much larger scale. The Japanese
want to use the craft to lift container-

ship cargoes in 30-ton lots.

4/4 small group

of aviators and engineers

remained convinced
that the German zeppelin

Hindenburg was
a fluke They didn't

want the idea of

lighter-than-air flight to die3

In addition, Brazilians showed interest in

airships for use in the Amazon Jungle and
Canadians were curious about using them
for hauling heavy, valuable oil sands.
ThunderColt. Ltd.. of England, has specu-
lated about a small, perky airship that
could carry a crew of two or three, using
nothing more for lift than heated air The
ship wouldn't need hydrogen or helium, but
it wouldn't amount to much more than a
recreational vehicle or floating camera
pod. Several small, one- ortwo-man blimps
have already been built and flown in the
United States.

Why, in a lime when everything seems to

be going faster and higher, is there so
much renewed interest in a vehicle specifi-

cally designed to sail low and slow? The
reason is summed up in one word: fuel.

Airships, with their comic-opera girth and
natural buoyancy, use less fuel to haul
heavy loads than anything now in use. This
fact makes these stout aircraft more allur-

ing to many scientists and business people
than anything slim, sleek, and supersonic.
The key reason for their interest is the fact
that an airship doesn't need to burn fuel to
slay in the air The helium that fills the bag

provides the lift. Fuel is burned strictly for

moving the craft along the most efficient

course from one place to another. The air-

ship can glide directly to a logging site,

haul the timber clear of all obstructions,

and head straight for the mill, wasting
neither effort nor fuel.

The price that's paid for saving fuel 'is

speed. Airplanes fly 500 miles an hour, air-

ships. 100. But the speed itself is costly.

Today's jet aircraft gobble prodigious
amounts of fuel— up to 1,000 gallons an
hour. The planes are very heavy and -the.

fuel goes toward overcoming that weight
and achieving the tremendous speeds of

the Jet Age. An airship, with its free lift, can
move cargo by using one sixth as much
fuel, and because of its cargo capabilities,

it can carry far more in one trip than an
armada of airplanes.

It was the promise of saving fuel that

attracted federal officials to Piasecki's hy-

brid as a possible subsists for log-hauling

trucks. Trucks aren't particularly energy-
efficient, especially when they idle away
hours during loading and while rumbling
into and out of the wild. Hauling by truck

requires building and maintaining roads at

an estimated cost of $150,000 permile.
Logging by helicopter costs even more.

"The Heli-Stat will be cheaper to operate
than helicopters," says James R. Beaver, a
timber-management expert for the Agricul-

ture Department's Forest Service, "and
much more flexible than trucks. Our pre-

liminary figures indicate that the Heli-Stat

could operate at a saving of thirty-seven

percent of helicopter costs for the same
work, with less road building in remote
areas as well as less environmental disturb-

ance than results from conventional log-

ging transportation methods."
Hauling 25-ton loads of logs isn't the only

proposed use for the Heli-Stat, Piasecki
says it could help "to unload container
ships in portless "areas, transport oil rigs

over rough terrain, move oversized military

structures from ship to shore, and even
place hydroelectric and nuclear-power
plants in mountainous areas."

Lieutenant Commander Keith E. Wil-

liams, who until recently managed the

Coast Guard's advanced technology pro-

grams, foresees a fleet of 50 Coast Guard
dirigibles to direct ships through crowded
ports, deliver equipment to oil-spill sites,

rescue-people from vessels in distress, and
especially keep an eye peeled for drug
smugglers and illegal aliens attempting to

enter the country.

The Coast Guard doesn't always need a
fast patrol craft. In many situations speed is

a detriment because it's difficult to observe
details while you're zipping along, The
Coast Guard's chief concerns are the
length of time a craft can remain over one
area and the cost of keeping it there. An
airship can hover like a helicopter or move
like a slow airplane, or skim over the water
almost like a hovercraft.

An airship freighter trip will take a com-
paratively long time, but how important is



that? Anyone who need's to deliver
emergency supplies ot drugs, spare parts,

documents, or highly perishable goods
has an unassailable reason for using a
plane. But much airfreight does not need
five-hour coasl-to-coast service. The cargo
goes by plane because surface transpor-

tation might take as long as a month.
Airships could fall nicely in the middle.

They could transport goods to Europe in

just 40 to 50 hours. The lower belly of a rigid

airship could readily accommodate a
dozen objects, each the size of a semi-
trailer truck, and fly them 10,000 miles with-

out landing. That's the distance from St.

Louis to Rome.
Airships might be more convenient than

.
planes, too. Conceivably, they could pick

up cargo right at the plant, like trains, by
hovering near the ground and hoisting

goods aboard. Then they could fly off like

planes, taking the Doe! possible air route to

the destination. Once there, they could
make a doorside delivery No airports, no
trucks, no intermediaries.

"The dirigible," says Dr, Bo Bocock, a
grain-hauling expert and airship enthusiast

from Colorado, "may— perhaps must-
become the aerial workhorse of the world,

and maybe sooner than even the most in-

curable airship freak could imagine." Dr
Bocock's interest in airships stems from his

grains, which are a nuisance to ship by any
method available today bocock visualizes

a giant airship, the MAC (massive air car-

rier), with a volume of 100 million cubic feet.

The Hindenburg
.
in comparison, had avol-

ume of only 7 million cubic feet. This mam-
moth vessel could carry loads of 1,000 tons
for more than 7.000 miles. Flights to most
areas of the United States would require

only three or four days.

While Bocock's MAC concepts may
seem wildly futuristic, his need for a new
transportation system is depressingly real.

And he is not alone in believing that some
sort of massive lighter-than-air transport is

the only answer that makes sense for the
near future. For instance, Combustion En-
gineering Company, in New Jersey, con-
eluded, in a study a few years ago that a
huge dirigible or some other buoyant
vehicle— though not necessarily a stream-
lined cigar, like classic airships— was the
best solution it could see for hauling heavy
loads to and from remote areas.

The new airships are also causing the
U.S. Coast Guard and the military services

to look up. Goodyear, the folks who have
floated their traditional blimp over sports
events and parades, is crafting a tiny, ma-
neuverable blimp for testing by the Coast
Guard. The airship will stay aloft for from 8
to 24 hours, cruising up and down the
Eastern Seaboard's fishing ranges.

"The airship will give us real presence
because it will be seen miles away" says
Lieutenant Commander Williams. "Boat
captains who are tempted to stray into for-

bidden waters will see us looming over-
head and think twice about transporting
drugs or other illegal cargo,"

Branches, of the military are attracted by
the potentially impressive cruising range of

dirigibles for radar service where large an-

tennae and slow scanning of vast surfaces
are necessary. The Navy has considered
using the dirigible as an antiballtstic-

missile platform, stuffed with high-powered
radar systems for detecting incoming
ICBMs after they have made their in-the-air

course corrections. Then an American
missile could be launched from the airship
in response. Airships might also serve as
flying helicopter carriers, launching the
choppers from flat platforms set atop the
dirigible bags.

But the most obvious and immediate mili-

tary application for airships is to transport
equipment. No existing cargo aircraft, for

instance, can carry a 50-ton tank. An air-

ship could carry four, at 100 miles per hour
Despite the long-standing view of airships

as delicate flying puffballs. military propo-
nents think that properly engineered rigid

craft could withstand considerable

•Imagine a silvery-

olive cylinder coming into

focus from a great

height in the sky. The ship's

skin mirrors the

flashes of late-afternoon

sun on the East

River and the Brooklyn shored

punishment from enemy attacks.

War and commerce are the two most
likely spheres for development of success-
ful new-line airships, but the most pleasant
speculations among blimp fanciers focus
on the return of lighter-than-air tourism.
One advocate of this idea says that it would
"blend Old World ambience and calm with
the best of modern technology." Airships,

as their backers see them, could be the

luxury liners of the twenty-first century.

An intimation of this future comes from a
letter written to Goodyear by Zoilo Vergara,

a tour operator in Cuzco, Peru, Vergara
wanted to know the tariffs Goodyear
Aerospace was charging for flights on
passenger-carrying airships.

Alas, Vergara said, the most imposing
things to see in his corner of the world are
the breathtaking ruins of the Incas at

Machu Picchu, but getting to them requires

a tedious, tortuous trip up the side of a
mountain on an antiquated narrow-gauge
railway, followed by a terrifying minibus
bumpathon along rutty dirt roads.

Vergara found that his customers didn't

want to subiect themselves to the trip.

'"However," he wrote, "by dirigible, it is pos-

sible to visit in one day ten or more ar-

chaeological remains on the way to the

Machu Picchu ruins and have the best
panoramic views of the landscape."

Imagine Vergara's guesls drifting gently

across Peruvian skies, past colorfully

dressed Indians and surefooted llamas,

then landing ai Machu Picchu for a lunch in

the shadow of the great monuments.
Unfortunately, such trips are years away.

None of the airship developers plan to be-
come involved in carrying passengers until

more pressing and more fundamental is-

sues are resolved. Some airship experts
worry that a blimp full of people will bring on
intense anxiety and fear as images of the

blazing Hindenburg return to public con-
sciousness.

One of the most striking plans for fhe age
of airship travel, whenever it may come,
was devised by a group of scientisls at the

National Oceanic and Afmospheric Admin-
istration. They propose to transform the

seedy and ill-used Brooklyn Navy Yard into

a riverside landing base for huge, globe-
spanning airships. In a detailed proposal
on the base and the aircraft that would land

there, they created a scenario like this;

Imagine a silvery-olive cylinder coming
slowly into focus from a great heighl in the

sky. The ship's slightly iridescent skin

flashes the late-afternoon amber sunlight

onto the East River and the Brooklyn
shoreline. The ship g ides downward, nose
firsf, until it is about 500 feet above the

dock. At that height, its true size becomes
apparent; as long as three city blocks and>
as wide as a skyscraper.

At its tail, two contrarotating 50-foot
rotors spin; they are hooded by a cylindri-

cal metal shroud. As the ship approaches
the dock, six propellers on the sides swivel

from horizontal to vertical. The cylinder
hovers. Curved rows of oval belly windows
below the nose offer a view of the control

personnel. Arrays of viewing windows line

the sides, behind which clusters of pas-
sengers watch the slowly approaching pier.

The monster pokes its nose into a conical
receptacle about 150 feet above the dock.
A dozen rods extend from the ship's belly

and attach to lock-in fittings on the pier.

The big beast stops moving. The rotors

and propellers slowly wind down in a con-
fused strobelike pattern. Power vents
cease moaning. Loudspeakers along the

wharf blare metallic announcements, ad-
monishments, instructions to the throng.

Six large hatch covers, each as big as a
garage door, open in the silver-white metal-

lic skin. Gangways extend from the pier to

these doorways, and passengers stream
ashore. Hatches at the ship's bottom open,
and winches begin to let cargo containers

down to the pier, where flattop trucks wait.

We may soon fly in this manner, but right

now the airship's reemergence is at a more
prosaic stage. Fruition of their full potential

will take years. But, to the dedicated
people who have waited decades for the

chance to prove their machines' worth,
what are a few short years?OQ



BY GARDNER DOZOIS
AND JACK C. HALDEMAN II

President of the United States
sat very still in his overstuffed chair on the

third floor and watched early
morning sunlight sweep in a slow line across

the faded rug.

PAINTING BY EDWARD HOPPER



He couldn't '-emerbor cutting but of bed
or sitting down in the chair. He could dimly
recall that he had been sitting there for a
long time, watching the slow advent of

' ""dawn, but he was only just beginning to

become fully aware of himself and his sur-

roundings.

Only his eyes moved,- yellow and wet, as
the world seeped in,

This happened to him almost every morn-
ing now Every morning he would return

slowly to his body as if from an immense
distance, from across appalling gulfs of

time and space, to find himself sitting in the
chair, or standing next lo the window, or,

more rarely, propped up in the corner
against the wall. Sometimes he'd be in' the

middle of dressing when awareness re-

turned, and he'd awake to find himself tying

a shoelace or buttoning his pants, Some-
times, like this morning, he'd just be sitting

and staring. Other times-he would awaken
tothe sound of his own voice, loud and cold

in the bare wooden room, saying some
strange and important things that he could
never quite catch. If he could only hear the

words he said at such times, just once, he
knew that il would change everything, that

he would understand everything. But he
could never hear them.

He didn't move-. When [he lines of sun-
light reached the chair, it would be time to

go downstairs. Not before, no matter how
lale it sometimes made him as the sunlight

changed with the seasons, no matter if he
sometimes missed breakfast or on cloudy
winter days, didn't move at all until Mrs.
Hamlin came upstairs lo chase him out. It

was one of the rituals with which- he tried to

hold his life together.

The east-facing window was washed
over with pale, fragile- blue, and the slow-
moving patch of direct sunlight was a raw,

hot gold. Dust motes danced in the beam.
Except for Ihose dust motes, everything
was stillness and suspension Except lc
his own spidery breathing, everything was
profoundly silent. The room smelled of dust
and heat and old wood. I! was the best part

of the day Naturally it couldn't last.

Very far away, floating on the edge of

hearing, there came the- mellow, mossy
bronze voice. of a bell, ringing in the village

of Fairfield behind the ridge, and at that

precise moment, as though the faint tintin-

nabulation were its cue, the house itself

began to speak. It wasa rambling wooden
house, more than a hundred years old, and
it talked to itself a! dawn and dusk, creak-
ing, groaning, whispering, muttering like a
crotchety old eccentric as its wooden
bones expanded with the sun or con-
tracted with the frost. This petulant, arthritic

monologue ran on for a few minutes, and
then the tenants themselves pined in, one
by one: Seth in the bathroom eariy, splutter-

ing as he washed up; Mr. Thompkins, clear-

ing his throat interminably in the room be-
low, coughing and hacking'and spitting as
though he were "drowning in a sea of

phlegm; Sadie's baby, crying in a vain at-

tempt to wake her sluggard mother; Mrs.
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Hamlin, slamming the kitchen door; Mr,

Samuels's loud nasal voice in the courtyard
outside.

The sunlight swept'across his chair.

The President ofthe United Slates stirred

and sighed, lifting his arms and setting

them down again, stamping his feet to re-

store circulation. Creakily he got up. He
stood for a moment, blinking in the sudden
warmth, willing life back into his bones. His
arms were gnarled and thin, covered, like

his chest, with fine white hair that polarized

in the sunlight. He rubbed his hands over
his arms to smooth out gooseflesh,
pinched the bridge of his nose, and
stepped across to the gable window for a
look outside. It seemed wrong somehow to

see the neat, tree-lined streets of North-
view, the old wooden houses, the tiled

roofs, the lines of smoke going up black
and fine from mortar-chinked chimneys. It

Seemed especially wrong that there were
no automobiles in the streets, no roar and
clatter of traffic, no reek of gasoline, no

<mFor a moment
everything was wrong, and

he blinked at

the homey room as if it were

an unutterably

alien place. Everything

became hot

and tight and terrifying.^

airplanes in the sky—
He turned away from the window For a

moment everything was sick and wrong,
and he blinked at the homey, familiar room
as though he'd never seen ii before, as
though it were an unutterably alien place.

Everything became hot and tight and ter-

rifying, closing down on him. What's hap-
pening? he asked himself blindly. He
leaned againsl a crossbeam, dazed and
baffled, until the distant sound of Mrs. Ham-
lin's voice— she was scolding Tessie in the
kitchen, and the ruckus rose all the way up
through three floors of pine and plaster and
fine old penny nails— woke him again to his

surroundings, with something like pleas-
ure. ,-.' Ih something ike pair.

Jamie, they called him. Crazy Jamie.
Shaking his head and muttering to him-

se I". J a r
i s collected his robe and his shav-

ing kit and walked down the narrow, peeling
corridor to the small upstairs bedroom. The
polished hardwood floor was cold under
his feet.

The bathroom was cold, too. It was only

the beginning of July, bul already the
weather was starting to turn nippy lale at

night and early in the morning. It got colder

every year, seeded like Maybe the gla-

ciers were coming back, as some folks

said. Or maybe it was just that he himself

was worn a little thinner every year, a little

closer to the ultimate cold of the grave.

Grunting, he wedged himself into the nar-

row space between the sink and the down-
slant of the roof, bumping his head, as
usual, against the latch of the skylight win-

dow There was ,us'. enough room for him if

he stood hunch-shouldered with :ho loile:

bumping up against his thigh. The toilet

was an old porcelain monstrosity -worn

smooth as glass, that gurgled constantly

and comfortably and emitted a mellow
breath of earth. It was almost company. The
yard boy had already brought up a big

basin of "hot" water although by now, after

three or four other people had already used
it, it was gray and cold; after the last person
used it, it would be dumped down the toilet

to help flush out the system, He opened his

shaving kit and took out a shapeless cake
of lye soap, a worn hand towel, a straight

The mirror above the sink was cracked
and tarnished — no help for it. nobody
made mirrors anymore, It seemed an ap-
Lir;>ori.=te background 'or :-v- 'si'eoticn c~

his face, which was also, in its way, tar-

nished and dusty and cracked with age.

He didn't know how old he was; that was
one of the many things Doc Norton had
warned him not to think about, so long ago.
He cojldn : even remember now long he'd

been living here in Niorthviow. ~e-i years9

Fifteen? He studied himself in the mirror. ,

the blotched, earth-colored skin roe eyes
sunk deep under a shelt of brow, the net-

work of fine wrinkles. A well-preserved sev-

enty? Memory was dim: the years were
misty and fell away before he could number
them. He shied away from trying to re-

member Didn't matter.

He covered the face with lathered soap.
By the time he finished dressing, the

other tenants had already gone down-
stairs He ecu id hear them talking down
there, muffled and distant, like water bugs
whispering at the mossy Doiiom of a deeo
old well, Cautiously Jamie went back into

the hall. The wood floors and paneling up
here were not as nicely finished as those in

the "est of the house. He thought of all the

hidden splinters in all that wood, waiting lo

catch nis flesh. Ho descended the stairs.

The banister swayed as he clutched it,

groaning softly to remind him that it, too.

was old.

As he came into the dining room, con-
versation died. The othctonanls looked up
at him, looked away again. People fiddled

with their tableware, adjusted their nap-
kins, pulled their chairs closer to the table

or pushed them farther away. Someone
coughed self-consciously.

He crossed the room to his chair and
stood behind it.

"Morning, Jamie," Mrs. Hamlin said
crossly.

"Ma'am," he replied politely, trying to ig-

nore her grumpiness. He was late again.



He sat down, Mrs. Hamlin stared at hir

disapprovingly, shook her head, and the

turned her attention pointedly back to he

plate, As if this were a signal, conversatio

started up again, gradually swelling to it

normal level. The awkward mcmen
passed, Jamie concentrated on filling his

plate, intercepting ihe big platters of coun-

try ham and eggs and corn bread as they

passed up and down the table. It was al-

ways like this at rheals; the embarrassed

pauses, the uneasy sidelong glances, the

faces thai tried to be friendly but could not

entirely conceal distaste, Crazy Jarnf

Crazy Jamie, Conversation flowed in ri

pies around him, never involving him, i

though the others would smile dutifully at

him if he caught their eyes, and occasion-

ally Seth or Tom would nod at him with toler-

ably unforced cordiality. This morning it

wasn't enough, He wanted to talk, too, for

the first time in months. He wasn't a child,

he was a man, an old man! He paid less

attention to his food and began to strain to

hear what was being said, looking for a
chance to get into the conversation.

Finally the chance came. Seth asked Mr.

Samuels a question. It was a point of fact,

not opinion, and Jamie knew the answer
"Yes," Jamie said, "at one time New York

City did indeed have a larger population

than Augusta."

Abruptly everyone stopped talking. Mr.

Samueis's lips closed up tight, and he'

grimaced as though he had tasted some-
thing foul. Seth shook his head wearily,

looking sad and disappointed. Jamie low-

ered his head to avoid Seth's eyes. He
could sense Mrs. Hamlin swelling and
glowering beside him, but he wouldn't look

at her either.

Damn it. that wasn't what he'd meant to

say! They hadn't been talking about that s

all. He'd said' the wrong thing.

He'd done it again.

People were talking about him around

the table, he knew, but he could no longer

understand them. He could still hear their

voices, but the words had been leeched

away, and all thai remained was noise and
hissing static. He concentrated on butter-

ing a slice of corn bread, trying to hang on
to that simple mechanical act while the

world pulled away from him in all directions,

retreating to the very edge of his percep-

tion, like a tide that has gone miles out'from

the beach.

When the world tide came back in,

found himself outside on the. porch— the

veranda, some of the older folks still called

it — with Mrs. Hamlin fussing at hir

straightening his clothes, patting his wi

white hair into place, getting him ready to

be sent off to work. She was still annoyed
with him, but it had no real bite to it. and the

exasperated fondness underneath kept

showing through even as she scolded hir

"You go straight to work now, you hear? Mo
dawdling and mooning around." He nod-

ded his head sheepishly. She was a tall,

aristocratic lady with a beak nose, a lined,

craggy face, and a light bun ofsnowy white
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Why It's Such
A Rare Bird

Wild Turkeys are masters
of camouflage and evasion.

A large flock of birds will lie

quietly within yards of a
man passing through the

forest, and never be seen.

The Wild Turkey is

truly a native bird, unique
to America. And it is the

unique symbol of the

greatest native whiskey in

America-Wild Turkey.

WILD TURKEY'/ 101 PROOF / S YEARS OLD
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Since the lirsl Sputnik roared into orbit two
dozen years ago, humankind has em-
barked on the greatest era of exploration in

— history, Earth's moon and all the planets

known to the ancients— Mercury, Venus,
Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn —have been ex-

amined by our far-roaming spacecraft.
Voyager 2 is now heading still farther, to-

ward a 1986 rendezvous with Uranus.

Why do these alien worlds beckon so to

us? What is the lure of exploration, the thrill

of traversing unknown regions? Why do we
wan! to go out there? Six prominent scien-

tisls and authors examine these questions
and share their views with us on man's
ceaseless desire to encounter the un-

known, to discover new worlds.

CARL SAGAN
Carl Sagan's involvement with the U.S.

space program includes a leading role in

the Mariner, Viking, and Voyager missions
to the planets, for which he received the

NASA Medal for Exceptional Scientific

Achievement. In the following essay, Sagan
makes the connection between exploration

and human progress.

Within the vast array of worlds in our solar

system— which we already know to be a
fascinating collection— there are bound to

be surprises.

But planetary missions are in financial

trouble. By many standards, however, such
missions are inexpensive. For example, the

Mariner Jupiter/Saturn probe cost about
the same as all the American aircraft shot

down over Vietnam. The entire cost of the

Viking mission to Mars equaled about a
fortnight of the Vietnam War.

I find these comparisons particularly

poignant: life versus death, hope versus
despair, courage versus fear Space ex-

ploration and the highly mechanized de-
struction of people make use of similar

technology and manufactured products,

and similar human qualities of organization

and daring. Can we not make the transi-

tion from automated aerospace killing to

automated aerospace exploration of the
solar system, in which we live?

The advantages of such exploration are

varied and, lo me. compelling.
I believe

that the scientific perspective obtained by
observing our neighboring worlds in the
solar system will bring practical benefits

back here to Earth, besides providing a
sense of peaceful adventure, of the exhil-

aration of exploration, at a time when all the

earth's surface has been explored. When
our sciences of meteorology, geology and
biology are generalized by contact with

other examples elsewhere, their powers
will be vastly enhanced. Space exploration

also furnishes a new perspective on our
own planet, its origins, and its possible fu-

tures. We see Earth as it is, one planet

among many._a world whose significance is

only what we make it. We realize that if there
is life elsewhere, it will almost certainly be
very different from life on Earth, and this

makes the similarities among men clear
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and awesome compared to the differenc-

es that exist among them.

There is a great need for social reforms

on Earth, if poverty, starvation, and injus-

tice are to end. But just as food is neces-
sary for the body, we need sustenance for

(he mind and the spirit. As I read human
history,

I
find a remarkable correlation be-

tween epochs of exploration and discovery

and epochs of mighty cultural advances.
By exploring the solar system, we find out,

and make better, who we are.

JAMES A. MICHENER
A staunch supporter of America 's space

program, novelist James A. Michener
serves on the NASA Advisory Council. In

the following essay, the author of such
best-selling novels as Hawaii, The Source,

Iberia, and The Covenant writes of the two
choices facing every explorer.

I have always believed that an event has
not happened until it has passed through

^Mariner cost about

the same as all the American

aircraft shot down
over Vietnam. Viking cost

about a fortnight of

the war. I find the comparison

poignant: life versus

death, hope versus despair^

the mind of a creative artist able to explain

its significance.
I suppose that is why from

earliest times we have had the narrators

who sat around campfires at night to re-

count the heroic adventures of that time.

Those adventures really did not happen
until they were crystallized into words and
comprehensions.

It is therefore understandable that our
first groat epic, the Homeric, dual poem,
dealt primarily with man's earliest adven-
ture in- exploring. There is no figure in litera-

ture more heroic and permanent than
Odysseus. He epitomizes the penchant for

advenlure in all of us: the ever-searching,

the onward-probing, the grappling with

ancient myths, converting them into pres-

ent reality, the quest for lands that have
been mentioned but never seen. It is not by
accident that our opening epic deals with

the explorer in mankind, because explor-

ing is one of his permanent and most at-

tractive- characteristics.

When I was a little boy in a small town in

Pennsylvania, past my door ran a remark-
able road. To the east it went a quarter mile

and stopped dead. To the west it was limit-

less; It went all the way to the Pacific, and

from there to Asia and the entire world. As a
child, I looked at that road and understood
its two directions— limited and unlim-
ited—and thought how craven it. would be
for a human being to devote his life to the

exploration of the eastern portion, which
could be exhausted in an afternoon, and
how commendable to turn westward and
thus enter upon a road and a complexity of

roads that would lead to the very ends of

the earth.
I chose Ihe western road.

When one deals with exploration, one
has to be aware that in every generation

one field of exploration comes to an end.

We have done it. We have exhausted the

possible. With Darwin we explored the be-
ginning of life and the characteristics that

modify it.

As that epoch ends, we start something
new We are always at the end of some-
thing, always at the beginning of some-
thing else. This is true not only of societies,

not only of total culture, but also of individu-

als. If we have no accomplishment, if we
never know success, we lead embittered

lives. But if we stop with one success and
do not recognize that it stands merely as a
threshold to something greater, more com-
plex, more infinite, then

I think we do only

half our job.

It is this kind of threshold that has always
made the explorer's life exciting. And it-is

only one of the small number of thresholds

that we live on right now: What are the ulti-

mate capacities of the mind? How do cells

operate? Which organizations of society,

are better than the ones we sponsor?
I am

apprehensive about our current explora-

tions, yet absolutely certain that they will go
forward and just as certain that the

triumphs and defeats that go with them will

form a basic characteristic of man. and one
of his best characteristics.

ARTHUR C.CLARKE
By the time he was iv.'enty-nine. sci-

ence-fiction writer Arthur C. Clarke was al-

ready chairman of the British Interplanetary

Society. Mankind has an obligation to

search the solar system. Clarke says, and
man is destined to be surprised by what he
finds there.

The frontier of our knowledge is moving
inevitably outward. It has already em-
braced the moon, We still have a great deal

to learn about the moon, and there will be
many surprises even there. I'm sure, But
the frontier is moving on, and our viewpoint
is changing with it. We're discovering—
and this is a big surprise— that the moon
and the other planets, and especially
space itself, are essentially benign envi-

Excerpts by Carl Sagan and Arthur C. Clarke are

adapieO from Mars and the IvVrid o' Mar 1

, {g 7.973

by Harper & flow Publishers, inc. Reprinted by
permission. Excerpts by James A. Michener,

Ray Bradbury, Philip Morrison, and Norman
Cousins are adapted from Why Man Explores,

published by the U.S. Government Printing Of-

fice. Washington. D.C. Excerpt by Ray Bradbury

© 1981 by Ray Bradbury.
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THE SOUL PAINTER
ANDTHESHAPESHIFTER
An alien's deception provides an artist's muse



wilh the ragged energies of youth— and
then he dwelled some years in marvelous

Canzilaine of the talking statues, and af-

terward in Stee the awesome, whose out-

skirts were three days' journey across, and
in golden Halanx at the very fringes of the

Castle, and for five years at the Castle itself,

where he painted af the court of the Cor-

onal Lord Thraym. His paintings were
prized for their calm elegance and their

perfeclion of form, which mirrored the (law-

lessness of the Fifty Cities. But the beauty
of such places numbs the soul, after a time,

and^ paralyzes the artistic instincts. When
Nismile reached his fortieth year, he found

himself beginning to identify perfection

with sfagnation; he loathed his famous
works; his spirit began to cry out for up-

heaval, unpredictability, transformation.

The moment of crisis overtook him in the

gardens of Tolingar Barrier. The Coronal

had asked him for a suite of paintings of the

gardens, to de^oiare a pergola under con-

struction on the Castle's rim.

Nismile was happy to oblige. He faced
his blank canvas, drew breath deep down
into his lungs, and readied himself for enter-

ing the trance stale. In a moment his soul,

leaping from his dreaming mind, would im-

print the unique intensity of his vision on the

psychosensitive fabric. He glanced at the

gentle hills, the artful shrubbery, the deli-

cately angled leaves, and a wave of rebel-

lious fury crashed against him. And he
quivered and shook and nearly fell. This

immobile landscape, this static, sterile

beauty, this impeccable and matchless
garden, had no need of him; it was itself as
unchanging as a painting, and as lifeless.

How ghastly! How hateful! Nismile swayed
and pressed his hands to his pounding
skull. He heard the soft, surprised grunts of

his companions, and when he opened his

eyes, he saw them all staring in horror and
embarrassment at the blackened and
bubbling canvas. "Cover it!" he cried. He
turned away. Everyone was in motion at

once, and in the center of the group Nismile

stood statue-still. When he could speak
again, he said quietly, "Tell Lord Thraym I

will be unable to fulfill his commission."
And so that day in Dundilmir he pur-

chased what he needed and began his

journey to the lowlands. He found passage
on a pilgrim ship sailing to Piliplok on the

continent of Zimroel— the entire interior of

which was wilderness, into which Lord
Stiamot had driven the aboriginal Meta-

morphs after their final defeat four

thousand years before.

Nismile expected the port of Piliplok to

be a mudhole, but to his surprise it turned

out to be an ancient and enormous city, laid

out according to a maddeningly rigid

mathematical plan. It was ugly, but not in

any refreshing way, and he moved on by
riverboat up the Zimr. At a town called Verf

he impulsively left-the boat and set forth in a
hired wagon into trie forests to the south.

When he had traveled so deep into the

wilderness that he could see no trace of

civilization, he halted and built a cabin be-

side a'swift, dark stream. It was three years

since he had left Castle Mount. Through all

his journey he had been alone and had
spoken to others only when necessary, and
he had not painted at all.

Here Nismile began to heal. Everything

in this place was unfamiliar and wonderful.

On Castle Mount, where the climate was
artificially controlled, an endless sweet
springtime reigned, the unreal air was clear

and pure, and rainfall came at predictable

limes. But now he was in a rain forest,

where the soil was spongy and yielding,

clouds and tongues of fog often drifted by,

showers were frequent, and the vegelation

was a chaotic, tangled anarchy. It was as
far removed as he could imagine from the

symmetries of Tolingar Barrier. He wore little

clothing, learned by trial and error whal
rools and berries and shoots were safe 10

eai, and devised a wickerwork weir lo help

him calch the slender crimson fish that

•He faced his blank

canvas, drew a deep breath.

and readied himself

for the trance. In a moment
his soul, leaping

from his mind, would imprint

the unique intensity

of his vision on the fabric^
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flashed like skyrockets [trough the.stream.

He walked for hours through the dense
jungle, savoring not only its strange beauty
but also Ihe tense pleasure of wondering
whether he could find his way back lo his

cabin. Often he sang, in a loud, erratic

voice; he had never sung on Caslle Mount.
Occasionally he started to prepare a can-
vas, but always he put it away unused. He
composed nonsensical poems, voluptu-

ous strings of syllables, and chanted them
to an audience of slender, lowering trees

and incomprehensibly intertwined vines.

Someiimes he thought back to the court of

Lord Thraym, wondering whether the Cor-

onal had hired a new artist to paint the

decorations for the pergola, and whether
Ihe halatingas were now blooming along
the road to High Morpin. But such thoughts

Game rarely

He lost track of time. Four or five or

perhaps six weeks— how could he tell?—

went by before he saw his firsl Metamorph.
The encounler look place in a marshy

meadow two miles upstream from his cab-
in. Nismile had gone there lo gather the
succulent scarlet bulbs of mud-lilies, which
he had learned to mash and roast into a

sort of bread. They grew deep, and he dug
them by working his arm to the shoulder

into the muck and groping about wilh one
cheek pressed to the ground. He came up
muddy-faced and slippery, clutching a

dripping handful, and was startled to find a

iigure calmly watching him from a distance

of a dozen yards.

He had never seen a Metamorph, The
native beings of Majipoor were perpetually

exiled from the capital continent, Alhan-

roel, where Nismile had spent all his years.

But he had an idea of how they looked, and
he felt sure this must be one; an enor-

mously tall, fragile, sallow-skinned being,

sharp-laced, with inward-sloping eyes, a

barely perceptible nose, and stringy, rub-

bery, hair of a pale greenish hue. It wore
only a leather loin harness. A short, sharp
dirk of some polished black wood was
strapped to its hip. In eerie dignity the

Metamorph stood balanced with one frail,

long leg twisted around the shin of the

other II seemed bolh sinister and gentle,

menacing and comical. Nismile chose not

fo be alarmed.

"Hello," he said. "Do you mind if
I
galher

bulbs here?"

The Metamorph was silent.

"I have the cabin down the stream. I'm

Therion Nismile. I used to be a soul painter

when I lived on Castle Mount."

The Metamorph regarded him solemnly.

An unreadable expression Mckered across

its face. Then the Metamorph turned and
slipped gracefully into the jungle, vanish- ,

ing almost at once.

Nismile shrugged. He dug for more mud-
lily bulbs'

A week or two later he met another

Metamorph, or perhaps Ihe same one, this

time while he was stripping bark from a vine

to make rope for a bilantoon trap. Once
more the aborigine was wordless,
materializing quietly like an apparition in

front of Nismile and contemplating him

from the same unsettling one-legged
stance. A second time Nismile tried to draw
the creature inlo conversation, but at his

first words it drifted off, ghostlike. "Wait!"

Nismile called. "I'd like to talk with you. I
— "

Bui he was alone.

A few days afterward he was collecting

firewood and soon became aware that he
was being studied. At once he said to the

Metamorph, "I've caught a bilantoon, and
I'm about to roast it. There's more meat than

I need. Will you share my dinner?" The
Metamorph smiled— he took that enigmat-

ic flicker for a smile, though it could have
been anything— and as if by way ol reply-

ing underwent a sudden astonishing shift,

turning itself into a mirror image of Nismile,

slocky and muscular, with dark, penetrat-

ing eyes and shoulder-length black hair.

Nismile blinked wildly and trembled: then,

recovering, he smiled, taking the mimicry,

as some form of communication, and said,

"Marvelous! I can't begin to see how you

people do it!" He beckoned. "Come. It'll

take an hour and a half to cook the bilan-

toon, and we can talk until then. You under-



stand our language, don't you?" It was
bizarre beyond measure, this speaking io a

duplicated himself. "Say something, eh?

Tell me: Is there a Metamorph village

somewhere nearby? Piurivar," he cor-

rected, remembering the Metamorphs'

name lor themselves. "Eh? A lot of Piurivars

hereabouts, in the jungle?" Nismile ges-

tured again. "Walk with me to my cabin and

we'll get the fire going. You don't have any

wine, do you? That's the only thing I miss, I

think, some good strong wine, the heavy

stuff they make in Muldemar. Won't taste

that ever again,
I
guess, but there's wine in

Zimroel, isn't there? Eh? Will you say some-

thing?" Bui the Metamorph responded only

wiih a grimace, perhapsintendedasagrin,

that twisted the Nismile face into something

harsh and strange; then it resumed its own

form in an instant and with calm, floating

strides started walking away.

Nismile hoped for a time that it would

return with a flas"k of wine, but he did not

see it again, Curious creatures , he thought.

Were they angry that he was camped in

their territory? Were they keeping him

under surveillance- out of fear that he was

the vanguard of a wave of human settlers?

Oddly, he felt himself in no danger,

Metamorphs were generally considered to

be malevolent; certainly they were disquiet-

ing beings, alien and unfathomable. Plenty

of tales were told Of Metamorph raids on

outlying human settlements, and no doubt

these Shapeshifter folk harbored bitter

haired for those who had come to their

.world and dispossessed them, driving

them info the jungles. Nismile knew himself

to be a man of goodwill, who had never

done harm to others and wanted only to be

leftto live his life, and he fancied that some-

subtle sense would lead the Metamorphs

to realize that he was not their enemy, He
wished he could become their friend. He
was growing hungry for conversation after

histime of solitude and thought it might be

challenging and rewarding to exchange

ideas with these strange folk. He might

even paint one. He had been thinking of

returning to his art. of experiencing that

moment of creative ecstasy as his soul

leaped the gap to the psyGhosensitive

canvas and inscribed on it those images

that tie-alone could fashion. Surely he was

different now from the increasingly un-

happy man he had been en Castle Mount,

and that difference must show itself in his

work. During the next few days he re-

hearsed speeches designed to win the

confidence of the Metamorphs, to over-

come that strange shyness of theirs, that

delicacy of bearing mat blocked any sort of

contact. In time, he thought, they would

grow used, to him; they would begin to

speak, to accept his invitation to eat with

him, and then perhaps they would pose-
But in the days that followed he saw no

more Metamorphs. He roamed the forest,

peering hopefully into thickets and down
mist-swept lanes of trees, and found no

one. He decided that he had been too for-

ward and had frightened them away— so

much for the malevolence of the monstrous

Metamorphs! - and after a while he
ceased to expect further ooriact I: was

disturbing. He had not missed companion-

ship when none seemed likely, but the

knowledge that there were intelligent be-

ings somewhere in the area kindled an

awareness of loneliness in him that -was- not

easy to bear.

One damp and warm day several weeks

after his last Metamorph encounter, Nismile

was swimming in the cool, deep pond
formed by a natural dam of boulders half a

mile below his cabin. He saw a pale, slim

figure moving quickly through a dense

bower of blue-leaved bushes near the

shore. He scrambled out of the water, bark-

ing his knees on the rocks; "Wait!" he

shouted, "Please— don't be afraid— don't

go—" The figure disappeared, but Nismile,

thrashing frantically through the under-

brush, caught sight of it again in a few

minutes, leaning casually now against an

enormous tree with vivid red bark.

Nismile stopped short, amazed, for the

other was- no Metamorph, but a human
woman.
She was slender and young and naked.

with thick, auburn hair, narrow shoulders.

small, high breasts, and bright, playful

eyes. She seemed altogether unafraid of

him, a forest sprite who had obviously. en-

joyed leading him on this little chase. As he

stood gaping at her. she looked him .over

unhurriedly and with an outburst of clear.

tinkling laughter said, "You're all scratched

and torn! Can't you run in the forest, any

belter than that?"

"I didn't want you to get away."

"Oh, I
wasn't going to go far. You know I

was watching you for a long time before you

noticed me. You're the man from the cabin,

right?"

"Yes. And you— where do you live?"

"Here and there," she said airily.

He stared at her in wonder. Her beauty

delighted him, and her shamelassness

astounded him, She might almost.be a hal-

lucination, he thought. Where had she

come -from? What was a human being,

naked and alone, doing in this primordial

jungle?

Human?
Of course not. Nismile realized, with the

sudden, sharp grief of a child who has

been given some coveted treasure in a

dream, only to wake aglow and perceive-

the sad reality, Remembering how ef-

fortlessly the. Metamorph had mimicked

him. Nismile comprehended the dismal

probability: This was some prank, some-

masquerade. He studied her iniently, seek-

ing a sign of Metamorph identity, a flicker-

ing of the projection, a trace of knife-sharp

cheekbones. and sloping eyes behind the

cheerfully impudent face. She was con-

vincingly human in every degree. And
yet— how implausible to meet one of his_.

own kind here, how much more likely that

she was a Shapeshifter, a deceiver—
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He did not want to believe thai. He re-

solved to meet the possibility of deception
with a conscious act of faith, in the hope
that that would make her be what she

-~- seemed to be.

"What's your name?" he asked.

"Sarise. And yours?"

"Nismile. Where do' you live?"

"In the forest."

"Then there's a human settlement not far

from here?"

She shrugged. "I live by myself." She
came. toward him. He felt his muscles grow-
ing taut as she moved closer, and his skin
seemed to be blazing. She touched her
fingers lightly to the cuts the vines had
made on his arms and chest. "Don't those
scratches bother you?"

"They're beginning to. I should wash
them."

"Yes. Let's go back to the pool. I know a
better way than the one you took. Follow
me."

She parted the fronds of a thick clump of

ferns and revealed a narrow, well-worn trail.

Gracefully she sprinted off, and he ran be-
hind her, delighted by the ease of her
movements, the play of muscles in her
back and buttocks. He plunged into the
pool a moment after she did. The chilly

water soolhed the stinging of the cuts.

When they climbed out, he yearned to draw
her to him and enclose her in his arms, but
he did not dare. They sprawled on the
mossy bank. There was mischief in her
eyes.

He said, "My cabin isn't far."

"I know."

"Would you like to go there?" -

"Some other time, Nismile."

"All right. Some other time."

"Where do you come from?" she asked.
"I was born on Castle Mount. Do you

know where that is? I was a soul painter at

the Coronal's court, Do you know what soul
painting is? It's done with the mind and a
sensitive canvas, and—

I could show you. I

could paint you, Sarise.
I take a close look

at something, I seize its essence with my
deepest consciousness, and then I go into

a kind of trance, almost a waking dream,
and I transform what I've seen into some-
thing of my own and hurl it on the canvas. I

capture the truth of it in one quick blaze of

transference—" He paused. "1 could show
you by making a painting ot you."

She scarcely seemed to have heard him.

"Would you like to touch me, Nismile?"

"Yes. Very much."
The thick turquoise moss was like a car-

pet. She rolled toward him, and his hand
hovered above her body. He hesitated, for

he was still certain that she was a Meta-
morph playing some perverse Shapeshift-
er game with him, and a heritage of

thousands of years of dread and loathing
surfaced in him. He was terrified of touch-
ing her and discovering thai her skin had
the clammy, repugnant texture that he
imagined Metamorph skin to have, or that

she would shift and turn into a creature of
alien form the moment she was in his arms.
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Her eyes were closed, her lips were parted,
her tongue flickered between them like a
serpent's; she was waiting. In terror he
forced his hand down to her breast. But her
flesh was warm and yielding, and it felt very
much the way the flesh of a young human
woman should feel. With asoft, little cry she
pressed herself into his embrace. For a
dismaying instanf the grotesque image of a
Metamorph rose in his mind, angular and
long-limbed and noseless, but he shoved
the thought away fiercely and gave himself
up entirely to her lithe and vigorous body.

For a long time afterward they lay still,

side by side, hands clasped, saying noth-

ing. Even when a light rainshower came,
they did not move but simply allowed the
quick, sharp sprinkle to wash the sweat
from their skins. He opened his eyes even-
tually and found her watching him with
keen curiosity.

"I want lo paint you," he said

"No."

'. Tomorrow. You'll

•He ceased to fear

that she would disappear
as suddenly as she

had come. Her questions

subsided, but he
chose not to take his turn,

preferring to leave

her mysteries unpiercedt

cabin, and then I can— "

No."

"I haven't tried to paint in years. It's im-
portant to me to begin again. And I want
very much to paini you."

"I want very much not to be painted." she
said.

"Please."

"No," she said gently She rolled away
and stood up. "Paint the jungle. Paint the
pool. Don't paint me. all right, Nismile? All

right?"

He made an unhappy gesture of accept-
ance.

She said, "I have to leave now."

"Will you tell me where you live?"

"I already have. Here and there. In the
forest. Why do you ask these questions'7

"

"! want to be able to find you again. If you
disappear, how will

I know where to look?"
"I know where to find you," she said.

"That's enough."

"Will you come to me tomorrow'7 To my
cabin?"

"I think I will,"

He took her hand and drew her toward
him. But now she was hesitani, remote. The
mystery surrounding her throbbed in his

mind. She had told him nothing but her
name. He found it too difficult to believe
that she, like him, was a solitary of the
jungle, wandering as the whim came, but
he doubted that he could have failed to
detect, in all these weeks, the existence of
a human village nearby The most likely

explanation was that she was a Shapeshitt-

er, embarked on an adventure with a hu-
man. Much as he resisted thai idea, he was
too raflonal to reject it completely. But she
looked human, she fell human, she acted
human. How adept were these Meta-
morphs at their transformations? He was
tempted to ask her outright whether his

suspicions were correct, but that was
foolishness; she had answered nothing
else, and surely she would not answer that.

He kept his questions to himself. She gently

pulled her hand free of his grasp and
stepped toward the fern-bordered trail and
was gone.

Nismile waited at his cabin all the next
day. She did not come. It scarcely sur-

prised him. Their meeting had been a
dream, a fantasy an interlude beyond time

and space. He did not expect io see her
again. Toward evening he drew a canvas
from the pack he had brought with him and
set it up, thinking he might paint the view
from his cabin as twilight purpled the forest

air. He studied the landscape a long while,

testing the verticals of the slender trees

against the heavy horizontal of a thick,

sprawling, yellow- berried bush, and even-
tually shook his head and put his canvas
away. Nothing about this landscape ,

needed to be captured by art. In the morn-
ing, he thought, he would hike upstream
past the meadow to a place where fleshy,

red succulents sprouted like rubbery
spikes from a deep cleft in a great rock: a

more promising scene, perhaps.
But in the morning he found excuses for

delaying his departure, and by noon it

seemed too late to go. He worked in his little

garden plot instead— he had begun trans-

planting some of the shrubs whose fruits or

greens he ate— and that occupied him for

hours. In late afternoon a milky fog settled

over the forest. He went inside, and a few
minutes later there was a knock at the door.

"I had given up hope," he told her
Sarise's forehead and brows were bead-

ed with moisture. The fog, he thought, or

maybe she had been dancing along the
path. "I promised I'd come," she said softly

"Yesterday."

"This is yesterday," she said, laughing,
and drew a flask from' her robe. "You like

wine? I found some of this. I had to go a
long distance to get it. Yesterday"

It was a young gray wine, the kind that

tickles the tongue with its sparkle. The flask

had. no label, but he supposed it to be
some Zimroel wine, unknown on Castle
Mount. They drank it all, he more than
she — she filled his cup again and
again— and when it was gone, they went
outside to make love on the cool, damp
ground beside the stream and fell into a
doze afterward. She woke him in some
CONT'NUFO ON PAGE 136



With wry visual ploys, Japan's

asobi design master delights Western visitors

but befuddles his countrymen

$gjg$jgfi

LAND DFTHE
RISING PUN

BY R. BRUCE McCOLM

[he workaholic Japanese treasure

jyoshiki. or commonsense, above all else. Bu! the art Of Shigeo Fukuda
extols asobi. a concept that encompasses both play and space, Called

a "mad computer" by a French art critic for his highly disciplined but

whimsical creativity, the forty-nine-year-old graphic designer wants "to

challenge the assumptions made about shapes that define our physi-

cal environment." Whether it's his sculptural puzzles or Beethoven
emerging from the floor of a Tokyo department store (left), a Fukuda
always involves an element of surprise. The form can vary. It might be a

geometric paradox, such as Horse & Esroh (above), which reveals a

second horse— a red one to complement its white counterpart— when
the picture is turned upside down, Or it might be a visual pun: the image
of man sent to Jupiter, seen from one side as the letters S.O.S. Nonsen-

PHOTOGRAPHS BY MALCOLM KIRK



67/ie interior decor of

Fukuda's home resembles a set from

Woody Alien's Sleeper.9

sical objects are yet another source of amusement lor the artist: At a
tood factory, he designed chairs out of huge plastic tomatoes.

His sense of playfulness starts right at the door of his house in the
Tokyo suburb of Kamikitazawa As Omni photographer Malcolm Kirk
and I stared at the supposed entrance, the side wall opened to reveal
the artist Inside was a landscape resembling a set from Woody Allen's
Sleeper: A huge, plastic cactus sat in Ihe hallway; stones carved to look
like candies and plastic watermelon slices formed the centerpiece on
the dining-room table; and a gigantic model of a fried egg hung like a
trophy over plaster heads of lettuce and cabbage on a side buffet.

The word sample (top) is transformed into an angel when turned 180 degrees.
Similarly, a concert pianist becomes a virtuoso violinist in Encore (directly above
and right) One of the largest pieces in Fukuda's collection. Encore is part ol a
series of metamorphosing musicians captured at different stages of a concert.



$The greatest joy for

me comes when I discover what my
creation wiil be3

Twelve years ago Fukuda began his series of sculptures thai use

combinational geometry to create their sophisticated illusions. His first.

rather simple image of a fish viewed from its side as a duck soon gave

way to more complex designs, such as the Japanese characters for

man and woman repeated as the figures they symbolize.

While Westerners delight in his works, his compatriots, until recently,

considered them funny toys, "The Japanese people have no tradition

of the puzzle, in the Western sense," Fukuda explains. But as the Tof-

fterian Third Wave sweeps the nation, Fukuda says. "We will have to have

asobi. As a result, design will become far more important."DO

Portrait of the aitist as a young fa We: Fukuda (left) poses beside table leg into

which he has shaped his sell-portrait. Wor* fefffferfrokuda's Jar After Ruben be-

cause illusion was first used by Edgar Ruben. Japanese characters lor man
and woman (abc-ve). .vvi--/; wirnco' .'':"" ins ,ide. ot:ttiis what they symbolize.



Eyes glow. The circle

is cast. Welcome to a holy place

between worlds

wttches
BY ERICA JONG

If you decided to become
a witch foday and you went

out in search of a coven, you
would soon find yourself in a
state of utter confusion. You

would find Satanists claiming

to be true witches. Gardnerian
covens (followers of Gerald

Gardner)- covens of

Continental witches, streghe
(Italian witches), feminist

(or Dianic) witches, and
self-slyled neopagans of

every description (from those
who worship Aphrodite and

call Ihemselves Aphrodisians,

lo Ferafarians, who believe in

the celebration of Wilderness
Mysteries and devote

themselves to the lyrical union
of ecology with art). The word
witchcraft refers to the use of

supernatural forces to bend

the world to one's will. In our
sociely, the word witchcraft is

commonly used as a synonym
for sorcery, when it is not used
as a metaphor for someone's
power over our emotions.
The notion that the witch is

hideous and old (with a jutting

chin, huge moles, and a
nose shaped like a scythe) is

mythically revealing, but
inaccurate as far as historical

records go. Accused witches
wete as often young
and sexually attractive as they
were old and ugly. In fact, it

was undoubtedly their sexual
attractiveness that led them to

be denounced in times when
such natural occurrences
as erections and wet dreams
were reputed to be caused
by bewitchments.

PAINTING BY H. R. GIGER
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Historically there wore male witches, too.

though the notion of the witch as male
never quite stuck. The word witch remains
identified in our minds with the word
woman. Whether strikingly beautiful or hor-

ribly ugly, bewitching in her physical
graces or hideous, the witch menaces
men, for her beauty both blinds and binds,

and her ugliness assaults and astounds
the senses. Either way, males are vic-

timized by female power— a condition de-
voutly to be unwished.
Perhaps this is so because we associate

woman's creative powers with the manipu-
lation of vast, unseen forces. Or perhaps
we intuitively understand that during the
long centuries when women were the
semislaves of society, they were naturally

drawn to witchcraft as a compensation for

their powerlessness, a means of manipulat-
ing a world that otherwise painfully manipu-
lated them. In any case, we always imagine
the witch as female and the devil as male.
Few of us are aware of the extent to which

our notions of the Deity are informed by
patriarchal assumptions. We claim that the
word god is genderless, yet we visualize
God as white and male to such a degree
that the,very notion of a black, female God
is enough to elicit guffaws. What most of us
fail to realize is that the concept of God as
male is relatively new and may not neces-

Copyright © 7 98 ' by LiKa Jong, irom the book
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sarily represent "progress." Five thousand
years ago in Babylon, men worshiped the
Supreme Deity as the Gueen of Heaven,
and it took several millennia of warfare, op-
pression, genocide, holocausts, idol
smashing, book burning, and the deliber-
ate rewriting of myths and legends for the
father-god, Yahweh (and his son, Jesus), to
be finally enthroned in our mind and our
imagination.

Most neopagan groups have pieced to-

gether their beliefs and rituals from frag-

ments of ancient religions, liturgies written

by their founders, and bits of orally trans-
mitted magical traditions. But underlying
all this is a powerful and sincere need for

religious ritual that speaks relevantly to to-

day's concerns.

What tendencies unify neopagans? A
preoccupation with ecology and the way
the planet has been plundered in the name
of Christianity; a vision of the feminine prin-

ciple present in the creation (whether we
call her the Mother Goddess, Demeter,
Mother Nature. Aphrodite. Kore, Ishtar, As-
tarte, Innana, or Mary); an understanding
that the male-dominated religions upon
which our culture is based often serve as
apologias for destruction and war rather
than as spurs to creativity and peace; and
a passionate craving for ritual and self-

dedication. In short, for religious practices
that will ease our individual progress
through life (and death) and at the same
tirrte join us to one another in a community.

"Quick, we'll hide in this cave. Luckily, man's
emerging intelligence is more than a match for these dim-Mined dinosaurs

Sometimes people are attracted to

witchcraft for the wrong reasons; the desire
to hex their enemies, to participate in or-

gies, to shock their parents. But there are
poignant and quite reasonable bases for

the attraction to witchcraft; the desire to

return to a religion that honors nature; the
desire to acknowledge the potent force of

sexuality in our lives; the desire to question
the failings of organized religions; the de-
sire to learn ancient techniques of medita-
tion and healing.

The Witch's Equipment
A witch's equipment must be handmade

and consecrated to the service of that par-
ticular witch. Like an author's typewriter or

an artfst's paintbrushes, the equipment
comes, with time, to take on magical prop-
erties for the user. It seems to be filled with
the user's vibrations. So it sometimes
seems that the witch's equipment contains
the magic within itself.

Altar

The consecrated place that holds the
witch's implements is the mise-en-scene
for magic. Some traditions recommend that

the witch's altar be circular and that it stand
within a magic circle, drawn upon ihe
ground.

Certain traditions recommend that the
altar contain a statue of the Mother God-
dess, others that it shelter an image of the
Horned God, and still others that it support
both god and goddess— to remind the
worshiper of the universal powers these ,

figures represent. White candles and a

censer (incense burner) are often used on
the altar; bowls of salt and water are often
added to represent the elements; always
there is a consecrated drinking horn or a
chal'ce of wine.

Wand
The magic wand so familiar to us from

fairy tales, and obviously a phallic symbol,
may have tree worship at its root, for magi-
cal branches plucked from holy trees in

sacred groves figure in many mythologies.

The most efficacious wands are made of

one of the woods sacred to the archetypal
Mother Goddess— willow, rowan, hazel,
elder, or oak. A straight and slender branch
should be hollowed at the center (the pith

removed), sanded to a silky smoothness,
filled with cotton wool, and brought to life

with three drops of the witch's own blood,

dripped on cotton. Some traditions require

that' the wand be inscribed with a penta-
gram as well as the witch's ritual name—
the name given to the witch upon her initia-

tion. It is more important that it be blessed
in the name of the goddess and conse-
crated as a tool of the witch's will. The
stronger the witch's will, the more powerful
the wand,
Athame (or Athalme)
A black-handled, double-edged dagger

with a magnetized blade. It represents the
witch's power and is used for many rituals.

Also clearly a phallic symbol, when
plunged into the chalice, it represents the
union of male and female principles.



Bolline (or Biolline)

A whits-handled knife used to make
other magical objects or tools or to incise

letters or symbols on wood or wax. Both

bolline and athame must be used only for

rituals.

Cord (or Cingulum)

The magical binding cord that the witch

wears around her waist and uses for sym-

bolic binding rituals of all sorts. It is red,

nine feet in length, and plaited. Natural ma-

terials are preferred.

Caldron

An iron caldron, or kettle, for preparing

Sabbath feasts, magical brews, and po-

tions. Sometimes the fire is kindled in the

caldron itself, The caldron is such a staple

of the lore about witches that it is good to-be

reminded that some very powerful prac-

titioners of the craft of the witches use ordi-

nary household pots (consecrated, of

course).

Chalice (or Drinking Horn)

Container for sacrificial wine or water. In

some witch traditions, as I have noted, the

sacred marriage (sexual union between

the incarnate god and the worshiper) is

performed symbolically by means of the

plunging of the athame into the,chalice.

Broom
For flying to the Witches' Sabbath or for

sweeping the house. Made of hawthorn,

hazel, rowan, willow broom, birch twigs, or

blackthorn, and thus also a reminder of the

tree worship of old. All of these- trees have

magical properties that can be traced to

the earliest religions. Margaret Murray, au-

thor of Tne Witch-Cult in Western Europe

and God of the Witches, asserts that the

original broom was actually "a stalk of

broom plant wiih a tuft of leaves at the end."

Broom has always been associated with

magical properties that were connected

with "the giving and blasting of fertility,"

according to Murray.

Necklaces
Various grimoires, or .witches' books of

spells, mention necklaces having magical

properties. Some are quite simple, com-

posed of seashells, acorns, seeds, and

wood. Others are made of ordinary blue-

giass beads (of the sort worn even today

throughout the Middle East as a protection

against the Evil Eye), and others contain

crescent moons, which are' symbols of Di-

ana, the goddess most commonly associ-

ated with the witch cult.

Book of Shadows
This is the book the witch keeps to record

all that she has learned of witchcraft,

Spells, incantations, rituals, and recipes

are recorded in it. It is best that the book

itself be made by the witch. The materials

might be leather or cloth for covers, hand-

made paper or parchment for pages. Tradi-

tion dictates that the book be destroyed

upon the witch's death, This is one reason

why witchcraft is largely an oral tradition.

The pressing need for secrecy during the

Burning Time, or witch craze, the sad fact

that fundamentalist Christians still equate

witches and pagans with Satanists or diab-
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olists, the nonprcseiyrizirc naiure of witch-

craft, all combine lo creaie an air of mys-

tery, and often confusion, about witch tradi-

tions.

Conjure Bags (or Charm Bags)
Drawstring pouches (of red flannel or

leather), which are worn about the neck or

the waist of the conjurer or are hung from

Irees on the property of one whose luck

one wishes to affect— usually for ill. In pre-

paring evil spells, a witch someiimes also

"lays the trick," that is, plants a charm bag
where the intended victim must cross over

it. These bags contain 1, 3, 5. 7. 9, or 13

objects, which may be such things as

gemstones, herbs, powdered sulfur, pins.

needles, coffin nails, graveyard dust, rab-

bit's feet, lodostones, scarabs, horse-

shoes, nail clippings, photographs, locks

of hair, dice, and counterfeit coins. Even

saints' medallions are used by voodoo con-

jurers, although true neopagans would

shun all specifically Christian talismans or

icons.

The charms in the bag are usually

anointed with various oils that are said to

promote love, sexual attraction, or power

Other charm bags contain gemstones

that are said to have special protective or

destructive properties; Marble supposedly

thwarts the Evil Eye; bloodstone wins law-

suits; onyx brings conjugal contentment.

Herbs., too, when used as amulets, pos-

sess powers that are often different from

their medicinal or poisonous properties.

Cloves worn about the neck are said to

promote friendship, lavender to bring one

sexual power, magnolia to promote con-

jugal contentment.

To work harm, graveyard dust and coffin

nails are indispensable. Needles and pins

are classic amulets of evil, and sglfur and

gum arabic are also highly recommended
by experienced jinxers.

Conical Hat

Goya's wilches wear the brimless coni-

cal hat that we associate with heretics of

the Middle Ages. The hat may derive from

the horns shown on many pagan deities to

show power. Sometimes the hat is double-

pointed; today it is more usually seen in

illustrations with only one point (and a

brim— though this is probably a later ac-

cretion). Interestingly, pointed head-

dresses have always drawn the accusation

of deviltry. From 1440 through the 1480s,

when the tall, pointed headdress that we
know as the.hennin was in vogue among
aristocratic ladies in France, many clergy-

men—including the archbishop of Pahs-
inveighed against it, associating the point

with a horn, and the horn with Satan.

In any case, the conical hat sticks on the

witch's head as if attached by mythopoetic

Krazy Glue. The gnomes have borrowed it

and claim it as their own. But even their

deception of dyeing it red and shrinking it

to almost microscopic size will not fool true

witch-hat historians.

Cape
A cape, or coat, conferring magical

powers is known in many myths and



legends. The "nos r famous example, of

course, is the coat Siegfried wore. The
witch's cape, like that of mate sorcerers or

magicians, is usually shown as dark blue or

black, with magical signs or symbols em-

broidered or painted on it in.gold. Magical

alphabets, pentagrams, and zodiacal

emblems are among the decorative ele-

ments shown, The witch's cape signifies

magic and priesthood, and possibly con-

fers upon the wearer invincibility or the

power of metarnorpnoss

Girdle

Some 'chroniclers speak oi a girt-; is of

puffballs strung together with a magical

pouch hanging in their midst. This pouch

contains the witch's charms and amulets. It

is made bt skin, and wo recognize il as a

variation of the conjure or charm bag fa-

vored by voodoo magicians.

Glows
The witch's gloves are said to be of cat-

skin with the fur inside. Could this addi-

tional association of the witch with the cat

derive from the cat's history as a sacred

animal in Egypt9 In the Middle Ages the cat

was associated with the devil. This proba-

bly is further proof that the gods of old

religions turn into the devils of new ones,

Shoes
hparm-gsFritl fantastic jstr.r r= -|..-:

iootwear often .associated with the witch is

the paulaine— that long-toed shoe whose
tip sometimes grew out so far it had to be
stuffed and chained to the ankle to prevent

it from tripping the wearer. Again this is horn

imagery, and again it associates the witch

Garter

The garter as a symbol of shamanistic

powers may go back to Paleolithic times,

for dancers who seem to. be wearing gar-

ters are seen in cave paintings. If garters

were symo- i'
i ".'•.aical powers in prehis-

toric days by medieval times they had also

come to represent exalted worldly status.

Perhaps the garter symbolized rank in the

ancient witch cult, and mythic significance

has led it to figure as a magical amulet in all

those legends and fairy tales in which we
find it, along with magic girdles; magic

shoes, magic pouches, magic capes, and

magic swords. Some writers on witchcraft

specify that the garter be of green leather,

buckled in silver, and lined with blue silk.

We recognize green as the fairy color,

,vi- ch is associated with Robin Hood, the

Green Man, and wood sprites. Some witch

queens have several buckles (as many as

seven) on theirgarters.

Witch Crowns
Modern witches often speak of witch

crowns, made of a thin band of silver, with a

silver Crescent moon at the front, The
queen of the witches wears this, as well as

the garter, to denote her rank. Ceremonial

jewels worn by witch queens ate known as

bigghes. They are: the crown, the garter;

Ihe necklace, and the bracelet. (This last is

awicc-cuft bracelet e'ei'ver engraved with

signs and symbols of the craft.)

Contemporary witches usually work in

covens (groups of adherents c r the cat* or

faith), which are traditionally 13 in number,

but may be any number from 3- to 20, The
group begins by "casting the circle "

isolat-

ing and purifying the holy place where

magic will occur, where power will be con-

centrated, where goes ana goddesses will

manifest where time will disappear, where
faith will become incarnate The

with the athame It is the place betv

worlds, the realm of the gods and it

humans.
Here are some of the most significant

rituals that covens pe'lorm;

Initiation

Tne ritual most universally practiced dv

contemporary witches is the initiation oi tne-

convert The inflation varies, depending
on the group, but for every member it is 3
metaphor for rebirth sometimes Involving

the use <- :

-..'- ™c.-.i,.v scourging The inf

reported by the tortured witches— which
nearly always involved abjuring Christ and
Christianity the Blessed Virgin, the saints.

father, mother. Heaven. Earth, and so forth

a kiss to the grandmaster of the coven

usually the kiss of infamy" (kiss on the

devil's buttocks, so beloved by the inqufe*

ti.onal recorders).

These elements of witch initiation are

known "i many 'eigici.i; i'3'l i;" c; P:
"

-

Caihoiics still kiss the Pope's ring Beth

baptism and the renaming of converts are

among the most holy of ancient rituals.

Whether the initiation of late medieval

witches really included these things (the

kiss of mfamy in particular) or whether they

are projections and distortions on the part

of the inquisitors, we cannot really know.

Drawing Down the Moon
"hch gf p- : cstess of a witch coven takes

the power of the goddess into herself, be-

coming, in effect, the goddess for the dura-

tion ot the ritual,

The rite is performed at midnight on the

first night of the full moon. This is the. origin

of the term the witching hour. The witch

evokes the gecdess within herseff, .that is,

becomes the goddess incarnate, The
goddess is she whom we call the Triple

Goddess. Ihe Moon Goddess— wifh her

three phases: waxing full, and waning.

She is Diana. Artemis, Astarte, Ihe Mother

Goddess, and thus associated with birth,

death, rebirth, and the lunar cycles; Differ-
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ent witches have dilferent methods of draw-

ing the power o! the goddess inlo them-

selves. Meditation, chanting, dancing, and
"' singing may all be used. The objective is to

reach a state in which human and divine

merge for a time within the person of the

high priestess.

"Raising the Cone of Power"

The cone of power is a metaphor for the

wili of the group, the psychic power of a

circle of like-minded worshipers, spiritually

united to procure the same end. Some Eng-

lish witches claim they helped prevent a

German invasion of the British Isles by rais-

ing the cone of power against Adolf Hitler

(just as their ancestors supposedly tiad

helped destroy the Spanish Armada by the

same means). Perhaps the RAF also

helped.

Witches raise the cone of power by

means of dancing, singing, chanting, and

meditating.

Seii-blessing (or Sell-dedication)

A personal ritual whereby the witch ded-

icates herself to the service of the god-

dess and the Horned God. It may be done
with a coven or before one's own altar

using oil, incense, and candles, or else

water, wine, and salt. It is done in times of

great need to rededicate the self to the path

of witchcraft

Noted contemporary witch Margot Adler

relates a self-blessing ritual originally de-

vised by Ed Fitch, an American neopagan.

It is performed in the nude in a tranquil

place, using salt, water, wine, and a votive

candle. The devotee stands upon sprin-

kled salt, lights the candle, then with water

and wine anoints first the eyes, then the

nose, then the mouth, then the breast, then

the loins, then the feet, while making the

following invocation:

Bless me, Mother, for I am your child.

Blessed be my eyes, that I may see
your path.

Blessed be my nose, that I may
breathe your essence.

Blessed be my mouth, that I may
speak of you.

Blessed be my breast, that I may be
faithful in my work.

Blessed be my loins, which bring

forth the life of men and women as

you have brought forth all crea-

tion.

Blessed be my feet, that I may walk in

your ways.

This is a powerful, meditative, and heal-

ing ritual in spite of its simplicity.

Other rituals are mentioned in various

books dealing with witchcraft, from rituals

for controlling men to rituals for self-

purification after one has been raped.

There are fertility rituals and contraception

rituals, survivals of voodoo and folk magic

and early herbal medicine, all of which are

subsumed under the name of witchcraft.

Many traditions forbid the disclosure of

secret rites, on the assumption that secre-

cy breeds spiniual power. Also, witch tradi-

tions vary greatly from country to country,

from coven to coven. All witches, however,

would agree that witchcraft was— and

is— a joyous, ecstatic religion in which the

gods and goddesses are better served by

merriment ihan by mournfulness.

As the faithful of the old religion say;

Blessed be.

The Witches' Year

The organization of festivals in the

witches' year seems to date back to preag-

ricultural times and seems to be keyed to

seasonal changes, changes in the sun's

position, and the periods of fertility in ani-

mals. The two greatest holidays fall in

spring and autumn.

May Eve, or Beltane, occurs on April 30.

It celebrates the return of spring, the return

of the sun, and the coming plenitude of

summer. In England this festival was known

as Roodmas, and in Germany as Walpur-

gisnacht. The following day, May 1, was
also the day of the Robin Hood festivals in

England, and the day of Maypoles.

Halloween recognizes (and seeks to

remedy) the sun's retreat. In pre-Christian

times great bonfires were set to stimulate

the sun to imitation. They were intended to

rekindle the sun through imitative magic.

When the Christians changed this autumn
holiday to All Saints' Eve, pagan symbolism

lingered. Thus October 31 has variously

been called November Eve. Samhain, All

Hallows' Eve, and Halloween, ft is a bonfire

holiday, harvest holiday, incorporating both

the harvesting of the fruits of the earth and
of the souls of the dead. It is also the time

*

when the Summer Goddess relinquishes

her power to the Winter God.
The four other festivals of the witches

(great, but not as important as the fore-

going) are:

Imolc. also called February Eve (January

31). This is the winter holiday and another

bonfire day to summon the sun back.

The vernal equinox (usually on March

21). This is a spring holiday, recognizing the

prayed-for return of the sun.

The midsummer holiday (usually on June

21) is another festival of rebirth and fertility.

Lugnasadh, or Lammas (in August), an

early harvest holiday.

Yule (December 21) was a need-fire

holiday that was later changed into Christ-

mas and set on December 25.

Christian holidays were intentionally

placed at times that had been sacred since

the earliest pagan days. The Christians

knew the power that paganism wielded

over the people and usually renamed holi-

days instead of reinventing them.

Even now most of the symbols associ-

ated with Christmas and Easter are pagan
rather than Christian: Yule logs, bedecked
trees, festivals of lights, reindeer (antlered

gods?) in the sky, eggs, and bunnies. Tree

worship, fertility worship, and the Horned
God are all present in Christmas and East-

er. And the symbols still have great po-

tency for us even when we don't really know
what they mean. In a sense we all remain

at heart.DO



Is aging caused by

amino acids? This eminent

endocrinologist

believes he has discovered

the "death hormone"
— and ways to obstruct it

IRJTERV/IEUU

Himself a distincily nonelderly forty-seven. W Donner

Denckla has nevertheless been immersed in aging re-

search for 11 years. An endocrinologist and self-taught

biochemist, he holds the unorthodox conviction that we age and

die because we are programmed to do so by our evolutionary

heritage- The mechanism: At specific times in our lives our genes

dictate the release of a hitherto-unknown pituitary hormone— or

family of hormones— for the specific purpose of ensuring that our

L physiological deterioration will take place approximately on

| schedule If Dr. Denckla's genetic-hormonal "clock-of-aging"

s theory proves to be valid— and his exciting experimental results

I with rats suggest that it well may be —then he may see the benefits

* of his research, in terms of increased, high-quality human longev-

« ity, come to pass in his own lifetime.

8 Denckla. a native of Philadelphia, got his first Harvard degree in

3 history, before switching to medicine. With his M.D in hand, he

I opted for research rather than private practice. He stayed briefly at

Harvard. Then his research took him to the National Institutes of

Health, to the Roche Institute of Molecular Biology, back to Har-

vard again, and finally to 'his present berth at the National Institute

of Alcoholism and Alcohol Abuse. It was at the Roche Institute that

his interest in thyroid hormones led him to what could be a historic

biomedical discovery and to an abiding fascination with the aging

process— and. in turn, to a belief that aging as we have known it is

not inevitable, that we can perhaps do something about it. If we
each have a built-in clock of aging, he believes, we can learn how it

works and subvert it for our own ends. Denckla's work has only

slowly begun to gain recognition among his scientific peers, "But

that is not surprising," Denckla says, "since what I'm really doing is

introducing a new paradigm, a new way of thinking about an old

problem. Scientists are by nature skeptical, and they should be.

But once I have in hand the purified hormone, assuming I am
successful, and especially its antidote, my colleagues in the aging

lield will cheerfully, as scientists have repeatedly done throughout



'•Throughout history

hormones were defined
as being good for

us, and here I'm saying

this hormone may
be part of a self-destruct

program. It's a bit

like being against Mom
and apple p/e*

medical history, accGpl the proof and sim-

ply revise their own views accordingly If I

fail— well,. then . .

." he trails off with a shrug.

Denckla is an avid reader of science fic-

tion and an emnusiastic sai or (his favorite

spot for it is Woods Hole, Massachusetts)
and gardener. He designs furniture and
has also designed much of his own in-

strumentation and some new laboratory

technologies — on which he holds a num-
ber of patents. He is the father of three

children, whose mother, Martha Denckla, is

a well-known pediatric neurologist.

This interview was conducted at Denck-
la's home in Washington, D.C., and at

Woods Hole by veteran science writer Al-

bert Rosenfeld, author of Prolongevity

.

Omni: You have a novel approach to aging

research. Can you describe it?

Denckla: Perhaps the best way to begin is

to go back to the way I discovered it, or,
I

should say, fell into it, because at thai lime
I

had no particular interest in aging.

Omni: Were you working with hormones?
Denckla: Yes. specifically with thyroid hor-

mone. We do have some tests that measure
thyroid levels in the blood, but when I first

started in this field a dozen or so years ago,
we didn't have a really good test for the
biological effectiveness of thyroid hor-

mone. So I developed a modification of an
old test of oxygen consumption, which
seems to work pretty well. While trying to

develop this biological test— and
I hap-

pened to be working with rats— I noticed a

change with advancing age. It was already

known that thyroid blood levels remain
constant in rats, as in humans, through
most of the middle years of their lives. But a
careiul measurement of their oxygen con-
sumption indicated that the biological ef-

fectiveness of the thyroid hormone de-
creased with age.
Omni: In other words, did the blood level of

thyroid— the availabilily of the hormone-
stay the same? And with plenty of thyroid in

circulation, the tissues and organs simply

couldn't use it effectively as the rat grew
older. Is that correct?

Denckla: Exactly. This slruck me as bizarre.

The thyroid level was just fine, but the ani-

mal couldn't make use of it. It raised some
fairly tough questions, and it has taken me
a long time to come up with some answers
that begin to satisfy me. The dropoff in

apparent sensitivity to thyroid hormone
began to occur at puberty, was most dra-

matic during that time, and then gradually

decreased throughout the animal's life

span. It looked suspiciously like some sort

of maturational or developmental, hence
genetic, program that was somehow de-
signed to decrease the body's ability to

respond to thyroid hormone.
Omni: Why is thyroid hormone so important
anyway?
Denckla: Well, it is one of the two or three
principal hormones that seem to get in-

volved in all of the body's major systems. It

has some unique functions of its own. to be
sure, but- it is also one of those special

hormones described as permissive." That
is, it allows other hormones to do their own
thing. Thyroid also, permits growth hor-

mone and cortisone to work, for example.
Moreover, no one can be fertile without

thyroid hormone; ovaries do not respond
properly to the normal cycles that females

go through. Males, too, become partially

infertile without thyroid. The muscles
weaken, coordination falls off, a whole vari-

ety of systems seem to go awry
Omni: Thyroid appears to have an overall

regulatory function, then?

Denckla: Well, not really regulatory. It es-

sentially makes almost every tissue in the

body work better and more normally, either

because it acts on that tissue or because it

helps other hormones or substances to

work properly. It is the body's metabolic

rate-controlling hormone. There are only

two or three like it; insulin is one, cortisone

is another. Consequently, the removal of it,

or an excess of it, affects nearly every tis-

sue in the body A low-thyroid state is ex-

tremely unpleasant. People don't die from
it, but many are reported to wish they were
dead. They may sleep fourteen hours a
day. They're barely able to move around.

They're sluggish mentally, too.

Omni: If what happens in rats also happens
in people, would you expect that, as thyroid

effectiveness diminishes over the years,

there would be an accompanying decline

in function in the whole organism?
Denckla: Thai certainly is true, and the de-
cline appears to be programmed, In the rat

this decline is highly precise; it comes on at

exactly twenty-one days— the very first day
of puberty. We of course wanted to figure

out what system of the body controlled this

decline. We suspected the pituitary [a

grape-sized gland extending from- the
base of the brain] because it is the so-

called master gland, maintaining a lot of

the body's ciay-:o-day activ tics. More than

that, the pituitary is the orchestrator of all

those hormones that control growth and
sexual maturity Simply put, it is the gland
responsible for extrauterine development.
All phases of it. People without pituitahes

remain dwarfs the rest of their lives, They
have no sexual or reproductive capacity
whatsoever They grow to about the size of

a six- or seven-year-old and then just stop.

Functionally they are idiots.

A total, instantaneous wipeout of the

pituitary in the adult results in death, usu-
ally within twenty-four hours.

Omni: Then how could you manage to show
that the pituitary is responsible for the de-
creased thyroid effectiveness with age?
Denckla: We removed the rat's pituitary and
replaced some of the good hormones that

the pituitary makes and, lo and behold, we
found there was no decrease in most of the

thyroid-dependent systems that we
studied throughout the animal's life span.
Omni: With your experimental rats, you did

take out the whole pituitary, but then did you
give them thyroid and other essential hor-

mones so that these disastrous conse-
quences wouldn't occur?



Denckla: Wei', all we couln afford to provide
for a long period of time was two other
essential hormones— both of them adrenal
steroids— including the rat version of cor-

tisone. Bui when we gave back only these
and thyroid hormone in young animals that

lacked their pituitaries, we. found very little

loss in thyroid-dependent systems. It

seemed quite obvious (hat we were in the
presence of a new pituitary function, one
that had not been previously described—

a

function that blocks thyroid progressively

and increasingly.

Omni: At this point were you thinking in

terms' of aging at all?

Denckla: No. We were working with young
rats just entering puberty. The work was
frustrating, too. If I gave an intact six-

week-old rat dose X of thyroid hormone. I

got a certain response, If I gave the same
dose to an intact eight-week-old rat, I got a
lower response. In fact, I got lower re-

sponses as the animal got olden and it

drove me crazy. I said, Well, you know, you
can't do comparisons between animals of

different ages. It made no sense. During
puberty there was a fifty-five to sixty per-

cent fall in apparent thyroid sensitivity in

the tissues.

Omni: And did the decline go on from
there?

Denckla: It sure did. We plotted an age-

curve and found that through Ihe life span
of the animal on this particular assay [meas-
urement of presence of activity], the
juvenile retained roughly three times as
much responsiveness to thyroid hormone
as, say, a twenty-four-month-old ratr Now
when you start finding a threefold change
in sensitivity to a major hormone like the
thyroid, which does an awful lot of good
things for us. your suspicion is very strong
that this isn't terribly healthy for mammals.
Over the last ten years we and others have
been studying other systems that have
been known to decline with age in human
beings.

We have known that both the immune
system and the cardiovascular system de-
cline in humans as well as rats. In most
mammals studied, in fact, there is a pattern

of decline in function, usually starting, in-

terestingly enough, shortly after or during
puberty So we said, Aha! Is it possible that

a certain percentage of these major bodily

functions that decline with advancing age
are thyroid-dependent and that the loss of

response to thyroid hormone might ac-
count for some or all of the decline? So we
started. And by now we are up to almostthe
two-dozen mark, in terms of systems that

appear to be thyroid-dependent, that do
decline with age, and that can be shown
nor to have any age-associated decline for

the lifetime of the rat— which means two
years, roughly-if you take out the pitui-

tary! Even if you remove it when the animal
is already, say, a year of age, which would
be equivalent to a thirty-five-year-old hu-
man, the function reverses back to a very
young level of competence.
Omni: What's the latest age for the safe
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removal of the animal's pituitary'?

Denckla: Twelve to eighteen months. The
operative fatality rate is- too high if we wait

beyond that. II is a highly traumatic proce-
dure.

Omni: What kind of functions have you
been able to restore?

Denckla: Well, as one example, the ability

of the aorta to relax [to dilate]. The aorta is

the main blood vessel in both men and rats.

It loses the ability to relax in response to

certain of the body's substances. In the rat

this loss is pretty far along by the. age of

three months, and by six months it is com-
pletely gone. We operated on a rat nine

months of age. And for more than a year
after Ihe operation, even when the rat was
twenty-four months old, we had— in this rat

with no pituitary— the return of this function

to ninety percent of what would have been
normal for a four-week-old rat, in the early

days of its puberty. This is only one of many
such examples.

Omni: Did all this suggest to you that the

•We were able to

restore the rats' functions

to juvenile levels

and to hold them there

indefinitely.

I don't know of any other

method in

gerontology that's done this

2

pituitary must be releasing another hor-

mone that keeps the thyroid from doing
what it's supposed to do?
Denckla: Yes. The simplest, most straight-

forward explanation was that we had run

across a new pituitary hormone.
Omni: Is this the hormone that people have
been referring to as the death hormone or

the dging hormone?
Denckla: Yes, but I avoid those designa-
tions.

Omni: Whal do you call it?

Denckla: I call it DECO, because it is a
neutral, totally operational definition. It is

the acronym for "decreasing oxygen con-
sumption" hormone, since that's how I dis-

covered it. I think it's too early to call it a
death hormone. One thing that it's not too
early to say, however, is that DECO is cer-

tainly antiphysiological in the mature ani-

mal. The only evidence we have that it may
be a death hormone comes from compar-
ing the life span of animals without their

pituitaries with the life span of normal ani-

mals.

Omni: Have you already done this?

Denckla: Yes. In a preliminary study we
compared the life spans of one hundred

twenty-five intact rats with those of ninety-

five rats whose pituitaries we had taken out.

At thirty-four months of age, only two of the
intact animals were still alive. That's about
ninety-nine percent mortality.

Omni: If twenty-four months represents
seventy years of human age, what would

.

thirty-four months represent?
Denckla: Well, pushing ninety-five. Only
one percent of humans would be left at that

age. Let's look at the animals without
pituitaries at that age. We had twenty of

these handicapped creatures still alive out
of the ninety-five we started with. In other

words, there was a tenfold increase in the

number of survivors among animals with-

out pituitaries. So I think we're entitled to

say that something in the pituitary is not

beneficial, and that something has never
been identified before.

Omni: Besides that, you've been able to

restore "juvenile competence," as you call

it in your papers, that is, to revive abilities

the rats had when they were much young-
er, in a number of systems. Yo.u mentioned
relaxation of the aorta as one. What ware
some others?

Denckla: First, let me set the scene a little

better. For most of our latest experiments
we worked with rats from twelve to fourteen

months of age. And most of this work has
been with females. The female rat at this

age is menopausal, hence an oldish rat as
judged by fertility, equivalent at the very

least to a woman in her forties. What we do
is replace a few hormones, as

I
mentioned

earlier. And then we study whatever func-
tion it is that needs to be studied. Among
the ones we studied that were of general
interest are maximum aerobic capacity
[lung capacity], which declines in man and
rat with age and is generally considered to

be an index of overall cardiovascular com-
petence, We have been able to restore that

function in an animal whose chronological

age was twenty-four months, Its capacity
then was that essentially normal for a
three-month-old rat-actually slightly

younger than that. So we suspect that the

cardiovascular system can be normalized.
Omni: What about the immune system?
Denckla: Ah. I was coming to that. Immune
function declines in men, mice, dogs, al-

most any species studied, in varying de-
grees. The immune system comprises a
variety of different cells and cell functions. I

tend to think of the immune system as our
whole defense system, anything that fights

off a foreign invader, whether it's a bac-
terium, a virus, grafted cells, or even a
cancer, which represents a kind of foreign

presence in a. sense. Anyway we studied
the two major branches of the immune
system— using criteria that ranged from
antibody reaction to graft rejection— and
we found we could at least partially restore

age-associated losses in both. A major loss

has been found in most mammals to be in

the T-dependent branch— the white blood
cells known as T-lymphocytes. We were
able to restore between eighty and ninety

percent of function in these systems.



Omni: You seem lobe concentrating much
of your efforts on trie cardiovascular and

the immune systems. Why?
Denckla; Well, it's very simple. When you

go to medical school, you get hit by mas-

sive, textbooks describing all these awful

diseases that people die of. But as you

stand back and ;cok ai :heso diseases, you

see thai we really do not die from failure of

every cell in the body. We die primarily of

three major diseases, and these diseases

are involved with an inadequate supply of

blood to tissues. This means heart attacks,

strokes, and the consequences of hyper-

tension. Our kidneys, for instance, get hell

when we have high b;ood pressure. That's

why we studied the ability of blood vessels

to dilate Diseases in which the blood sup-

ply to a tissue— primarily the brain, kidney,

or heart— is interrupted account for slightly

more than half of all deaths in the modern

Western world.

And adult cancer is the largest remaining

problem. It's my opinion, from reading trie-

literature and talking to a lot of people who

are far better versed than I, that in cancer

there is some. kind of failure in the immune
system— the defersc againsi 'not-gui:e-

self tissue.

Omni: Yes, cancer specialists do increas-

ingly suspcci that a failure- of the immune
system is involved'-

Denckla: We picked the T-cell-dependent

functions., because those seem to be es-

pecially important in fighting cancer We
picked the. graft- reject; on system as a

.model for the ability to fight cancer. With

these two systems— the immune. and the'

cardiovascular— we felt we could account

for a significant portion of the changes at-

tendant on age that promote the. diseases

-hfii v i 1 1
approximately four out of five of us.

Omni: Are you saying that if these two major

systems are dependent on thyroid hor-

mone in one way or another, (hen a single

substance that blocks thyroid hormone
could drastically affect both these sys-

tems, the failure of which kills most of us?

Denckla: Well, that's what we think. But we
don't know what percentage of the deterio-

ration is due to thyroid blockage. All We
know is we can restore an awful lot of the

apparent normal function of these systems

by taking out the pituitary and giving back

thyroid. The immune system is an incredi-

bly complex one. Some of its functions are

not restored by our method, even if we give

back both thyroid and growth hormone.

The pituitary does contain many beneficial

substances. Removing the pituitary is a

very preliminary way of demonstrating the

presence of a bad hormone,

Omni: But meanwhile you're using this

technique of removing the pituitary only

because you don't have the hormone in

hand, right
1

? But if you had a supply of

DECO, could you use just that for finer ma-
nipulations?

Denckla: Right. We don't have the pure

hormone yet. What we've got now is a crude

preparation of DECO, contaminated by

some other pituitary hormones, [It takes

one hundred ground-up cow pituit.aries to

get enough extract for testing thirty rats.]

But even that preparation does— in the

three systems we studied- in juveniles—.do

exactly what we predicted would happen in

the aging rats.

la one st'nos oi experiments we picked a

couple of unusual enzymes. One of them,

malic enzyme, normally declines with age,

and is thyroid-dependent. The other one,

histidase. actually increases with age. Now
when we- gave the rats "he crude extract

presumably containing DECO, we found

that the malic enzyme did go down and the

histidase did go up. If both had declined,

we would suspect-some general suppres-

sion of protein production. But the faci that

we made one go up and the other down,

within ten days of injection, rules this out.

Omni: So injecting them with this crude

DECO extract mimicked what happens
with aging,

Denckla: Yes. And the oxygen consump-

tion of the whole animal also went down. So

we now have three different indices— two

enzymes and whole body oxygen con-

sumption—that can mimic the effects of

age In juveniles within a few days. And
these animals actually "aged" roughly

twice as fast as they normally would have.

Omni: Now if we can go back a step, you

talked about all of this beginning at puberty

in a programmed fashion. Do these aging

effects, then, seem to be part ot the normal

genetic program built into the animal?

Denckla: Yes. I think so, and I think there's a

terribly good reason for it.
I
asked myself

the question a number of years ago: What
earthly good would a hormone be that

blocked the thyroid, since the thyroid is

obviously so important for" so-many func-

tions? And the tentative answer is very

clear. It may be wrong, but it's very clear,

Young animals have a very large surface

area compared to their very small body

mass, They dissipate heat very quickly. Yet

they have a constant rectal temperature

throughout life.

All mammals have to maintain a rectal

temperature roughly between ninety-six

degrees and one hundred five degrees.

You've got a real powerhouse when you're a

young animal, to keep up with your heat

losses. And this function is thyroid-

dependent; thyroid controls the rate at

which you can burn. oxygen,

An animal is going to grow enormously

from thetirne he leaves his- mother's womb
until he's full-grown—anywhere from one to

three orders of magnitude. When that hap-

pens, there is an incredible increase in

body mass along with an enormous relative

loss of ability to dissipate heat. So my hy-

pothesis is that DECO was qriginally a hor-

mone designed to turn the thermostat

down, in order not to have to. be burning at

full bore, using up all this energy just io

keep the rectal temperature up. DECO
slows the thyroid down and allows allthose

extra calories to go into growth, while en-



FOREVER
BY DAMON KNIGHT

In 1887.

in Wiesbaden. Germany. Herr Doktor Heinrich Gottlieb Es-

senwein discovered the elixir of life. The elixir, distilled Irom
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pigs' bladders, was simple to manufacture
and permanent in its effects. Afler taking

._one dose of the clear reddish liquid, col-

ored and flavored with cinnamon, one no
longer aged. It was as simple as that. A
chicken

1

to which the- Herr Doklor fed a
dose of the elixir in January 1887 was still

alive in 1983 and had laid an estimated

twenty-five thousand eight hundred eggs,

of which seven thousand had double yolks.

An unfortunate side effecl of Ihis discov-

ery was thai Essenwein's son Gerd, to

whom the good Doktor gave a dose- of the

elixir in 1888, remained twelve years old for

the rest of his life. Gerd, a gifted piccolo

player, had a sunny disposition and was
loved by all. but he was pimply and shy.

Once the Herr Doktor had discovered his

error, he recommended that the elixir not be
laken until one attained a suitable age,

which varied according to the talents and
wishes of the individual: An athlete, for in-

stance, migh! take his dose at twenty-

three, when he was at the height of his

physical powers; a financier perhaps at

forty-five or so; and a philosopher at fifty.

Encouraged by Essenwein's example,
ihe Brilish physicist John Tyndall discov-

ered penicillin in 1895. Three years later

Louis Pasteur announced his universal

bacteriophage, one injection of which
would destroy any marauding germ, at the

cost of making the rod ok; 1

it feel out of sorts

for about eighteen months.

As a result, the population of the world

expanded dramatically during the years
1890 io 1903, the birth rate remaining the

same or even increasing a 'trifle, while the

death rate had fallen to a negligible figure.

Fortunately in 1897 the American physi-

cian Dr. Richard Stone perfected an oral

contraceptive, which worked on both men
and women and also slowed down cats

and dogs a great deal.

Partly because of the unbearable crank-

iness of children who had had their bac-
teriophage shots, the new contraceptive

was adopted with enthusiasm all Over the

world, and the habit of having children fell

into disrepute. Occasionally infants still

came into the world, by accident or inatten-

tion, but so rarely that as early as 1953,

when a one-year-old infant was displayed

to Queen Victoria as a curiosity, she started

in horror and exclaimed. "What is that?"

As a consequence, a number of famous
people were never born. These included

Yogi Berra, George Gershwin, Aldous Hux-
ley, Leonid Brezhnev, and Marilyn Monroe.
Conversely, a number of famous people
were born, such as McDonald Wilson
Slipher, ihe founder of the Church of Self-

Satisfaction, the songwriter Sidney Col-

berg ("I'll Be Good when You're Gone"),
and Harriet Longworth Tubman, the first

female President of the United States.

Early in the twentieth century armies all

over the world ftere plagued by mutiny and
desertion.; hardly anyone was crazy
enough to risk a life that mighl last for cen-
turies or even, with luck and reasonable
care, for thousands of years. When the
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Archduke Ferdinand of Austria-Hungary
was Killed by an assassin al Sarajevo, Em-
peror Franz Josef wanted to declare war on
Serbia, but Conrad von Hotzendorf told

him he would merely embarrass the nation

by doing so. Kaiser Wilhelrn of Germany
consulted von Moltke and was told the

same thing. Both rulers gloomily assented
to an international conference to resolve

the issue; war never broke out.

Thus the world entered ah era of lasting

peace and prosperity. A network of electric

railways covered Ihe earth, Count Zeppe-
lin's airships, which went into service in

1898, carried freight arid passengers to the

farthest parts cf ihe globe. Thomas Edison,

the wizard of Menlo Park, along with Nikola

Tesla. Lee De Forest, and other giants of

modern invention, poured out a steady
stream of scientific marvels for the enrich-

ment of human life.

Albert Einstein, of the Kaiser Wilhelrn In-

stitute in Berlin, in 1905 published his-equa-

tion E=mc2
. demonstrating that the release

£The popular author

Jules Verne, collaborating

with the German
Hermann Oberth, began to

draw plans for a

cosmobile in which to visit

the Martians.

The task proved difficult.^

of nuclear energy was uossible, but the
world already had abundant electrical

power, thanks to Edison and Tesla, and no-

body paid any attention to Einstein.

in 1931 the astronomer Giovanni Schia-

parelli persuaded Guglielmo Marconi to at-

tempt communication with the planet Mars.

Marconi built a signaling apparatus, in ef-

fect a giant spark coil, in the Piedmont,

near Turin, and in 1933 he fired off electric

impulses into space every night; the

sounds he produced were so terrific that

sheep and caitlelos: their oowel control for

miles around. Marconi's message, re-

peated over and over, was a simple one:

"Two plus one is three. Two plus two is four.

Two plus three is five."

At the end of six months the hopes of Ihe

two Italians were realized when they re-

ceived a return message, which said.

"Eight plus seven is fourteen." Crilics

pointed out that Ihis was not quite right, but

the achievement captured the world's
h'-'iacjirarion nevertheless.

The popular author Jules Verne, in col-

laboration with the German Hermann
Oberth, immediately began to draw plans

for a cosmobile in which to visit the Mar-

tians. The task proved difficult, and more
than two decades passed before the de-

signers were ready to test their first cosmic
vehicle. Because of technical difficulties,

no attempt waslo be made to reach Mars al

this time; the vehicle was to swing around

the moon and take photographs, then re-'

turn to Earth. Even so, the rocket could

carry only one passenger, who must weigh
no more than one hundred pounds.
Gerd Essenwein, the son of the discov-

erer of the elixir of life, volunteered to go,

and so did a man named Brunfels, who had

lost both legs in a streetcar accident in

Berlin, but a midget was chosen instead.

This midget was Waker Dcpsch. a popular

circus performer, he was a perfectly

formed little fellow who stood only Ihree feet

nine inches tall and weighed seventy-five

pounds. Because this was twenty-five

pounds less than the allowed weight,

Dopsch was able to take along on the voy-

age a large supply of cognac, cigars,

paperbound novels, and the bonbons to

which he was addicted.

The flight took place on April 23, 1956;

the space vehice was raised to a height of

thirty miles by means of a balloon de-

signed oy the Piccsrd b'OTne.'s: then it was
cut free, and it ascended by rocket power.

The whole world listened :o Dopsch's radio

transmissions as he soared through space
and looped around the moon, which he

described as "like a very large Swiss
cheese." On the return pitrney, however,

the parachute that was to lower the vehicle •

to Earth proved defective; il collapsed and
Dopsch plunged flaming into the North

Sea. His last radio message was; "I love

you. Helga." Helga. it was later ascer-

tained, was the fat lady in the circus in

which Dopsch had been employed.

This tragedy put a damper on space ex-

ploration, and, since no further messages
were received from the Martians

. the whole
enterprise was forgotten.

Public opinion, anyhow, was turning

against such dangerous pursuits. The
internal combustion engine, for example,

which had enjoyed a brief vogue early in

the century, was everywhere replaced by

safe, quiet electric trains and interurban

trolleys. The Safety Prize, instituted in 1944

by Count Alfred Nobel, was awarded every

year to such inventions as no-slip shoe
soles and inflatable pantaloons.

In 1958 a consortium, headed by John D.

Rockefeller and John P. Morgan, con-

structed a graceful s1eel-and-glass enclo-

sure, two hundred twenty-five feet tall, over

the entire island of Manhattan. By an in-

genious use of wind vanes and filters, fresh

air was kept circulating inside the enclo-

sure while smoK;-? and grime from the indus-

trial areas of Queens and New Jersey were

kept out. Inside this enclosure, dubbed the

Crystal Matterhcrnby .ournalists. ever taller

and more fanciful buildings were con-

structed throughout the Sixties; beginning

in 1970. many were pined by spiral walk-

ways. All vehicular travel in Manhattan was
by subway and electric cars; horses, gaso-



line engines, and other producers of pollu-

tion were strictly banned. In the winter the

.enclosure was kept at a comfortable tem-

perature by electrical heaters and by the

calories generated by the island's three

hundred thousand inhabitants. Thus, win-

ter or summer, Manhattanites could stroll

the pavements in perfect comfort.

In literature and the arts, unwholesome
innovation was forestalled by the taste of

the public, which knew what it liked, and by
the survival of many of the great figures of

the late nineteenth century. In 1983 the

sensations of the opera season were En-

rico Caruso in Puccini's La Malavoglia and
Lillian Russell in Tchaikovsky's Nicolas

Negorev; tie best-selling novels were Mark
Twain's Life in an iceberg, Robert Louis

Stevenson's The Borderland, and The So-

ciety of Ink-Tasters, by Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle. An exhibition of new works by James
McNeill Whistler, at the Metropolitan Mu-
seum, was seen by thousands.

A man in East Orange. New Jersey, found

a painting by Paul Cezanne in his grand-

mother's attic; it was obviously old, and he
took it to a dealer, who informed him regret-

fully that it was worthless.

Centuries passed. In 2250 it was discov-

ered that the population was declining, but

the world took little notice at first, although it

mourned, the increasingly frequent deaths

of great men and women. The elixir and the

bacteriophage, although one kept people

from aging and the other made them im-

mune to disease, could not protect them
against fatal ailments such as cancer, heart

failure, and hardening of the arteries, or

against poison, fire, and other accidents.

By 2330, when the decline became
alarming, it was too late; the youngest living

women, although they were as young as

nineteen in appearance, had a chronologi-

cal age of more than two hundred, and they

were no longer fertile.

One by one, the smaller inhabited places

of the world were abandoned and their

former citizens moved into the great domed
cities, Eventually even these became de-

populated. Forests again covered the con-

tinents, effacing the works of man; for the

first time in two thousand years there were

bears in Britain and giant elk in Russia. Six

centuries after the discovery of the elixir of

life, there were only two human beings left

on the surface of the planet.

One of these was Gerd Essenwein, who
was then living in a villa overlooking Lake

Lucerne, where he had collected all the

sheet music for piccolo in the Lucerne and
Zurich libraries. The other was a Japanese
woman, Michi Yamagata. who at the time

she took the elixir had been sixteen years

old. The two communicated by shortwave
radio. Although they could not understand
each other very wol because of static, they

agreed to meet. Michi found a small boat in

Takatsu, crossed the Sea of Japan, and
made her way across Asia and Europe by

bicycle, stopping frequently to rest and re-

plenish her stocks of dried food. The trip

took eleven years.

It was an emotional moment when at last

she appeared on Gerd's doorstep. Neither

had seen another human face, except in

photographs and films, for over a century,

Gerd played his piccolo for her and showed
her his collection of autographs of famous
musicians; he took her on a walking tour

around the lake, and then they had a picnic

in (he country. It was a warm day, and Michi

took off her dress. Speaking in German,

their only common language, she said,

"Essenwein-san, do you rike me?"
"I like you very much," said Gerd, "How-

ever, what you have in mind is not possible."

In turn, he removed his clothing, and she

saw. although he had lived for more than six

centuries, his body was still that of a

twelve-year-old. They looked at each other

ruefully and then put their clothes back on.

The next day Michi got on her bicycle and
started for home. This time she was not in a

hurry, and the trip lasted fifteen years.

After her return, they continued to com-
municate by shortwave radio on .their

birthdays for some years. In 2510 Michi told

him that she was about to pay a visit to

Fujiyama; that was her last message,

A few years later Gerd put a few prized

possessions into a handcart and made his

way into the mountains of Unterwaiden,

where he found a herd of Harz Mountain

goats, a hardy and affectionate breed.

When he discovered that the goats liked his

piccolo playing, he built a hut on the moun-
tainside and moved in. Besides his sheet

music and his autographs, he had a small

harmonium, which he also played, but not

as well; also, the goats did not care for it.

It was here, one morning in the spring of

2561, that the Arcturians found him. The
Arcturians had received Marconi's signals,

intended for Mars, and they had also re-

ceived radio transmissions of voices sing-

ing "Yes. Sir, She's My Baby" stock market

reports, and Amos 'n' Andy.

Three of the Arcturians disembarked

from their landing vehicle and approached

Gerd, who was sitting beside his hut and

was wearing goatskins. The Arcturians

were large gray worms, or, more properly,

millipedes. They wore covers over their

eyes to protect them from the glare of our

sun and looked like bug-eyed monsters.

During their long voyage they had had
plenty of time to learn Earth languages
from radio and television broadcasts, but

they didn't know which one Gerd spoke.

"i,Es Usted el ultimo?" they asked him. "Are

you the last? Etes-vous le dernier?"

Gerd looked at them and played the

opening bars of the Fantasia for Unac-
companied Piccolo, by Deems Taylor.

"We come from another world," they told

him in Hindi, Swedish, and Italian. Gerd

went on playing,

"Do you want to come with us? Doni te vij

me neve? Wollen Sie gehen mit uns?"

Gerd lowered the piccolo. "Nein.danke."

"Gluck auf," said the Arcturians politely,

and they went away foreverDO



COSMIC SURREALISM
Ludek Pesek sets earthly symbols in the serenity of space

BY FREDERICK C. DURANT III

The dreamlike images created by Ludek Pesek have become widely known in
Ihe United States and Europe. The paintings featured here are from a series ol
noncommissioned works in which the lunar surlace is used to dramatic effectPerhaps these backgrounds will draw the attention of those viewers who have
had loo much exposure to the landscapes ot our Earth " he says

Pesek's paintings reveal his deepest emotions. Behind the stark serenity otspace lie his powerful statements on earthly symbols of violence and hypocrisy.
At the risk of seeming mysterious. Pesek prefers not to title these paintings "I
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•1 was fascinated

by the thought that 1 was
creating not a

fanciful landscape but

one that really

exists. 1 became obsessed
with the desire to

make each landscape

1 painted of

the moon as accurate

as possible*

would ralher the onlooker be affected by the painting and find his own explana-

tions than that I attempt to guide his reaction I betieve that any painting is, after

all, a private and intimate matter, even if it is hanging in a public gallery."

Born in Czechoslovakia 62 years ago. Pesek has made his home in Switzer-

land for more than 10 years. "I started to paint with passion when I was three

years old," he recalls. "II is not unusual for children to paint with passion,

However, in my case this passion has lasted to the present day" He became
interested in astronomy when he was in secondary school. Even then he would

sketch moon landscapes for his friends. By the time he was in his twenties he

dreamed of climbing Mount Kilimanjaro or crossing Africa on a motorcycle.

Pesek admits to being highly emotional about art. Before he settled on

creating extraterrestrial art as a career in the 1960s, there were personal strug-

gles to endure. He writes, "He who has experienced real difficulties on the earth

will understand easily why one might long to escape them by one means or

another— through religion, through alcohol, through drugs. A painter can es-



cape, to some extent, by cruising on the ocean ot abstract art, For five years I

took this trip, but
I
tound it monotonous and its promised freedom illusory."

In the 1950s Pesek was immensely excited about spaceflight and its portent.

He read extensively about the moon and observed it for many hours. He studied
lunar photographs and established the heights and profiles of lunar terrain by
the length of the shadows. "I was fascinated by the thought that i was creating

not a fanciful landscape but one that really exists. I became obsessed with the

desire to make each landscape as accurate as possible. Unfortunately, as-

tronomers like to use words like perhaps, probably, it is possible, it seems." On
assignment in the United States, Pesek consulted with leading planetologists.

His dedication to accuracy and self-discipline is reminiscent of the elegant style

of Chesley Bonestell. whose work he respects greatly

Pesek believes one of the main reasons why he loves space art is that he has a
romantic nature. "Since in the last half of the twentieth century the romantic is

slowly vanishing from the earth. I go on journeys to the planets." DO

4/ would rather

the onlooker be affected

by the painting

and find his own reasons

than that I try

to guide his reaction,

i believe that

any painting, after ail,

is a private

matter, even if it's hanging

in a gallery?)



£A French astronomer

challenges Betty Hill's star map,

revealing the

most elaborate UFO hoax ever.9

j^n iTScSifennw
While driving home
through the White
Mountains of New
Hampshire just after

midnight on Septem-

ber 20, 1961, Betty

and Barney Hill saw a

siarlike obiect hover-

ing overhead. Bar-

ney, observing this

object through
binoculars, noticed

some alien creatures

peering down from

the windows of a

spacecraft. He drove

off hurriedly. The next

two hours were a

complete blank for

the Hills, Two years

later, when a psychia-

trist used hypnosis to

cure their amnesia.

they recalled their

visit aboard an alien

spacecraft.

It has been 20
years since this "interrupted journey," the most hotly de-

bated abduction claim in UFO literature. The reason tor the

widespread acceptance of the Hill story; Mrs. Hill's mem-
ory of a star map on the alien ship. Complele with routes

connecting a dozen sunlike stars, the map proved to be so

logical that, after seven years of investigation, not even

Carl Sagan could do much to damage its credibility. But

now a discovery by a French astronomer has invalidated

the star map, settling the debate and revealing what could

be the most elaborate UFO hoax ever perpetrated.

While she was under hypnosis, Betty Hill first spoke of

the stellar road map allegedly shown to
:

her by her captors.

Out of more than 25 stars that appeared on the chart, she

said, 12 were connected by lines representing the travel

routes that the aliens had followed. There were two stars

through which all the travel lines passed, and these stars,

she believed, were the aliens' home. Mrs. Hill published a

sketch of the star map in 1966.

UFD UPDATE

Amateur astrono-

mer Marjohe Fish saw
tne map and was ex-

cited by the prospect

of matching Mrs,
Hill's star pattern with

the location of real

stars in the sky. Fish

reasoned that the

humanlike aliens had
come from an Earth-

like world orbiting a

sunlike star. Insearch

of new civilizations.

they had probably
restricted their visits

to planets with stars

like our sun and
their own.

Fish identified

dozens of nearby,

sunlike stars and built

a three-dimensional

model depicting their

position in space.
She excluded from

this model any binary

stars (paired stars revolving around each other) because

planets near such stars cannot support human life. Finally

Fish presented her findings: The 12 stars on Hill's map
matched up with 12 of the-stars in the 3-D model. Fish even

determined that the points representing the alien home-

land were the stars Zeta 1 Reticuli and. Zeta 2 Reticuli.

Now, however, the Fish thesis has been demolished by

French astronomer Daniel Banheau. who used speckle

interferometry to prove that Zeta 2 Reticuli. supposedly one

of the aliens' homes, is in reality a binary pair of stars and is

incapable of supporting life as we know it. if, by some small

chance, binary stars could support an alien form of life and

one chose to include Zeta 2 in the star map. then all sunlike

binaries would have to be considered for inclusion, and

this would alter the matching patterns. Even astronomer/

writer Terry Dickinson, the person most involved in pub-

liciztng the Hill case, has asserted that the road map tothe

stars loads to a dead end.-ALLAN HENDRY



LASERS VS.
BALDNESS?

If the purveyors of balding

"cures" come across some
recent Chinese research, the

nexi useless thing applied to

bald spots may be the laser

beam.
According to the Chinese-

language Laser Journal,

scientists from Guangdong
Province shaved hair from

two areas on each of 12

guinea pigs. They illumi-

nated one area on each
animal with an infrared laser

(or a minute a day and left

the other shaved area alone.

After 20 days the research-

ers found that hair grew fast-

er in the laser-treated areas:

0.71 millimeter per day on

the average versus 0.59 mil-

limeter per day in the un-

treated areas. In addition.

there were more hair follicles

and hair was "thicker, longer,

and more uniform" in the la-

ser-treated spots.

What works on guinea

pigs with 'normal hair, how-

ever, won't necessarily work

on men whose hair has

stopped growing. The
Chinese study did not men-
tion human baldness. But a

lack of scientific evidence

probably won't prevent char-

latans from marketing the

laser "cure."— Jeff Hecht

"An aggrieved public does
no! draw the fine line

between 'good' science and
'bad' technology. . . . You and
I know that Frankenstein was
the doctor, not the monster.

But it would be well to

remember that the people of

the village, angered by the

monster, marched against

the doctor."

- Lyndon Johnson

TRANSSEXUAL
REINCARNATION
A private foundation has

awarded a three-year,

$450,000 grant toaVan
Nuys, California, group
named the Alpha Gamma
Project io study possible

links between reincarnation

and transsexualism.

Psychologist Dr Nancy
Ledins, a transsexual and a

former Roman Catholic

priest, who directs this proj-

ect, is studying 450 trans-

sexual men and women to

"try to determine whether
reincarnational imprinting

tends to short-circuit current

lie-styles for some people."

After a personal experi-

ence that suggested to her

such a link might exist, Dr

Ledins said, "I decided that

if
I
ever got a chance to pur-

sue it, l would. I got the op-

portunity through this grant."

Now in its first year, the

study is hampered by nega-

tive publicity, Ledins said.

"Every time something ap-

pears, I spend three months
shoring up the dike before I

can get back to research.

Some people don't like what
we're doing."

Yet Ledins does believe

the study might help explain

why certain people have

trouble adjusting to their

gender and why they

u'ideigc sox-change opera-

tions. —Allan Maurer

GLOBAL
CRYPTOZOOLOGY

In an effort to make the in-

ternational quest for strange

animals more scientific, and
less mythic, scientists from

around the world have

banded together to form

what is officially known as

the International Society of

Cryplozoology

Founded largely through

the enthusiasm of Roy fvlack-

al. a University of Chicago
biochemist and biologist, the

society is the first interna-

tiona' scientific otlort to con-
firm the reality of animals

once thought to be purely

mythical,

"We're looking for real

animals, not monsters— ex-

cept in the minds of the gen-

eral public." explains Mack-
al, who is the society's

vice-president and treasure.

"These may be species that

have persisted unchanged,
or they may even be new
species," he says.

The society has as its

president Bernard Heuvel-

mans, the French researcne'

who pioneered cryplozool-

ogy, and has on its board of

directors prominent an-

thropologists, paleon-

tologists, and zoologists

from all over the world.

The organization will eval-

uate evidence of everything

from the classic crypto-

zoological puzzles, such as

the Loch Ness monster, to

the mokele-mbembe, a

dinosaurlike creature iVacka.

is now searching for in cen-

tral Africa.

Although set up for biolo-

gists, the society is open to

anyone. For more informa-

tion, write Professor J.

Richard Greenwell, c/o Arid

Lands Committee, University

of Arizona, Tucson, AZ
85721. -Douglas Colligan

"Don't bite my finger. Look
where it's pointing."

- Warren McCulloch
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ROBOT EVOLUTION
Taking up where Charles

Darwin lefl off, a scientist at

CarnGgie-Mellon's Robotics

Institute has linked the future

ot human evolution to robots

and the computer Within 30

years, according to Hans
Moravec, computers will be
more intelligent than hu-

mans, and robot limbs will

be more durable than human
ones. The result: People will

trade their teeble mortal

frames for powerful robot

shells and their plodding

brains for superintelligent

computers.

At first, Moravec says,

people will transfer exact rep-

licas of their brain patterns

to computer programs. Proc-

essed by speedy comput-

ers, the programs will enable

people to think thousands of

times faster than before.

The next evolutionary

leap, Moravec says, will

1 occur when superhuman
robots give up their desire

for individuality and begin to

share programs. If, for

example, a writer wanted to

build a cabinet, he or she

could save time by borrow-

ing the memory of a car-

penter. And hundreds of sci-

entists with access to minds

as brilliant as Einstein's

would spend their days

fathoming the universe.

As people select and dis-

card memories freely,

Moravec says, the concept
of self will be blurred.

Moravec envisions the ulti-

1 mate merger of all human
I brains with the brains of

olher forms of life, both

earthly and extraterrestrial.

After years of exchange, he

:
says, we might wind up with

a single conscious entity

whose memory is stored in a

vast bank spanning the uni-

I
verse.— Margaret Coffey

FEMINIST HEX
The "trailside killer" of

Marin County, in California,

may have been caughi

thanks to a hex performed

by the Susan B. Anthony
witch coven, at least accord-

ing to Zsuzsanna Budapest,

the group's high priestess.

Budapest said that the

feminist coven cursed the

killer, who attacked women
in the wilderness, four

months before the capture of

suspect Joseph Carpenter.

"We were looking for a place

to commune with nature,"

Budapest explained, "and

saw all these signs warning

people not to walk alone at

nigh!. So, under a full moon,
about thirty witches from var-

ious traditions placed a

curse."

This is not the first time a

witches' hex brought a

woman-killer to justice,

Budapest said. "Several

years ago a group of us

hexed a woman-killer in

Gainesville, Florida. We
gathered near a lake full of

alligators and cursed this

man, who was'known for hav-

ing a golden tooth that

gleamed in the sun. Thirteen

days later he attacked three

women, who then turned on

him, beat him up, and took

him to the police."

Budapest would like to re-

vive the ancient female ritual

of cursing men who bring

harm to women. "I'd like to

see women walk through the

land with candles, placing

voodoo dolls at murder sites

as warnings," she said. "We
have to stop killing the car-

riers of the race."

— Allan Maurer

"The frean is a sea monster
with the body of a crab and
the head of a certified

public accountant."
- Woody Alien
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MAGNETIC PEOPLE?
It's common knowledge

that birds, bees, and even

lowly bacteria are guided by

a magnetic sense. But now
some scientists are claiming

(to the annoyance of their

colleagues) that people, too,

can navigate with the help of

magnetic perceptions.

The debate over whether

animal magnetism is present

in humans began a year

ago, when University of

Manchester zoologist R.

Robin Baker blindfolded

some of his students,

packed them into buses.

and sent them on a twisting

ride through the English

countryside. Baker stopped
the buses al various points

and asked the students to

indicate their starting loca-

tion by pointing in a certain

direction. Surprisingly, they

exhibited strong homing
abilities.

The explanation, accord-

ing to Baker, was their mag-
netic sixth sense. A few

months later, however, sev-

eral American researchers

tried to reproduce Baker's

results baffailed.

Now Baker claims that his

latest work "leaves no doubt"

about the presence of a

magnetic sense in human
beings. Disclosing his re-

sults to Omni before ad-

dressing an international

symposium in Italy, Baker

said thai the American at-

tempts were not really fail-

ures. Instead, he explained,

toe expe riren's may have

been stymied by less than

pertect conditions: confus-

ing magnetic storms, the

wrong time of day, and low

magnetic gradients inside

the buses.

To minimize these effects,

Bakerand his collaborator

Janice Mather conducted
tests in a specially con-

structed wooden hut. Blind-

folood and ear-muffed, stu-

dents like the one shown at

left were sealed on chairs in

the middle of a dark room,

turned around, and then

asked lo indicate their direc-

tion. After obtaining accu-

rate answers from about 150

of his subjects, Baker is con-

fident that he has proved his

hypothesis.

Whether this latest re-

search will convince the

Americans remains to be
seen. One has already

called some of the data "a

Ifllle bit funny."

— Carol A. Johmann

"There are no rules of

architecture for a castle in

the clouds."

-G.K. Chesterton

PSYCHIC BETTER
BUSINESS BUREAU
The Association of Psy-

chic Practitioners, in San
Jose, California, wants to

become the "Better Busi-

ness Bureau" of the psychic

profession.

According.to Mary
Palermo, president of the

association, many so-called

psychics and fortunete 'ers

lack integrity. "They may
make a client think they can
change his life," she says.

"We have no evidence that

that is possible.

"There are some in this

area, for instance, who claim

that by burning candles,

they can bring a loverto you,

And Ihe candles come high,

as much as five hundred dol-

lars. I don't like being

bunched with the kind of

PLACEBO
HOROSCOPES
Are horoscopes (hat have

been prepared for a specne

|
person more accurate than

"placebo" horoscopes in-

tended for someone else?

Absolutely not, says Douglas
P. Lackey, a philosophy pro-

fessor at Baruch Col ege. in

New York City.

Lackey used an astrology

manual to prepare horo-

scopes for 38 students.

pecpie ,*. he
i
bum candles."

The association is working

with psychologists, business

consultants, and "repmable"

psychics in an attempt to es-

tablish criteria for certifying

psychics who practice their

art in an ethical manner
Palermo suggests that any-

one consulting a psychic

should "be skeptical." An
slhicsl psychic, she asserts,

"offers references, is clear

about what he will give a

client, describes how a ses-

sion will go, and doesn't fear

questions."— Allan Maurer

Then he gave cacti a cooy of

his or her own horoscooe, as

well as another one selected

at random. Lackey said stu-

dents felt that their own
horoscope and the placebo
were more or less equal in

accuracy; Nineteen voted for

their own, eighteen favored

:ne p acebo, and one rated

the two dead even.

— Kendrick Frazier

"It is absurd to deny the role

of fantasy in even the strict-

est science."

- Vladimir llich Lenin



MAN EXPLORES
ronments to our technology, though not

necessarily to organic liie. Certainly a

complete vacuum is benign as compared
with Antarctica or the oceanic abyss,
where we have already been.

There are some not-very-bright and/or
badly educated people who complain, with

apparent sincerity, that scientific research

destroys the wonder and the magic of na-

ture. One can imagine the indignant reac-

tion of such poets as Tennyson or Shelley to

this nonsense, and surely it is belter to

know the truth than to dabble in delusions,

however charming they may be. Almost in-

variably the truth turns out to be far more
strange and wonderful than the wildest fan-

tasy. The great J.B.S, Haldane put it very

well when he said, "The universe is not only

queerer than we imagine. It is queerer than

we can imagine."

I feel sure that there will be many further

proofs of this statement as we continue

sending out our expeditions into space and
to other planets.

Whether we find life or not, we will dis-

cover things that we could never have
imagined. And these will provide material

for the deeper and richer fantasies of the

future, just as the earlier observations in-

spired the fantasies of the past,

RAY BRADBURY
Ray Bradbury, with considerable justice,

has been called the heart and soul of sci-

ence fiction. He sees space exploration as
an expression of man's rebellion against

his own mortality.

The universe is full of matter and force.

Yet in all that force— among all the bulks

and gravities, the rain of cosmic light, the

bombardments of energy— how little spirit!

How small are these decimal points of intel-

ligence!

Dumb, sometimes— yes. Awful, quite of-

ten. Dreadful apish brutes on occasion fol-

lowing occasion. That's how we things that

represent intelligence seem to ourselves,

and quite often truly are.

And yet I would not see our candle blown
out in the wind. It is a small thing, this dear
gift of life handed us mysteriously out of

immensity,
I would not have that gift expire.

Crossing the wilderness, centuries ago,

men carried in covered cows' horns the
coals of the previous night's fire to start new
fires on nights ahead. Thus, we carry our-

selves in the universal wilderness and blow
upon the coals and enkindle new lives and
move on yet once more
The absurd thing is we do get so busy

with tacts, with looking at photographic
plates, with calm theories, and with every-

day life that we forget the reasons behind
exploration.

I was reminded of this one morning re-

cently when I got out of bed and suddenly
thought, Why, sweel Jesus, what's the use
'16 OMNI

of looking at Mars through a telescope, sit-

ting on panels, writing books, if it isn't to

guarantee not just the survival of mankind
but mankind surviving forever! Good God
In heaven, we were born to live, and live in

mystery, which crowds all about and would
smother us if we let it. Scientific discussion

is useless unless considered as one more
stone put forth to step on as we move
across a river so dark, so deep, that one
error would drown us forever.

One of the ideas that Dr. Kratft Ehricke

tossed forth during an afternoon's conver-

sation in San Diego concerned itself with

man striking solid rock on Mars, even as
Moses struck boulders and stones, to bring

forth liquid miracles. That is to say, build

such artificial volcanoes, superb factories

of fire, as can boil rocks to lava and set free

those chemicals locked in stone that can
be breathed as oxygen, or drunk as

combinations-made-water.
A titanic experiment, to say the least. But

man, with blueprint and Vulcan's blow-

Qn war-torn Biafra,

a strafing plane dived down
on us one afternoon,

and we plunged facedown in

the mud. Then word
came that men had set foot on

the moon. For a few
hours the war was forgotten.^

torch, can mouth to mouth breathe Mars
into new existence.

Are we therefore grand, great, good, tall

heroes deserving o! fame and immortality?

Hardly. But we are not villains. We are poor
beggars in the long night of the abyss,
asking tor crumbs on cold street corners
where death is certain if we stumble once.
Are we beautiful, lovely, endearing, won-
drous models of morality? No, We are
Quasimodo, 10 billion times squared,
hunched of back, blind of eye, crooked of

stance, pitiful, yet always reaching to pull

that rope and ring all the loud bells of the

universe and listen to them— forever. And
we will do it.

For the dream of mankind has been to kill

death someday. We have written of it in our
stories, novels, songs, poems. We echo
them and cry out to the Reaper: Beware of

our rocket, which will shatter your scythe
and scatter its bits to the stars.

Many thousands of years from this day
how will we name this time we lived in?

Exodus II? Genesis Revisited?

Ecclesiastes Rediscovered might be a
better appellation, if for all things there are

seasons, times to come and go, live and

die, then surely ours is the Time of Going
Away, a very special long season of know-
ing and doing.

PHILIP MORRISON
Philip Morrison is Institute Professor and

professor of physics at Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology His contributions to

astrophysics include physical descriptions

of such celestial phenomena as super-
novae, cosmic X rays, and quasars. But
here he writes of more humble, earthly

things: termites.

If you should ask, "Why do human be-
ings explore?" I would answer, as I thinkthe

Greeks would have answered, "Because it

is our nature." Now
I am anxious to avoid

the mistake of thinking that the term human
nature is seif-explanatory. It covers every

activity of our species, the most diverse

ethnographies, all the artifacts that grace
the museums, and even the often-tawdry
publications that pack the newsstands of

Los Angeles.

"Human nature" is an impoverished de-
scription of all that diversity. But there is one
feature— for me, it is perhaps the only fea-

ture—that does define human nature. We
are beings who construct— singly and col-

lectively—internal models of all that hap-

pens, of all we see, find, feel, guess, and
conjecture about our experience in the

world. For me, exploration is filling in the
blank margins of that inner model.

I was struck by the work reported by '

some French entomologists in South Africa

who studied the work of certain species of

large termites. Termites, of course, are so-

cial animals of considerable power and
prowess. The structures they build are

large and enduring architecture, 15 and 20
feet high on some occasions. They dot the

landscape like so many termite sky-
scrapers.

Layer upon layer hidden within this ter-

mitary, which rises out of the ground, are

true arches, curved arches that support
the next floor, and then more arches for the

next, and so on, exactly like the crypts of a
building somewhere in Italy,

No great architect has designed where
the termites' arches will be. No one has
counted them. No one has decided on
them. The work overall is adaptive and im-

proves the termitary, providing it Its

strengih and its ventilation. So the termites

go on building arches; they will do so for

tens of millions of years on end. There is no

internal model within any termite for how
those arches should be built. There are in

the DNA some kinds of simple rules that tell

them how to make arches in a general way.

These instructions do not include the mak-
ing of the arch itself, but rather the instruc-

tions needed to achieve the construction of

an arch.

There is never an arch present until one
appears by chance; whereas when we
build arches, or anything else, the arch is in

some sense present before it ever exists.

That is what I mean by an internal model.



The need to complete that internal mod-
el—to extend and fill in ils fringes— is, I

.Jtiink, what we mean by exploration.

I recognize that this deep need to com-
plete the internal models is certainly ex-
pressed differently in different cultures.

Sometimes it lies quiet- The pioneer al-

pinists who in the early nineteenth century
went to Switzerland found villagers who
had lived there all their lives and had never
searched their mountaintops. But once the
visitors raised the idea that it might be
worthwhile, it turned out that among the
villagers there were a few young men who
had silently ventured up to the peaks even
before the English gentlemen arrived to

hire Ihem. They became the first mountain
guides. Climbing wasn't celebrated; it

didn't butter any parsnips or feed any
goats. It was needed somehow to com-
plete the model.

I believe those cultures that manage to

show some public concern for filling in the
edges of a model, for extending the margin
of the map, are those in which we now live

and those in which we shall live for most of

the time of human history.

For me, humans explore because time
after time, when we wish to adapt to the
world as our inner nature has evolved, both
by genetics and by culture, we can do noth-
ing else.

NORMAN COUSINS
Former editor ol Salurday Review maga-

zine, Norman Cousins is currently Senior
Lecturer in the Medical Humanities at the
University of California's School of Medi-
cine, in Los Angeles. In this final selection.

Cousins suggests that by extending the
frontiers of space, man discovers his own
human potential.

The question "Why explore?" pertains to

the nature of the human mind- The
phenomenon of a journey to the planets is

the phenomenon of intelligence. The fact
that we can conceive of the inconceivable
and comprehend the incomprehensible is

perhaps the highest exercise of the human
brain, symbolized so dramatically by the
exploration of space.
Our question, therefore, involves not just

science but philosophy. The answer has to

come out of our view of life, out of our con-
cept of history, out of our understanding of

human progress, and mostly out of instinc-

tive awareness that we can always do bet-
ter than we are doing if we emancipate
ourselves from our fears in order to search
the horizon for new prospects. So, natu-
rally, we look to our traditions and our phi-

losophy as we expand the human pres-
ence in Ihe universe.

Some historians see history as an ac-
cumulation of error. But history is also the
story of the defiance of the unknown and of

what happens wTien man tries to extend his

reach, Not all problems are old problems;
therefore, new approaches and new Iruths

have to be discovered. In order to answer
the question "Why explore?," it becomes

necessary to refer to the phenomenon of
human progress.

I have a theory that prog-
ress is what is left over after one meets an
impossible problem.

The reason it is safer to travel in a Boeing
747 than to sit in your bathtub is that
adequate thought has been given to all the
things that can go wrong when you are in a
747, but not enough thought to what can go
wrong in a bathtub. What I am trying to

suggest is that Ihe more difficult and com-
plex the undertaking, the more likely it is

thai knowledge will be gained that can be
applied more fruitfully far beyond the un-
denting itself.

Several years ago
I
was in war-lorn Biafra

wifh some other people. We were in a jeep.
A plane loomed behind us out of the sun
and dived down on the jeep in a strafing

run. We plunged into a ditch, facedown in

the mud, I could contemplate that even as
we were pressing our faces into the muddy
earth in safety from our brothers, men
found it possible lo walk erect on the moon.
That evening the war suddenly came to a
halt, at least for a few hours. The word had
spread through Biafra that human beings
were setting foot on Ihe moon for the first

time. Suddenly everyone had a new per-
spective. It didn't last long enough to cause
ihe war to end altogether, but for a few
moments at least we could contemplate
the possibilities of human grandeur and
meditate on our station in infinity. In that

sense the most significant achievement of

that first lunar voyage was not that man set
foot on the moon but that he set his eye on
the earth. He was able for the first time to

develop a true perspective of that beautiful,

wet, blue ball, as Archibald MacLeish has
described it, which possessed the millions

of conditions that existed in the precise
and exquisite combination to make life

possible.

The effect is philosophical. To be able to

rise from the earth; lo be able, from a sta-

tion in outer space, to seethe relationship
of the planet Earth to other planets; to be
able to contemplate the gift of life unen-
cumbered by proximity; to be able to medi-
tate on journeying through an infinity of

galaxies; lo be able to dwell on the en-
counter of the human brain and spirit with
the universe— all this enlarges the human
horizon, It also offers incontestable proof
that technology is subordinate to human
imagination. We are going into space not
because of our technology but because
our imagination requires it.

So long as human beings do not per-

suade themselves that they are creatures
of failure, so long as they have a vision of life

as it ought to be, so long as they can com-
prehend the full meaning and power of the
unfettered mind, so long as they can do all

these things, they can look at the world
and, beyond that, (he universe with the
sense that they can be unafraid of their

fellows and can face choices not with
dread but with great expectations. DO
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hair. She was actually a year or two younger

than he was, but he Ihought of her as much,

much older. "And mind you come right

straight back here after work, too. Tonight's

Ihe big FOurthday dinner, and you've got to

help in the kitchen, hear? Jamie, are you
listening to me?"

He ducked his head and said "Yes'm,"

his feet already fidgeting to be gone.

Mrs. Hamlin gave him a little push, say-

ing, "Shoo now!" and then, her grim face

softening, adding, "Try to be a good boy."

He scooted across the veranda and out

into- the raw. hot brightness of the morning.

He shuffled along, head down, still in-

fused with dull embarrassment from the

scolding he'd received. Mr. Samuels went

cantering by him, upon his big roan horse,

carbine sheathed in a saddle holster,

horseshoes ringing against the pavement;

off to patrol with the Outriders for the day.

Mr Samuels waved at him as he passed,

looking enormously tall and important and

adult up on the high saddle, and Jamie

answered with the shy, wide, loose-lipped

grin that sameiimos seernec vacuous even

to him. He ducked his head again when Mr

Samuels was out of sight and frowned at

the dusty tops of hisshoes. The' sun was up

above the frees and the rooftops now, and it

was getting warm,
The five-story brick school building was

1 the tallest building in Northview—now that

the bank had burned down— and it cast a
cool, blue shadow across his path as he

turned onto Main Street. It was still used as

a school ] th'j w'nter and on summer after-

noons after the children had come back

from the fields, but it was also filled with

stockpiles of vital supplies so that it could

be used as a stronghold in case of a

siege— something that had happened only

once, fifteen years ago, when a strong raid-

ing party had come up out of the south. Two
fifty-caliber machine guns—.salvaged
from an Army jeep that had been aban-

doned on the old state highway a few

weeks after the War— were mounted on top

of the school's roof, where their field of fire

would cover mostofthetDwn, They had not

been fired in earnest for years, but they

were protected from the weather and kept

in good repair, and a sentry was still posted

up there at all times, although by now the

sentry was likely to smuggle a girl up to the

roof with him on warm summer nights.

Times had become more settled, almost

sleepy now. Similarly, the Outriders who
patrolled Northview's farthest borders and

watched over the flocks and the outlying

farms had been reduced from thirty to ten,

and it had been three or four years since

they'd had a skirmish with anyone; the flow

of hungry refugees ahd marauders and

aimless migrants had mostly stopped by

now— dead, or else they'd found a place of

their own. These days the Outriders were

more concerned with animals. The black
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bears and grizzlies won:: back in the moun-
tains and the nearby hills, and for the past

-four or five years there had been wolves

again, coming back from who-knew-
where, increasing steadily in numbers and
becoming more of a threat as the winters

hardened. Visitors down from Jackman
Station, in Maine, brought a story that a

mountain lion hac recent.'y been sighted on

the slopes of White Cap, in the unsettled

country "north of the Moosehead," al-

though before the War there couldn't have

been any pumas left closer than Colorado

or British Columbia. It had laken only

twenty years.

There was a strange wagon in front of the

old warehouse that was now the Outriders'

station, a rig Jamie had never seen before.

It was an ordinary enough wagon, but it

was painted. It was painted in mad streaks

and strips and random patchwork splotch-

es of a dozen different colors— deep royal

blue, vivid yellow, scarlet, purple, earth-

brown, light forest-green, black, burnt

orange— as if a hundred children from
prewar days had been at it with finger paint.

To Jamie's eyes, accustomed to the dull

and faded tones of Northview's weather-

beaten old buildings, the streaks of color

were so brilliant that they seemed to vibrate

and stand out in raised contrast from the

wagon's surface. He was not used to see-

ing bright colors anymore, except those in

the natural world around him, and this paint

was fresh, somelhing he also hadn't seen

in more years than he could remember.
Even the big horse, which stood patiently in

the wagon's traces— and which now rolled

an incurious eye -up at Jamie and blew eut

its lips with a blubbery snorting sound-
even the horse was painted, blue on one
side, bright green on the other, with orange

streaks up its flanks.

Jamie goggled at all this, wondering if it

could possibly be real or if it was one of the

"effects"— hallucinations, as even he
understood— that he sometimes got dur-

ing particularly bad "spells." After a mo-
ment or two— during which the wagon
didn't shimmer or fade around the edges at

all— he widened his attention enough to

notice the signs: big hand-painted signs

hung on either side of a kind of sandwich-

board framework that was braced upright

in the wagon bed. At the top each sign read

mohawk confederacy in bright red paint, and
then, underneath that, came a long list of

words, each word painted in a different

color:

HAND-LOADED AMMUNITION

PAINLESS DLN7ISTF

UNTAINTED SEED F(

FLAX CLOTH

"One cheeseburger, medium rare, ginger ale. and
twelve thousand pounds of plankton."

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

MARIJUANA

Jamie was puzzling out some of the

harder words when the door to the Outrid-

ers' station opened and Mr. Stover came
hurriedly down the stairs. "What're you
doing here, Jamie''" he asked. "What're

you hanging around here for?"

Jamie gaped at him, trying to find the

words to describe the wonderful new wag-
on, and how strange it made him feel, but

the effort was too great, and the words
slipped away "Going to Mr. Hardy's store,"

he said at last. "Just going to sweep up at

Mr. Hardy's store."

Mr. Stover glanced nervously back up at

the door of the Outriders' station, fingered

his chin for a moment while he made up his

mind, and then said, "Never mind that to-

day, Jamie. Never mind about the store to-

day You just go on back home now."

"But—" Jarrvc said, sewildered. "But—

I

sweep up every day!"

"Mot today." Mr. Slover said sharply "You

go on home, you hear me? Go on, git!"

"Mrs. Hamlin's going to be awful mad."
Jamie said sadly, resignedly.

"You tell Edna
I
said for you to go home.

'

And you stay inside, too, Jamie. You stay

out of sight, hear? We've got an important

visitor here in Northview today, and it'd

never do to have him run into you."

Jamie nodded his head in acceptance of

this. He wasn't so dumb that he didn't know
.what the unvoiced part of the sentence

was: run into you. the half-wit, the crazy

person, the nut. He'd heard it often enough.
He knew he was crazy. He knew that he was
an embarrassment. He knew that he had to

stay inside, away from visitors, lest he em-
barrass Mrs. Hamlin and all his friends.

Crazy Jamie.

Slowly he turned and shuffled away, back
the way he had come.
The sun beat down on the back of his

head now, and sweat gathered in the wrink-

led hollows beneath his eyes.

Crazy Jamie.

At the corner, bathed in the shadow cast

by the big oak at the edge of the school-

yard, he turned and looked back.

A group of men had come out of the

Outriders' station and were now walking

slowly in the direction of Mr. Hardy's store,

talking as they went. There was Mr Jame-
son. Mr. Galli, Mr. Stover, Mr. Ashfey, and, in

the middle of them, talking animatedly and
waving his arms, the visitor, the strang-

er— a big, florid-faced man with a shock of

unruly blond hair that shone like beaten

gold in the sunlight.

Walching him, the visitor— now clapping

a hand on Mr. Galli's shoulder, Mr. Galli

shrinking away— Jamie felt a chill, that on-
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reasoning and unreasoned fear of strang-

ers, of everything from outside Northview's

narrow boundaries, that had affected him

ever since he could remember, and sud-

denly his delight in the wonderful wagon
was tarnished, diminished, because he

realized that it, too. must come from outside.

He headed for home, walking a liltle fast-

er now, as if chivied along by some old cold

wind that didn't quite reach the sunlit world.

That night was the Fourthday feast—
"Independence Day," some of the old folks

still called it— and for Jamie, who was help-

ing in the kitchen as usual, the early part of

the evening was a blur of work as they

sweated to prepare the meal: roast turkey,

ham, wild pigeon, trout, baked raccoon,

sweet potatoes, corn, pearl onions, berry

soup, homemade bread, blackberries,

plums, and a dozen other things.

That was all as usual; he expected and
accepted that. What was not usual— and
what he did not expect— was that he would
not be allowed to eat with the rest when the

feast was served. Instead, Tessie set a
plate out for him in the kitchen, saying, not

unkindly, "Now Jamie, mind you stay here.

They've got a guest out there this year, that

loud-mouthed Mr. Brodey, and Mrs. Hamlin,

she says you got to eat in the kitchen and
keep out of sight. Now don't you mind,

honey I'll fix you up a plate real nice, just the

same stuff you'd get out there."

And then, after a few moments of some-
what embarrassed bustling, she was gone.

Jamie sat alone in the empty kitchen.

His plate was filled to overflowing with

food, and he'd even been given a glass of

dandelion wine, a rare treat, but somehow
he wasn't hungry anymore.
He sat listening to the wind tug at the old

house, creaking the rafters, making the

wood groan. When the wind died, he could

hear them talking out there in the big dining

room, the voices just too faint for him to

make out the words.

An unfamiliar anger began to rise in him.

"Crazy Jamie," he said aloud, his voice

sounding flat and dull to his own ears. It

wasn't fair. He glanced out the window, to

where the sun had almost set in a welter of

sullen purple clouds. Suddenly he slashed

out at the glass of wine, sending it spinning

to the floor. It wasn't fair! He was an adult,

wasn't he? Why did he have to sit back here

by himself like a naughty child? Even if— In

spite of— He was—
Somehow he found himself on his feet.

He deserved to eat with the others, didn't

he? He was as good as anybody else,

wasn't he? !n fact— In fact—
The corridor. He seemed to float along it

in spite of his stumbling, hesitant feet. The
voices got louder, and just at the point

where they resolved into words he stopped,

standing unnoticed in the shadows behind
the dining-room archway, hanging onto the

doorjamb, torn between rage and fear and
a curious, empty yearning.

"Sooner or later you'll find that you have
to incorporate with the Confederacy," Mr.

Brodey, the stranger, was saying. The other

faces around the big dining-room table

were cool and reserved. "The kind of inter-

village barter economy you've got up here

just can't hold up forever, you know, even

though it's really a kind of communal
socialism— "

"Are you sayin' we're communists up
heah?" Mr. Samuels said, outraged, but be-

fore Bradey could reply (if he intended to),

Jamie strode to the table, pulled out an
empty chair— his own habitual seat— and
sat down. All faces turned to him, startled,

and conversation stopped.

Jamie stared back at them. To walk to the

table had taken the last of his will; things

were closing down on him again, his vision

was swimming, and he began to lose touch

with his body, as if his mind were floating

slowly up and away from it, like a balloon

held by the thinnest sort of tether. Sweat
broke out on his forehead, and he opened
his mouth, panting like a dog. Through a

sliding, shifting confusion, he heard Mrs.

Hamlin start to say, "Jamie!
I
thought

I
told

you—" at the same time that Mr. Ashley was
saying to Mr. Brodey, "Don't let him bother

you none. He's just the local half-wit. We'll

send him back to the kitchen," and Brodey
was smiling in tolerant, condescending
amusement, and something about Bro-

dey's thin, contemptuous smile, something
about the circle of staring faces, something
wrenched words up out of Jamie, sending

,

them suddenly flying out of his mouth. He
hurled the familiar words out at the pale

staring faces as he had so many times

before, rattling their teeth with them, shak-

ing them to their bones. He didn't know
what .the words meant anymore, but they

were the old strong words, the right words,

and he heard his voice fill with iron. He
spoke the words until there were no more
words to speak, and then he stopped.

A deathly hush had fallen over the room.

Mr. Brodey was staring at him. and Jamie
saw his face run through a quick gamut of

expressions: from irritation to startled

speculation to dawning astonishment.
Brodey's jaw went slack, and he
gasped— a little startled grunt, as if he had
been punched in the stomach— and the

color went swiftly out of his face. "My God!"
he said. "Oh, my God!"

For Jamie, it was as if the world were
draining away again, everything pulling

back until he could just barely touch reality

with his fingertips, and the room shim-

mered and buzzed as he struggled lo hold

on to even that much control. All the faces

had gone blank, wiped clean of individual-

ity and he could no longer tell which of the

featureless pink ovoids was the sweating,

earnest, astounded face of Mr. Brodey. He
got clumsily to his feet, driving his leaden
body by an act of conscious will, as though
it were some ill-made clockwork golem. He
flailed his arms for balance, knocked his

chair over with a clatter, and stood swaying

before them, smelling the sour reek of his

own sweat, "I'm sorry," he blurted. "I'm

sorry, Mrs. Hamlin. I didn't mean to—"
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The silence went on a moment longer,

and then, above the' mounling waves of

buzzing nausea and unreality, he heard
Mrs. Hamlin say, "That's all right, child. We
know you didn't mean any harm. Go on
upstairs now, Jamie. Go on." Her voice

sounded dry and flat and tired.

Blindly Jamie spun and stumbled for the

stairs, all the inchoate demons of memory
snapping at his heels like years.

Downstairs, Mr, Brodey was still saying,

"Oh, my God!" He hardly noticed that the

dinner party was being dissolved around
him or that Mrs. Hamlin was hustling him
out onto the porch "for a word in private."

When she finally had him alone oul there,

the cool evening breeze slapping at his

face through the wire mesh of the enclosed
porch, he shook himself out of his daze
and turned slowly to face her where she
stood hunched and patient in the dappled
shadows. "It's him" he said, still more awe
than accusation in his voice. "Son of a
bitch. It really is him. isn't it?"

"Who, Mr. Brodey?"
"Don't play games with me." Brodey said

harshly, "I've seen the old pictures. The
half-wit, he really was— "

"Is."

"—the President of the United States."

Brodey stared at her. "He may becrazy.'but

not because he thinks he's the President
— he is the President. James W. McNaugh-
ton. He/s McNaughton. isn't he?"

"Yes."

"My God! Think of it. The very las! Presi-

dent."

"The incumbent President," Mrs. Hamlin
said softly.

They stared at each other through the

soft evening shadows.
'And it's not a surprise to you. eithen is it?"

Anger was beginning c replace disbelief in

Brodey's voice. "You've known it all along,

haven't you? All of you have known. You all

knew from the start that he was President

McNaughton?"
"Yes."

"My God!" Brodey said, giving an en-

tirely new reading to the phrase, disgust

and edgy anger instead of awe. He opened
his mouth, closed if, and began turning red.

"He came here almost twenty years ago,
Mr. Brodey," Mrs. Hamlin said, speaking
calmly, reminiscently "Perhaps two monfhs
after the War. The Outriders found him col-

lapsed in afield out by the edge of town. He
was nearly dead. Don't ask me how he got

there. Maybe there was some sort of hid-

den bunker way back up there in the hills,

maybe his plane crashed nearby, maybe
he walked all the way up here from what's

left of Washington— I don't know. Jamie
himself doesn't know. His memory was al-

most gone; shock, I guess, and exposure.
All he remembered, basically, was fhaf he
was the President, and even that was dim
and misty, like something you might re-

member out of a bad dream, the kind that

fades away and comes back sometimes,
late at night. And life's been like a half-

dream for him ever since, poor soul. He

never did get quite right in the head again."

'And you gave him shelter?" Brodey said,

his voice becoming shrill with indignation.

"You iook him in? That butcher?"

"Watch your mouth, son. You're speaking

about the President."

"God damn it, woman. Don't you
know—he caused the War?"

After a smothering moment of silence,

Mrs. Hamlin said mildly, "That's your opin-

ion, Mr. Brodey, not mine."

"How can you deny it? The 'One Life'

Ultimatum? The 'preventative strikes' on
Mexico and Panama? It was within hours of

the raid on Monterrey that the bombs
started falling."

"He didn't have any other choice 1
, The

Indonesians had pushed him— "

"That's crap, and you know It!" Brodey
was shouting now. "They taught us all about
it down in Mohawk; they made damn sure

we knew the name of the man who de-

stroyed the world, you can bet on that I

Christ, everybody knew then that he was
unfit for office, just a bombastic back-
woods senator on a hate crusade, a
cracker-barrel warmonger. Everybody said

that he'd cause the War if he got into the

White House-and he did! ByGod.hedidl
Thai pathetic half-wit in there. He did it!"

Mrs. Hamlin sighed and folded her arms
across her middle, hugging herself as if in

pain. She seemed to grow smaller and
older, more wthered arc! gia'led. "I don't

know, son," she said wearily, after a heavy
pause. "Maybe you're right, maybe you're

wrong. Maybe he was wrong, I don't know
All that seemed so important then. Now I

can hardly remember whaithe issues were,

what it was all about. It doesn't seem to

matter much anymore, somehow"
"How can you say that?" Brodey wiped at

his face— he was sweating profusely and
looking very earnest now, bewilderment
leeching away some of the anger. "How can
you let that .

. . that man . . . him— how can
you let him live here, under your roof? How
can you stand to let him live at all, let alone

cook for him, do his washing. My God!"
"His memory was gone, Mr. Brodey. His

mind was gone. Can you understand that?

Old Doc Norton, rest his soul, spent months
just trying to- get Jamie to the point where
he could walk around by himself without

anybody to watch him too close. He had to

be taught how to feed himself, how to dress

himself, how to go to the bathroom— like a

child. At first there was some even right

here in Northview that felt the way you do.

Mr. Brodey, and there's still some as can't

be comfortable around Jamie, but one by
one they came to understand, and they

made their peace with him. Whatever he

was or wasn't, he's just like a little child

now— a sick, old, frightened child who
doesn't really understand what's happen-
ing to him, most of the time. Mr. Brodey, you

can't hate a little child for something he
can't even remember he's done."

Brodey spun around, as though to stalk

back into the house, and then spun vio-

lently back. "He should be dead!" Brodey
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shouted. His fists were clenched now, and

the muscles in his neck were corded. 'At

the very least, he should be dead! Billions

of lives .on that man's hands! Billions. And
you, you people, you not only lei him live,

you make excuses for him! For html" He
stopped, groping for words to express the

enormity of his outrage. "It's like . . . like

making excuses for the Devil himself!"

Mrs. Hamlin stirred and came forward,

stepping outofthe porch shadows and into

the moonlight, drawing her shawl more

tightly around her, as though against a chill,

although the night was still mild. She stared

eye to eye with Brodey for several mo-
ments, while the country silence gathered

deeply around them, broken only by crick-

ets and the hoarse sound of Brodey's im-

passioned breathing, Then -she said, "I

thought I owed it to you, Mr. Brodey, to.iry to

explain a few things. But I don't know if I

can. Things have changed enough by now,

steadied down enough, that maybe you

younger people find it hard to understand,

but those of '.is who lived through the War,

we all had to do things wedidn't want to do.

Right there where you're, standing. Mr.

Brodey, right hereon this porch, I shot a
marauder down, shot him dead with my
husband's old pistol, with Mr Hamlin him-

self laying stiff in the parlor not ten feet

away, taken by the Lumpy Plague. And I've.

done worse things than that, too, in my
time,

I
reckon we all have, all the survivors,

And just maybe it's no different with that

poor old man sitting in there."

Brodey regained control of himself. His

jaw was clenched, and the muscles around

his mouth stood out in taut little bands, but

his breathing had evened, and his face was
tight and cold. He. had banked his anger

down into a smoldering, manageable
flame, and now for the first time he seemed
dangerous. Ignoring — or seeming to

ignore— Mrs. Hamlin's speech, he said

conversationally, "Do you know that we
curse by him down in Mohawk? His name is

a curse to us: Can you understand that?

We burn him in effigy on his birthday, in the

town squares, and oyer the years it's be-

come quite a little ceremony. He must

atone, Mrs. Hamlin. He must be made to

pay for what he's done. We don't suffer

monsters to live, down in Mohawk,"

'Ayuh," Mrs. Hamlin said sourly, you do a

lot of damnfool. jackass things down there,

don't you?" Mrs. Hamlin tossed her head

back, silver hair glinting in the silver light,

and seemed to grow taller again. There

was a hard light in her eyes now, and a hard

new edge in her voice. 'Atone, is it now, you

jackass? As if you're some big pious kin'd of

churchman, some damn kind of saint, you

red-faced, loudmouthed man. You with

your damnfool flag and damnfool Mohawk
Confederacy. Well, let me tell you, mister,

this isn't any Mohawk Confederacy here.

never has been, never will be: This is

Northview, sovereign state of Vermont.

United Slates of America. Do you hear me.

mister? This here is the- United States of

America, and that poor fool in there— why.

he's the President cf the United States of

- _

e- := cvooii sometimes he can't cut his

meat up proper Maybe he was a fool,

maybe he was wrong long ago. maybe he's

.;:.-;.-. o,ii he's stil the President." Eyes

snapping, she jabbed a finger at Brodey.

"As tang 'as this town stands, then there's

still an America, and that old man will be
President as long as there are still -Ameri-

cans alive to serve him. We take care of our
:/. n M' Brodey: wc Lake care of our own."

A shadow materialized at Brodey's el-

bow and spoke with Seth's voice. "Edna?"

Brodey turned his head to- glance at

Seth. When he turned back to face Mrs.

Hamlin, there was-a.gun in her hand, a big,

>:.:i-"ash.ons!a revolver I hat looked too huge
for the small, blue-veined hand thai held it.

"You can't be serious," Brodey whis-

pered..

"You need any help, Edha?" the shadow
said. "I broughi some of the boys."

"No, thank you, Seth." The barrel of the

revolver was as unwavering as her gaze.

"There'ssome things a person's got to do

for herself,"

Then she cocked the hammer back.

The
:
Presidentof the United States didn't

notice the shot. Alone in the small upstairs

bathroom, he avoided the eyes of the tar-

nished reflection in the mirror and compul-
sively washed his hands.DO
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small hour of the night and led him to his

bed. They spent !he res! ot the night

pressed close to each other, and the next

morning she showed no desire to leave.

They went to the pool to begin the day with

a- swim; they embraced again on the tur-

quoise moss. She guided him to the gigan-

tic red-barked tree where he had first seen

her and pointed out to him a colossal yellow

fruit, three or four yards across, that had
fallen from one of its enormous branches.

Nismile looked at it doubtfully It had split

open, and its interior was a scarlet, cus-

tardy stuff, studded with huge, gleaming

black seeds. "Dwikka," she said. "It will

make us drunk," She stripped off her robe

and used it to wrap great chunks of the

dwikka fruit, which they carried back to his

cabin and spent all morning eating. They
sang and laughed most of the afternoon.

For dinner they grilled some fish from Nis-

mile's weir, and later, as they lay arm in arm
watching the night descend, she asked
him a thousand queslions about his past

life, his painting, his boyhood, his travels,

about Castle Mount, the Fifty Cities, the Six

Rivers, the royal court ot Lord Thraym, the

royal Casile of uncountable rooms. The
questions came from her in a torrent, the

newest one rushing forth almost before he

had dealt with the last. Her curiosity was
inexhaustible. It served, also, to stifle his;

although there was much he yearned to

know about her— everything— he had no

chance to ask it, and just as well, for he

doubted she would give him answers.

"What will we do tomorrow?" she asked
finally,

So Ihey became lovers. For the first few

days they did little but eat and swim and
embrace and devour the intoxicating fruit

of ihe dwikka tree. He ceased to fear, as he

had at the beginning, that she would dis-

appear as suddenly as she had come to

him. Her flood of questions subsided, after

a time, but even so he chose no! to take his

turn, preferring to leave her mysteries un-

pierced.

He could not shake his obsession with

the idea that she was a Metamorph- The
thought chilled him— lhat her beauty was a

lie, that behind it she was alien and
grotesque— especially when he ran his

hands over the cool, sweet smoothness of

her thighs or breasts. He constantly had to

tight away his suspicions. But they would
not leave him. There were no human out-

posts in this part of Zimroel, and it was too

implausible that this girl— for that was all

she was, a girl— had elected to take up a

hermit's life here. Far more likely, Nismile

thoughi, that she was native to this place,

one of the unknown numbers of Shape-
shifters who sUppec ike phantoms through

these humid groves. When she slept, he
sometimes watched her by faint starlight to

see whether she began to lose human
form'. Always she remained as she was,

and even so. he suspected her.

And yet, and yet, and yet it was not in the

nature of Mefamorphs to seek human
company or to show warmth toward them.

Humans had stolen this vast world of

Majipoor from them — coming here
thousands of years ago, finding the

Shapeshifters already in decline, their

mighty stone cities in ruins, and finishing

the job by appropriating their most fertile

lands, sequestering them in ever smaller

regions, defeating their last uprising in Lord

Stiamot's time and forcing them, ultimately,

into the Zimroel forests, out of sight, out of

mind. To most people of Majipoor the

Metamorphs were ghosts of a former era,

revenants, unreal, legendary. Why would
one seek him out in his seclusion, offer

itself io him in so convincing a counterfeit of

love, strive with such zeal to brighten his

days and enliven his nights? In a moment" of

paranoia he imagined Sarise reverting in

the darkness to her true shape and rising

above him as he slept to plunge a gleaming

dirk, into his throat: revenge for the crimes of

his ancestors. Bui what folly such fantasies

were! If the Metamorphs here wanted to

murder him, they had no need of such
elaborate charades.

It was almost as absurd to believe tha;

she was a Metamorph as lo believe that she
was not.

To put these matters from his. mind, he

resolved to take up his art again, On an

unusually clear and sunny day he set out

with Sarise for the rock of the red succu-

lents, carrying a raw canvas. She watched,

fascinated, as he prepared everything.

"You do the painting entirely with your

mind?" she asked.

"Entirely.
I
fix the scene in my soul, I trans-

form and rearrange and heighten, and
then— you'll see."

"Is it all right if I watch? I won't spoil it?"

"Of course not."

"But if someone else's mind gets into the

painting— "

"It can't happen. The canvases are

tuned to me." He squinted, made frames

with his fingers, moved a few feet this way
and that. His throat was dry and his hands
were quivering. So many years since he

had last done this: Would he still have the

gift? And the technique? He aligned the

canvas and touched it in a preliminary way
with his mind. The scene was a good one,

vivid, bizarre, the color contrasts powerful

ones, the compositional aspects challeng-

ing, that massive rock, those weird, meaty
red plants, the liny, yellow floral bracts at

their tips, the forest-dappled sunlight. Yes,

yes, it would work, it would amply serve as

the vehicle through which he could convey

the texture of this dense, tangled jungle,

this place of shapeshitting—
He closed his eyes. He entered trance.

He hurled the picture to the canvas.

Sarise uttered a small surprised cry.

Nismile felt sweat break out all over; he

staggered and fought for breath; after a
moment he regained control and looked

toward the canvas in front of him.



"How beautiful!" Sarise murmured,

But he was shaken by what he saw.

Those dizzying diagonals— the blurred

and streaked colors— the heavy greasy

sky, hanging in sullen loops from the

horizon— it looked nothing like the scene
he had tried to capture, and, far-more trou-

blesome, nothing like the work of Therion

Nismile. It was a dark and anguished paint-

ing, corrupted by unintended discords.

"Don't you like it?" she asked.

"It isn't what I had in mind."

"Even so, how wonderful to make the

picture' come out on the canvas like that!

And such a lovely thing]"

"You think it's lovely?"

"Yes, of "course! Don't you?"

He stared at her. This? Lovely? Was she

flattering him, or merely ignorant of prevail-

ing tastes, or did she genuinely admire

what he had done? This strange, tormented

painting, this somber and alien work—
Alien.

"You don't like it," she said. Not a ques-

tion this time,

"I haven't painted in almost four years-.

Maybe I need to go about it slowly, to get

the way of it right again—"
"I spoiled your painting/' Sarise said.

"You? Don't be silly."

"My mind got mixed into it. My way of

seeing things."

"I told you that the canvases are tuned to

me alone. I could be in the midst of a

thousand people, and none of them would
affect the painting."

"But perhaps I distracted you. I swerved

your mind somehow."
"Nonsense

"

"I'll go for a walk. Paint another one while

I'm gone."

"No. Sarise. This one. is splendid. The
more I look at if, the more pleased- I am.

Come. Let's go home. Let's swim and eat

some dwikka and make love. Yes?"

He took the canvas from its mount and
rolled It Bui what she had said affected

him more than he would admit Some kind

of strangeness had entered the painting.

no doubt of it. What if she had managed
somehow lo. taint it, her hidden Meiamorph
soul radiating its essence into his spirit,

coloring the impulses of his mind witti an

alien hue—
They walked downstream in silence.

When they reached the meadow of the

mud-lilies where Nismile had seen his first

Metamorph. he heard himself blurt,

"Sarise, I have to ask you something."

"Yes?"

He could not halt himself. "You aren't

human, are you? You're really a

Metamorph. right?"

She stared at hirr, wide-eyed, color rising

m hercheeks.

"Are you serious?"

He nodded.
"Me a Metamorph?" She laughed, not

very convincingly. "What a wild idea!"

'Answer me, Sarise. Look into my eyes

and answer me-"
1 "It's too foolish, Therion,"

SOUNDSO
GOOD IT KEEPS
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s. Answer me."

"You wanl me to prove I'm human? How
could I?"

"I want you to tell me that you're human.
Or that you're something else."

"I'm human," she said.

"Can I believe that?"

"I don't know. Can you? I've given you

your answer," Her eyes Hashed with mirth.

"Don't I feel human? Don't I act human? Do
I seem like an imitation?"

"Perhaps I'm unable to tell the differ-

ence."

"Why do you think I'm a Metamorph?"
"Because only Metamorphs live in this

jungle," he said. "It seems— logical. Even

though — " He faltered. "Look, I've had my
answer. It was a stupid question and I'd like-

to drop the subject. All right?"

"How strange you are! You must be an-

gry. You do think I spoiled your painting."

"That's not so."

"You're a very poor liar Therion."

All rghi. Something spoiled my paint-

ing. I don't know what. It wasn'tthe painting

I intended."

"Paint another one then."

"I will. Let me paint you, Sarise."

"1 told you I didn't want to be painted."

"I need to. I need to see what's in my own
soul, and trie only way I can know— "

"Paint the dMikka tree, Therion. Paint the

cabin."

"Why not paint you?"

"The idea makes me uncomfortable."
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"You aren't gjving me a real answer. What
is there about being pa:i:cd ;hai-

"Please, Therion."

"Are you afraid I'll see you on the canvas
in a way that you won't like? Is that it? That

I'll get a different answer to my questions

when I paint you?"
'"Please."

"Let me paint you."

"No."

"Give me a reason then."

"I can't," srie said.

"Then you can't refuse." He drew a can-
vas from his pack. "Here, in the meadow,
now. Go on, Sarise. Siand beside the
stream. It'll take only a moment—"

"No. Therion."

"If you love me, Sarise. you'll let me paint

you."

It was a clumsy bit of blackmail, and it

shamed him to have attempted it. And it

angered her, for he saw a harsh gliiter in her
eyes that he had never seen there before.

They confronted each other for a tense
moment.
Then she said in a cold, flat voice, "Not

here, Therion. At the cabin. I'll let you paint

me there, if you insist."

Neither of them spoke the rest of the way
home.
He was tempted to forget the whole

thing. It seemed to him that he had im-

posed his will by force, that he had commit-
ted a sort of rape, and he almost wished he
could retreat from the position he had won.

But there would never be any going back to

the old easy harmony between them, and
he had to have the answers he needed.

Uneasily he set about preparing a canvas.

"Where shall I stand?" she asked.

'Anywhere. By the stream. By the cabin."

In a slouching, slack-limbed way she
moved toward the cabin. He nodded and

dispiritedly began the final sleps before

entering trance. Sarise glowered at him.

Tears were welling in her eyes.

"I lave you," he cried abruptly, and went

down into trance, and the last thing he saw
before he closed his eyes was Sarise alter-

ing her pose, coming out of her moody
slouch, squaring her shoulders, eyes sud-

denly bright smile (lashing.

When he opened his eyes, the painting

was done and Sarise was staring timidly at

him from the cabin door.

"How is it?" she asked.

"Come. See for yourself."

She walked to his side. They examined
the picture together, and after a moment
Nismile slipped his arm around her shoul-

der. She shivered and moved closerto him.

The painting showed a woman with

human eyes and Metamorph mouth and

nose, against a jagged and chaotic back-

ground of clashing reds and oranges and
pinks.

She said quietly, "Now do you know what

you wanted to know?"
"Was it you in the meadow? And the two

other times?"

"Yes."

"Why?" ,

"You interested me, Therion.
I
wanted to

know all about you.
I
had never seen any-

thing like you."

"I still don't believe it," he whispered,

She pointed -toward the painting. "Be-

lieve it, Therion."

"No. No."

"You have your answer now."

"I know you're human. The painting lies."

"No. Therion."

"Prove it (or me. Change for me. Change
now" He released her and stepped a short

way back, "Do it. Change for me."

She looked at him sadly. Then, without

perceptible transition, she turned herself

into a replica of him, as she had done once
before: the final proof, the unanswerable
answer. A muscle quivered wildly in his

cheek. He watched her, and she changed
again, this time into something terrifying

and monstrous, a nightmarish, gray,

pockmarked balloon of a thing with flabby

skin and eyes like saucers and a hooked
black beak; and from that she went to the

Metamorph form, taller than he, hollow-

chested and featureless, and then she was
Sarise once more, cascades of auburn hair,

delicate hands, strong thighs.

"No." he said. "Not that one. No more
counterfeits."

She became the Metamorph again.

He nodded. "Yes. That's better. Stay that

way. It's more beautiful."

"Beautiful, Therion?"

"I find you beautiful. Like this. As you



realty are. Deception is always ugly."

He reached for her hand. It had six lin-

gers, very long and narrow, without finger-

nails or visible joints. Her skin was silky and
-- faintly glossy, and it felt not at all as he had

expected. He ran his hands lightly over her
slim, virtually fleshless body. She was al-

together motionless.
"

"I should go now," she said at last.

"Stay with me. Live-here with me."
"Even now?"
"Even now. In your true form,"

"You still want me?"
"Very much," he said. "Will you stay?"

She said, "When
I first came to you, it was

to watch you, to study you, to play with you,
perhaps even to mock and hurt you". You
are the enemy, Therion. Your kind must al-

ways be the enemy. But as we began lo live

together, I saw there was no reason to hate
you. Not you, you as a special individual,

do you understand?"

It was the voice of Sarise coming from
those alien lips. How strange! he thought.
How much like a dream!
She said, "I began to want to be with you.

To make the game go on forever. But the
'

game had to end. And yet I still want to be
with you,"

"Then stay, Sarise."

"Only if you truly want me."
"I've told you that."

"I don't horrity you?"
"No."

"Paint me again, Therion. Show me with

a painting. Show me love on the canvas,
Therion, and then I'll stay."

He painted her day after day, until he had
used every canvas, and hung-them all

about the interior of the cabin. Sarise and
the dwi.kka tree, Sarise in the meadow,
Sarise against the milky fog of evening,
Sarise at twilight, green against purple.
There was no way he could prepare more
canvases, although he tried. It did not really

matter. They began to go on long voyages
of exploration together, down one stream
and another, into distant parts of the for-

est, and she showed him new trees and
flowers, and the creatures of the jungle, the
toothy lizards and the burrowing golden
worms and the sinister, ponderous amor-
fibots sleeping away their days in muddy
lakes, They said little to one another; the
time for answering questions was over and
words were no longer needed.
Day slipped into day, week into week,

and in this land of no seasons it was difficult

to measure the passing of time. Perhaps a
month went by perhaps six. They encoun-
tered no one else. The jungle was full of

Metamorphs, she told him, but they were
keeping their distance, and she hoped
they would leave them alone forever.

One afternoon of steady drizzle he went
out to check his traps, and when he re-

turned an hour later, he knew at once that
something was wrong. As he approached
the cabin, fou [-Metamorphs emerged. He
felt sure that one was Sarise, but he could
not tell which one. "Wait!" he cried as they
moved past him. He ran after them. "What
130 OMNI

do you want with her? Let her go! Sarise?
Sarise? Who are they? What do they want?"

For just an instant one of the Metamorphs
flickered, and he saw the girl with the au-
burn hair, but only for an instant; then there
were four Metamorphs again, gliding like

ghosts toward the depths of the jungle. The
rain grew more intense, and a heavy fog
bank drifted in, cutting off all visibility. Nis-
mile paused at the edge of the clearing,

straining desperately for sounds over the
patter of the rain and the loud throb of

the stream. He imagined he heard weep-
ing; he thought he heard a cry of pain, but it

might have been any other sort of forest

sound. There was no hope of following the
Metamorphs into that impenetrable zone of

thick, white mist.

He never saw Sarise again, or any other
Metamorph. For a while he hoped he would
come upon Shapeshifters in the forest and
be slain by them with their little polished
dirks, for the loneliness was intolerable

now But that did not happen, and when it

became obvious that he was living in a
sort of quarantine, cut off not only from
Sarise.— if she was still alive— but from the
entire society of the Metamorph folk, he
found himself unable to dwell in the clear-

ing beside the stream any longer. He rolled

up his paintings of Sarise and carefully

dismantled his cabin and began the long
and perilous journey back to civilization.

It was a week before his fiftieth birthday
when he reached the borders of Castle
Mount. In his absence, he discovered, Lord
Thraym had become Pontifex, and the new
Coronal was Lord Vildivar, a man of little

sympathy for the arts. Nismile rented a
studio on the riverbank at Stee and began
to paint again. He worked only from mem-
ory: dark and- disturbing scenes of jungle
life, often showing Metamorphs lurking in

the middle distance. It was not the sort.of

work likely to be popular on the cheerful
and airy world of Majipoor, and Nismile
found few buyers at first. But in time his

paintings caught the fancy of the Duke of
Qurain, who had begun to weary of sunny
serenity and perfect proportion, Under the
Duke's patronage, Nismile's work grew
fashionable, and in fhe later years of his life

there was a ready market for everything he
produced.

He was widely imitated; though never
successfully, and he was the subject of
many critical essays and biographical
studies. "Your paintings- are so turbulent
and strange," one scholar said to him,
"Have you devised some method of work-
ing from dreams?"

"I work only from memory," said Nismile.
"From painful memory, I would be so bold

as to venture,"

"Not at all," answered Nismile. 'All my
work is intended to help me recapture a
time of joy a time of love, the happiest and
most precious moment of my life." He
stared past the questioner into distant
mists, thick and soft as wool, that swirled
through clumps of tall, slender trees bound
by a tangled network of vines. DO
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especially useful for the manufacture of
rocket nose, cones. It is clear that in "The
Resource War," the Russians are winning.
To tighten their stranglehold on the

world's mineral resources, the Russians
are strengthening their alliances in south-
ern Africa. While the United States keeps a
low profile, Soviet economic and technical
cooperation in Africa is at an all-time high.
The Russians are staffing the mining facul-

ties of African universities, They also con-
duct surveys of the provinces and, with the
mining equipment that they donate, assist
in prospecting.

Dr Eli Mwanang'onze, director of Zam-
bia's Geological Survey, perceives the
Soviet presence in his country as
"humanitarian." Dr. Mwanang'onze. who
studied geology at the Leningrad Insiitute

of Mining, welcomes Soviet assistance "to

help us fight colonialism and sustain our
independence, which is being gnawed
away by American activities." The Rus-
sians, it seems, are also winning the prop-
aganda war in Africa.

A promising solution to long-term min-
eral supply is provided by the collaboration

of the American government and private

U.S. industries to develop "synterials,"

Westinghouse is working on eight synte-
rials to replace strategic metals. Another
pioneer in this field is United Technologies'
Pratt and Whitney Division, with a process >

called Rapid Solidification Rate (RSR).
RSR is used to make stainless steel without
chromium. Instead, iron is alloyed with
aluminum, titanium, and boron. It's then
heated until molten, spun and fragmented
at 25,000 rpm, and frozen into a powder.
The new metal, 20 percent less dense than
steel containing chromium and able to

withstand greater temperatures, is re-

melted to be used in jet-engine parts.

The National' Aeronautics and Space
Administration, too, has initiated programs
to find substitutes for vital metals. Through
its Conservation Strategic Aerospace Ma-
terials Program (COSAM), laboratories at

Columbia University, Case Western Re-
serve, and Purdue are experimenting with
ways to replace cobalt in aerospace ma-
chinery. John Tien, who manages COSAM
at Columbia, says cobalt is used in about
10 to 20 percent of aerospace parts. But
studies indicate that cobalt can be re-

placed by nickel-based alloys.

With the political wild card lurking some-
where in the deck, reports like the
Rockefeller-funded "South Africa: Time
Running Out" recommend an increased
U.S. stockpiling of industrial minerals, par-
ticularly chromium and manganese. Our
failure to stockpile, the report warns, will

end "The Resource Game." There will be
greater Soviet influence in those countries
bordering on South Africa and a dangerous
shortage of vital mineral resources here at

home.OQ
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suring thai you won't cook inside your own
skin. According to our preliminary studies,

if you had the metabolic rate as a tuliy

grown adult that you -had When you were a
two- or three-year-old. you would have a

rectal temperature of roughly one hundred
ten degrees to one hundred fifteen de-
grees, which means your brain would be
cooked.

Omni: How were you able to study this?

Denckla: Well, we took adult animals four or

five months old and injected them with an

excess of thyroid to raise their oxygen con-
sumption to the level that it should be if they

had been, say, one month old. When we got
close to the |uvenile level, all the animals

died. One could say that this simply repre-

sents a toxic level of thyroid, affecting the

heart, liver, kidneys, and whatnot, but our
data argue against it.

Omni. If DECO is the mechanism for patho-

logically aging the organism, do you be-

lieve that this has come about by accident
or that the aging program itself is genet-
ically programmed by design?
Denckla: Well, since Darwin, we're not al-

lowed to use the term design. That's a

Omni An evolutionary program perhaps?
Denckla: Yes It's my opinion— and in this

case I think I'm virtually alone— that in

many situations an evolutionary change in

program is the only way to adapt to

changes in the environment, such as a big

temperature change in the Ice Age, such
as the incredible rate at which bacteria can
mutate and produce new and virulent

forms of bacteria, such as the way plants

sometimes die out. Pity the poor koala bear,

for instance, if the eucalyptus tree ever van-

ished, because that's the only source of

food it has. If the eucalyptus tree was under
attack by an insect and. the koala's only

food source vanished, the koala would
have to evolve very rapidly into a more om-
nivorous appetite— or die out. I will answer
your question by asking a question.

Omni: I hope you'll also supply the answer.

Denckla: Let us suppose the only way to

adapt is by selecting out those members of

the species that have a better way of surviv-

ing, in the case of the diminishing eucalyp-
tus tree supply. The koata bears that can
learn to eat grass or lettuce or turnips or

asparagus or whatever will be selected for

survival. Let's now put it into a more realistic

situation: Suppose the whole eucalyptus
forest is about to vanish— because of a

certain insect, say, or a change in tempera-

ture—in one hundred years, and you have
one thousand koala bears and their re-

productive capacity is such that they live

fifty years. If their forest is going to vanish in

one hundred, it's almost inconceivable that

they can adapt -biologically to so rapid a
change, relative to their total numbers.
There's no turnover time. They'll die out. if

they produce a new generation every five

years, however, that same one hundred
years now gives them twenty generations

to select those few koala bears in each
generation that can tolerate eating more
and more noneucalyptus plants. So by the
end of the one hundred years, when the

eucalyptus forest has vanished, a few sur-

vivors will be there, and they'll be able to

make it.

Omni: Is the difference between the turn-

over of generations the difference between
species death and survival?

Denckla: In a rapidly changing, hostile en-
vironment, yes. Those animals that have
survived tend to have short life spans in the

wild. Moreover, they have predictable life

spans— mice, koala bears, orangutans,

humans, all of them. This is obviously a
genetic program, because each species
has a specific life span that is characteris-

tic tor that species as its coloration, its size,

its heart rate, and many other parameters.
Suppose there's a change in the environ-

ment. There's obviously an advantage in

£A DECO inhibitor

might be quite inexpensive

— we're talking about

a small protein chain of

three or four

amino acids. Our DECO
blocker could be

almost as cheap as aspirin3

having a fairly high turnover rate when an

environment is changing rapidly. The
greater the turnover rate per century, the

greater the chance of survival by brute evo-

lutionary force. An animal that is turning

over ten or twenty times faster per century

than his competitors is obviously going lo

have twenly times as many opportunities

for natural experiments. He is going to be-

come cleverer, faster, tougher, bigger,

whatever is necessary. He is going to totally

dominate those animals with a long life

span.

Omni: To the individual who's dying in five

years and who wants to live longer, that may
be small compensation. The evoiutiona.'y

program, you might say, is nature's game
rather than the individual's game.
Denckla: True enough. It is clear that in

natural selection, once the individual has
procreated and allowed his progeny to

reach maturity, as far as evolution is con-
cerned, he can be dispensed with.

Omni: Well, at some times in history the

average life expectancy has been—
what— twenty, twenty-five years? Are you
saying it would be better for the species if

that continued to be so?

Denckla: Any living thing— a rat, a dog, a
chicken, even a eucalyptus tree— has only

one way of adapting. It must develop ran-

domly, yet successfully, to counter a chang-
ing environment. Its rate of adaptation has
to exceed the rate at which potentially

lethal elements are introduced into the en-

vironment. The rate of adaptation is con-

trolled by the number of genes, the number
of recessive genes, the number of indi-

viduals breeding, the number of times that

they breed, per century. It's the number of

turnovers that matters.

Omni. In the case of human beings,
whether we as individuals die at the age of

twenty-five or at seventy-five, our built-in

genetic program doss n't change, does it?

Denckla: It doesn't change our ability as
animals in the prelanguage state— and
that's very important— because the largest

amount of information that an animal with-

out language can pass on to another ani-

mal is contained in the DNA. The total

information kit for survival, up until the in-

vention of language, depended on DNA
transmission.

Omni: Do you mean we can now interfere

with nature's game?
Denckla: Maybe so. With the invention of

language, we began to get real information

about the world around us: "That is a

poisonous mushroom." "Now is the time to

plant." "That water is unfit to drink." These
words and observations could now carry

information outside of the genetic material

to help us survive. As a consequence, we
have developed through language, and
later through the scientific method, a very

large amount of extragenetic information

that we can use to make successful adap-
tations to a changing environment. We de-
veloped penicillin. Some bacteria devel-

oped means of resisting penicillin. We then

turned around and developed methyl
penicillin, which these bacteria are now still

sensitive to. We did not have to kill half the

humans off to select only those humans
who had high natural tolerance for this new
microbe. We're the first animal that's ever

made successful adaptations to life-

threatening situations within a life span or a
generation.

Omni: So we are able to change some of

the evolutionary rules as we begin to un-

derstand them. Is it fair to say then that your
tentative theory, or part of it, is that we do
have within us an evolutionary, genetic

aging program to ensure the turnover of

generations, to ensure that we age and
die— and that the mechanism for this is

DECO?
Denckla: Right. Well, not quite. I'd say that

all animals and plants have mechanisms to

ensure some reasonable degree of turn-

over. Plants are a special case. 1 won't say
much about them. A single tree may be five

hundred years old. but there's no cell in that

tree that's more than five years old. A tree is

really a colony of organisms that happen to

occupy the same locus, but each year

there are new leaves, and these new leaves

are the actual descendants of other leaves.



In other words, they're changing genet-
ically. The leaves on the north side of an old
oak tree do not have Ihe same shape as the
leaves on the south side.

.Omni Then the leaves are the true indi-

viduals?

Denckla: Thai's too complicated. Let's go
quickly back to animals. It's my considered
opinion that there has-been a high evolu-

tionary advantage lo .some kind of pro-

grammed death in animals. Now I want to

say two things very carefully; We know the
mechanism of death in certain animals. For

example, the Pacific salmon apparently
dies of a massive hypersecretion of cor-

lisone, which is directed by the pituitary

There is absolutely no evidence that. this

occurs in man. The mechanism by which
the genetically programmed deafh is

brought about may be very different when
you jump across big differences in spe-
cies. Because of the greal evolutionary

advantage in rapid turnover already dis-

cussed, many means have developed for

many different animals fo ensure Ihe death
of the individual so that the species can
have a high adaptive coefficient per cen-
tury. DECO seems to be limited to mam-
mals. Dogs, horses, and the average
barnyard animals all seem to die of the

same patterns of disease that we die of.

The textbook of veterinary pathology reads
like a human medical textbook. The
warm-blooded animals that we're more
closely related to die in a patiern similar to

ours. The water bug and the salmon clearly

do not.

Omni: Then if there exists a genetic clock of

aging, is it in the pituitary?

Denckla: Well, the pituitary is probably the

most logical place for it. The high index of

suspicion for it is based on the work done
by me and others who have found benefi-

cial effects from the removal of the pituitary.

We have actually increased the number of

survivors at the maximum life span of the
rat. But a high index of suspicion is a long
way from proof.

Omni: But in addition to a high number
of survivors, you've been able to restore

quite a number of functions lha! normally
decline with aging— that have already de-
clined with aging — and bring them back
to what would be normal for younger ani-

mals. Isn't that true?

Denckla: Yes. We have been able to restore

them, and I don't know of any other method
in the history of gerontology that has done
this. We've been able not only to restore

them to juvenile levels but to hold them,
apparently indefinitely, at those levels. We
see no aging changes!
Omni: Suppose that all the things for which
you now have a high index of suspicion, as
you phrase it, turn out to be so and, further,

that you now have in hand the purified hor-

mone. By the way, would you care to make
an estimate about how long you think it

might be before that will come to pass?
Denckla: We "have, right now, a usable
purified hormone, in the sense that, though
it's contaminated, we can demonstrate it
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does what we predict it should be able to

do, judging from our experiments on rats

without pituitaries. We have that in hand
right. now So we can already start some of

these studies. The 'hormone is about a
thousandfold purified at the moment. To get

it to the point where it is totally uncontami-
nated by any other hormone of the
pituitary— where you can get a structural

analysis, and things like that— really de-
pends on several things. With a great deal
of luck, we could do it in a few months We
might have a slructural analysis within one
year.

But there's another big problem I'd like to

mention: Unfortunately, this hormone, like

so many of the pituitary hormones, seems
to be highly associated with enzymes like

those in your intestine that digest protein;

thus, the hormone is very rapidly decom-
posed. That may make our isolation very
difficult, and hence more time-consuming.
Omni: Even so, suppose you had it in hand
right now. You would have the means then,

iffwe can get

at the process causing the

logarithmic increase

in cancer, if we can block

the aging process,

these diseases would be
severely curtailed.

That's our desired goal

3

presumably, to accelerate aging. But
wouldn't you then need an antidote? Or a
means of stopping the pituitary from con-
tinuing to release it? What would be the
next steps if you wanted to combat the

ravages of aging?
Denckla: Weil, it's very simple. We could
use two or three basic approaches. We
esfimale the molecular weight of this hor-

mone to be roughly two hundred amino
acids, roughly the same as the other major
pituitary hormones. Now we could possibly
identify the active site, Most hormones
have extra strings of amino acids that are
there for God knows what reason. Only a
fraction of the molecule is really necessary
for biological activity. So one strategy we
could employ is. the lock-and-key method
that's so often used between hormones
and the cells they interact with. Let's say
this is the key that turns the lock. We could
develop some other key that would jam the
lock of the cell, to prevent the hormone from
functioning. This would be very tricky. It is

possible we could do it for a short time, but
because of the lengthy sequence of amino
acid required, the body might develop an-
tibodies to it. The immune system, over the

years, might begin to attack it as a foreign

substance. You can develop antibodies
even to insulin in five or ten years.

Omni: How can you get around such a
tough problem?
Denckla; The best approach, I think, would
be the following: All pituitary hormones so
far known are regulated by the brain
through a little structure right above the
pituitary, called the hypothalamus. The
hypothalamus sends out chemical mes-
sengers that are very small, containing
perhaps three, four, or five amino acids, to

the pituitary. These "releasing factors" di-

rect the formation of specific pituitary hor-

mones: growth hormone, prolactin, or the
gonadal hormones. We hope that DECO
will not be different from the other major
pituitary hormones, that it will be under the
direction of the hypothalamus by means of

one of these little specific chemical mes-
sengers. Since these are almost too small

to make antibodies against, it we could find

a blocker against the releasing hormone for

DECO, we would have a relatively safe and
specific compound'that could be taken or-

ally or by injection, just like any other medi-
cation on Ihe market.

Omni: Is it true that the hypothalamus
sometimes sends chemical messengers
not only to release hormones but also to

inhibit their release?

Denckla: That's true.

Omni: Then there could be a natural in-

hibitor of DECO?
Denckla: That's quite possible.

Omni: So if you could find that . .

.

Denckla: If we could find a natural inhibitor
'

that would be just super, In either case, I

think the most sensible solution, even if ul-

timately the most difficult one, would be to

try lo prevent the pituitary from making so
much DECO, instead of trying to block
DECO once it's out in the circulation,

which, though possible in the short-term, is

not a long-term solution.

Omni. The evidence so far seems to uphold
your theory. Yet your work does not seem so
far to have attracted the enthusiasm of

other aging researchers, or induced them
to drop their approaches to aging. Why?
Denckla: Well, it's a very new idea. So I'm

the new kid on the block who has to prove
himself. My colleagues are withholding
judgment until I isolate DECO, and I think

that's a reasonable skepticism. After all, I

am making a claim for a really extraordinary
new hormone. It's the first hormone that

does two things: It's an inhibitor of other
hormones, and it may be very seriously

antiphysiological. Throughout the history of

endocrinology, hormones and vitamins are
almost always defined as being good for

us, and here I'm getting up and saying that

this hormone may actually be part of a
self-destruct program It may account for

only ten percent of pathological aging, or

five percent, but, given our evidence in the
rat, it certainly accounts for a finite per-

centage of the pathological aging process,
whether it's five, twenty, fifty. Who knows?
We don't know yet.



Omni: But it could be the major part of it.

Denckla: It could even be seventy-five per-

cent. But, understandably, if someone even

breathes of the existence of something like

that, it's a little bit like being against Mom
and apple pie. People find it a little hard to

believe, and I don't blame them. In sum-
mary, DECO is a very radical new hormone,

and I think that most people really want to

see more evidence tor its existence.

There's another, much more complicated

reason [hat we can go into, if you want,

Omni: Sure, why not?

Denckla: Well, it's simply that this is a very

different approach to pathological aging.

My colleagues in aging have many other

theories, This is a new ana different theory.

It's not twenty or thirty years old. like some
of the other'theories. and so obviously there

will be resistance to it.

Omni :
. Are you saying that the history of

science demonstrates that every radical

approach is resisted and that it would be

foolish not to expect resistance?

Denckla: Exactly. Let's put it this way. If I

simply said that I
found a better explana-

tion for one of the already-familiar theories

of aging, and coutd extend ;i and show that

it was true, people would accept it more

readily. But most of the modern theories of

aging may be supplanted by this one.

Omni: If it turns out to be- right.

Denckla. Yes, if it turnsout to be right. There

is a -strong possibility that this is the domi-

nant way that we pathologically age. Now
that doesn't leave the poor-guy who's spent

twenty or thirty years working on, say col-

lagen as the key to aging much room to

maneuver. He- may simply be studying a

DECO-dependSnt system, I'm not saying

that he is, but it's a possibility, and to expect

that he would greet me with open arms

would be absurd.

In the same vein, in medicine, the medi-

cal people are hardly going to be wildly

enthusiastic, because their approach is to

fight each disease as it comes up. They're

not looking at the fact that all diseases

that occur after puberty increase
logarithmically.

Omni: Is it possible that all the deteriorative

diseases are' an expression of the aging

process?

Denckla: In my opinion, and my model

suggests it. The current medical model

says the primary problems are heart dis-

ease, cancer and stroke. Today this is true.

Tomorrow that can't be true, if we're, really

going to make a dent in the pathological

agr;g that procuces :nese ailments. If we
can get at the process that causes the

logarithmic increase in cancer with each
year of life, if we can block the aging proc-

ess itself, these diseases would be se-

verely curtailed, That's the desired goal.

We're a long way from there,

Omni: So any piece of research that is out-

side the mainstream of current research

especially one as sweeping as this, is

going to require more proof to convince

people than would otherwise be the case.

Denckla: That's right, We're putting the
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emphasis in this case on an entirely differ-

ent system of pathology. Why is 'it that a

ten-year-olc' child has the highest probabil-

ity of living that he will ever have the rest of

his- life? You are a! your healthiesf from ten

to eleven years of age, just before puberty.

Omni: Would you say then that this line of

research with DECO holds out some real

promise for doing something about human
aging? And if so, what is that something it

might do?
Denckla: Well, I'd say it holds out the prom-

ise of considerably s
1 ow irg down patholog-

ical aging. What I'm hoping it will do, as

ludged by my rats, is to let us live healthier,

longer lives. What we will then die of, I don't

know. We've done preliminary autopsies on

the rats, and they're extraordinarily good-

looking at autopsy; it's very hard for me to

determine the cause" of death in many
cases. But the point is that if all these exper-

iments hold, we can, minimally, hope to live

healthier and more vigorous lives through-

out most of our life span. The characteristic

feebleness that we see with old age will

disappear. What we die of and when we die

are pure speculation now. If you're really as

healthy and vigorous at seventy-five as you

are at twenty-five
, it's not easy for me to see

that you're going to die at seventy-five at

the same rate as you're now dying in the

absence of an-antidote for DECO. 1 would
think we'd have to be prolonging the life

span somewhat.
Omni: Would there Lhen be a greater
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number of people living beyond one
hundred, let's say?
Denckla: There is certainly that possibility.

Omni: Or would it be a case of people living

out their normal life span, if il turns out to be,

say, one hundred, one hundred ten-
whatever it is— and then, like the wonderful

one-hoss shay, just going all at once?
Denckla; Both are possible. Let's put it this

way. If we can do the same in humans as we
can in rats, we can say il will be the one-

hoss-shay type of thing. We. will live to a

vigorous, healthy old age and die rather

abruptly. In fact, that's one of the charac-

teristics of these animals. They die very

abruptly, within hours. And we're not sure

why. We have actually started an experi-

ment with an animal at nine o'clock in the

morning, two-and-a-half years old. and

found him dead at noon. That's very un-

usual, because animals that old— a rat or a

man— normally kind of waste away. They

don't die suddenly. You can tell that they're

Sick, and they're kind of dragging their tails

around. To have a vigorous, healthy animal

at nine o'clock be dead at noon is pretty

bizarre. We may do better in people,

though, who will after all still possess an

intact pituitary.
I
would say we probably

have a better than even chance of prolong-

ing the life span somewhat.
Omni: Fair enough. Most science-fiction

writers, when they write about people living

to great ages, talk about very expensive

kinds of procedures, where a few old

people— hidden off in some Swiss sanato-

rium— rob the organs of young people. The
implication is that only the rich and elite

would reap the benefits. Now, in your

scenario with DECO, or an inhibitor of

DECO, would that be the case? Would it be
easily available to the general population

like any other medication or, like a heart

transplant, available only to the very few?

Denckla: It would definitely be available. To

give you an example, to show that this is a

really feasible thing, right now in both

Denmark and the United States oral con-

traceptives are being developed that are

based on synthetic blockers of the releas-

ing factors which are necessary for normal

ovulation. This is exactly the approach we
would hope for. And to make these com-
pounds available nationally, you're talking

probably pennies a day per individual. You

wouldn't need very much.
Omni: Would it be in the form of a pill or a

capsule?

Denckla: Probably a pill. It would be quite

inexpensive. You're talking about a small

protein chain of three or four amino acids,

under ideal conditions. God knows what

problems we will run into. But. with luck, our

DECO blocker could be almost as cheap

Omni: Incidentally, I've heard that some
human beings do actually have their

pituitaries removed. In those cases do they

stop aging? Do they live longer? Do they

re L-vcnatc in some way?
Denckla; No. That's a very good question.

There are right now alive in this country,

probably several thousand people without

their pituitaries.

Omni: What would be a reason for remov-

ing the pituitary9

Denckla; There are very few reasons for

removing the pituitary, except very severe

illness. The mildest reason for removing the

pituitary— unless it was an accident-
would be the presence of a benign tumor.

Most pituitary removals are done because
ot malignancy, the presence of which al-

ready indicates that the patient is unable to

handle cancer, or in some cases of very

advanced diabetes, in order to prevent

blindness. When you remove a human be-

ing's pituitary, the patient is almost terminal

to begin with. There's very poor follow-up.

So I have no data with which to answer your

question. But my guess is that these

already-sick people are noi going to do well

without their pituitaries.

Patients without pituitaries — even if

well-replaced with hormones— do not live

like rats in a cage under ideal conditions, or

as close to ideal as we can make them.

They live in a high-stress environment.

They're getting exposed to bacteria the rat

never gets exposed to. They're getting ex-

posed to all their family problems. Clini-

cians who have had experience with these

patients will confirm that people without

their pituitaries do not do well.

Omni: So it's certainly not a procedure you

would ever recommend to combat aging.

Denckla: In no way. DO
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at no more than a half-hour's notice.

We have no strategic deterrent force able

tosustain such an attack. What we have are

1,053 land-based ICBMs (1,000 solid-fuel

Minuteman missiles and 53 liquid-fuel Ti-

tans). The MX system would add perhaps

1,000 more, basing them among 4.000

sites. Given the huge cost of moving mis-

siles that contain thousands of tons of high

explosives, it will be cheaper to fill all 4,000

MX sites. No matter. An attack with 15,000

warheads could target each silo with 3

warheads, each with a better than 90 per-

cent chance of destroying its target. The

Soviet Union would have 10.000 warheads

left over to deal with our submarines.

The undersea forces in our Triad must

hide; a submarine is far more vulnerable

than a hardened ICBM silo. Unfortunately,

the oceans are no longer as safe as they

were. Satellite-based submarine detectors

have improved enormously in the past tew

years. The Russians have been using

nuclear-powered nava! reconnaissance

satellites for nearly ten years.

With more than 100 kilowatts of electrical

power to run their instruments, these satel-

lites provide ideal'platforms for advanced
antisubmarine warfare systems, They
carry a wide range of radar, laser, and ad-

vanced optical detectors. For example,
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submarines often leave an infrared "scar"

across the surface; satellites can see this

scar and follow the sub's movements.

There are other methods by which satel-

lites can detect submarines, and the Rus-

sians probably have them. What is certain

is that we do not, for the United States can-

not put even a 10-kw electric-power supply

of any kind into orbit before the mid-

Eighties (and only if development begins

promptly could we do so then); the Soviet

Union has routinely employed 100-kw sys-

tems since the mid-Seventies.

When one of the Soviet nuclear- powered

satellites fell on Canada two years ago. the

Soviet government refused to discuss Pres-

ident Carter's urgent call for a ban on plac-

ing nuclear reactors in orbit. Given the mili-

tary advantages such power systems in

space confer— and the Soviet monopoly

on their deployment— it is hardly surprising

that Carter's efforts were unsuccessful.

The third leg of our Triad is our fleet of

B-52 bombers. The venerable B-52 was
designed in the late 1940s and built during

the 1950s and early 1960s. Although it is not

quite true that the planes are older than

their pilots, the youngest of our strategic

aircraft is nearly 20 years old. Imagine en-

tering World War II with aircraft designed at

the end of World War I; then ask yourself

whether technology changed less from

1950 to 1980 than from 1920 to 1940. Soviet

air defense systems are quite modern. Our

bombers are not, The outcome of any en-

gagement between them is predictable.

Our strategic deterrent force is extremely

vulnerable. It cannot survive an attack. As

Soviet ICBM forces continue to increase, a

Soviet "clean win" over the United States

becomes ever more probable. The only

way U.S. strategic forces can perform their

mission of "inflicting unacceptable dam-

age on the value targets" of the Soviet

Union would be for our ICBMs to launch at

the first warning of a Soviet assault.

A policy of launching on early warning is

clearly undesirable. Our early-warning sys-

tems just are not sufficiently reliable. They

may not detect Soviet submarine-launched

missiles. Worse, they may give false

alarms. Today a false alarm costs no more

than money and wearandtearon our nerves.

With a policy of launching on warning, a

false alarm could mean Armageddon.

We do have satellite warning systems

that can detect the strong infrared radiation

from the exhaust plumes of rising Soviet

ICBMs. However, the Russians have

proved that they can blind our satellites.

They have also repeatedly demonstrated

killer satellites (sometimes irreverently

called zapsats) that can intercept and de-

stroy any kind of satellite. Such attacks can

be carried out without any warning at all.

The United States has committed a large

fraction of its war-waging capability to

space systems. Command and control, navi-

gation, communications, and intelligence

depend on satellites we cannot defend,

This threat is very real, but it may be only

theoretical. Given 25,000 warheads and

zapsats, the Russians can indeed launch a

first strike with a high probability of total

success, but risks do remain. Would the

Russians be willing to risk losing Moscow in

order to gain world domination? And do

they even want world domination? These

are questions not easily answered.

But there are far more severe threats from

space. By 1990 the Soviet Union will de-

velop the ability to destroy the U.S.

strategic force totally and with no warning.

The best-known and most often demon-

strated space-weapon systems are beam
weapons— the "death rays" of H. G. Wells.

Lasers— usually x-ray lasers that mirrors

cannot deflect— can burn fist-sized holes

in metal surfaces at very long ranges. Such

laser weapons have already been used to

shoot down aircraft and have been oper-

ated from airplanes. Other space weapons
include charged-particle beams. Russian

scientists did much of the pioneer work in

such beams and are believed to be far

ahead of us in their development.

A single space station armed with laser

weapons could be deployed before 1990. It

could burn down every missile launched by

one side during an all-out nuclear war, then

leisurely burn down all the enemy's bomb-

ers for an encore.

The side possessing the laser-armed

space battle station would come through

the war unscathed. The other side would

be annihilated. If the space battle station

could defend itself from attack, its posses-
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sor would own the whole world.

Things are not quite. so simple. Missiles

and aircraft can be defended against the

first generation of laser weapons, and the

space battle sLalioms -lsgI' very vulnerable

to attacks that cannot be thwarted by it's

laser system. Second-generation battle

stations will probably be- more defensible

and will also have more potent weapons.
Meanwhile pulsed space lasers,

pumped by nuclear weapons, may be ef-

fectively impossible tp. counter, because
they delivertoo much penetrating x-ray en-

ergy in too short a time. Our nuclear-

pumped laser "shotguns" have been
tested underground successful. y tut the

USSR is believed tobeyearsaheadof us in

their development.

Nuclear-pumped laser defense Systems,

to be launched the minute lhal we detect

an attack, can be kept in hardened silos. A
dozen such laser systems, each launched

by a single booster, might well shield their

owner's homeland from missile attacks for

the half-hour or more required to wipe out

the enemy's missiles in their silos.

The result once again is an untouched
winner and a devastated loser. The victor's

ICBM forces are partly depleted; the

loser's missiles and bombers are com-
pletely destroyed. The loser's cities and
people are hostages for the surrender of

whatever submarine force the vanquished

st'H possesses anc Lhsr'-issi esareimpo-
ien: against the space lasers anyway.

Given the present trend, if this scenario

plays, the winner will be the USSR- The
preponderant Soviet advantages— the

Russians' ability to place large payloads in

orbit, their experience in manned space
activities, and their ability to generate and
use incredible amounts of eiec"';.:. ccv.e-r ir-

space— may well be decisive in the race to

deploy the first space bailie stations

The L:cu'"ite""sasu'cs we ceve! :o m :he

next few years— while America remains in-

ferior in its ability to wage space war-

fare—may well determine the course of

free nations. on this planet.

Reliable warning is as crucial to suc-

cessful defense as it is to successful de-

terrence, Thus, the first requisite step is

obvious. We must have a completely reli-

able warning of an ICBM attack on us, The

only really trustworthy alarm is that pro-

vided by manned observation stations in

orbit, If American officers in orbit can re-

port, "I see them rising out of the Kapustin

Yar complex, about five hundred birds,

bearing three hundred thirty true ..." then

to launch a response is a reasonable act.

Later, assuming we abandon the MAD.doc-
trine, which says our defensive systems are

provocative; we will have deployed bur own
laser defenses; these-, too, must be
launched when the warning comes.

Of course our manned observation satel-

lites are prey to Soviet attack, but such an

attack would itself be a hostile act.and thus

presumptive confirmation of warnings from

radar arid unmanned infrared detectors.

Moreover, we can defend our manned
space- stations.. Their defense is not easy,

but it is probably possible, given a large

(-"icugh Arr.gr can oresence in space.

For most of history, warfare has been not

only decisive but enormously profitable.

The plunder that Roman armies brought

home was so great that for more than 100

years after the Second Punic War. Roman
peasants had to pay no war tax. For a few

decades of this century, warfare has been

sqc.osfly as to be. unprofitable for victor and

vanquished alike, but technology is about

io 'eslora ".he customary state of affairs.

Whether we like fhe situation or not, we
must expect decisive, warfare sometime

before the end of this decade. Enemy inten-

tions are difficult to discover and subject to

rapid change; intelligence officers base

their "threat" e'stimate only on enemy
capabilities.

The United States is far behind the USSR
in ability to operate in the critically impor-

tant environment of space. Unless we re-

store the vigor of our space program— and

do so very quickly— we may, before the end

of this decade, find ourselves held hostage

to Soviet good intentions.DO
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Ley to lend authority to productions about
outer space. Disney's heirs hardly ever look

beyond the next fiscal quarter, concentrat-

ing on properties that offer a quick, short-

term return rather than on good ideas.

Having said that, it's heartening to report

a potential phoenix at the studio. This
month veteran Disney producers Ron Miller

and Tom Leetch are releasing The Watcher
in the Woods. Photographed on location in

the English countryside, this is a dark,
live-action chiller that is refreshingly adult

and that evokes the best of the studio's

work, such masterpieces as Snow White
and the Seven Dwarfs and Pinocchio. It's

also a film whose history is no less amazing
than its haunting narrative.

Adapted from a slim novel by Florence
Engel Randall, The Watcher in the Woods
expands upon the time-proven motif of a
family that moves into a Gothic mansion.
This particular estate is owned by an ec-
centric recluse named Mrs. Aylwood
(Davis), who lives in a nearby cottage.
Shortly after the family's arrival, one of the
children is visited by the spectral figure of

Mrs. Aylwood's daughter Karen, who van-
ished some 30 years earlier After a series
of frightening manifestations, Karen man-
ages to return in the flesh— just a few
paces ahead of the extraterrestrial entities

who abducted her originally.

Inarguably, The Watcher in the. Woods
benefits greatly from some hypnotic spe-
cial effects and an exceptional use of

Dolby stereo. However, the film's mosfstrik-
ing asset is the presence of Davis, who
lends weight to the fantasy and gives a
wonderfully eerie performance. In a career
that has spanned roles from Baby Jane to

Elizabeth I, she can suggest more menace
with a glance or by crooking her finger than
most performers can summon up in the
course of an entire characterization.

However looking back on The Watcher in

the Woods, what Davis most recalls is the
fact that of the more than 80 films she's
made, this was the first one ever yanked
from release, withdrawn last year immedi-
ately after its exclusive, much-ballyhooed
New York opening. As a red-faced Miller

explained at the time, the picture just didn't

pack enough of a wallop at the climax.

Fine-tuning a motion picture is not alien

to Walt Disney Productions, though this is

the first time the post-Disney regime has
attempted it. Walt Disney himself scrapped
five months of animation on Pinocchio -and
excised an elaborate musical number from
Mary Poppins after the film had been pre-

viewed. In perhaps the most drastic deci-
sion of all, dissatisfied with the realism of

the battle between the monster squid and
the crew of the Nautilus in Twenty
Thousand Leagues Under the Sea, he or-

dered the entire sequence refilmed.

"I knew about the earlier Disney recalls,

but I was still surprised when they withdrew

the picture," Davis admits. "Pleasantly sur-

prised because, while it's embarrassing,

you have to admire them. It wasn't anything
like Heaven's Gate, which was a salvage
operation. We simply had a problem with

the way the daughter returns. They felt it

could be scarier and the visual effects

more dramatic. It cost them a fortune, but
they reshot the entire- ending, and I'm glad
they did. it was good before, but now it's a
dandy."

Executives at the studio admit having

been sobered by this experience, though
Davis says they were lucky in that the pic-

ture was fundamentally quite good. She
predicts that over the next few years Hol-

lywood as a whole will suffer far greater

disasters.

"The reason is clear, but no one has the

guts to deal with the real problems. First,

they have to bring back the contract sys-

tem. I know that sounds old-fashioned, but
it's damned practical, When studios know
they've got an actor's services for seven
years, they'll write for you, buy plays and
novels for you, and form careers. What's
more, actors get to learn their craft better

because they work all the time.

"Second, the industry must get real pro-

ducers and do away with committees,
where the responsibilities are diluted. Dis-

ney isn't the only place that's got them.

They're all the rage. Everyone's 'taking
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FUTURE
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meetings' from Hollywood lo Washington,

D.C. I say that anyone who has time to sit

around and wait for reports isn't doing his

job. If you believe in something, for God's
"

"sake make a decision! Then fight for it, and
fight hard! That's what builds studios and
wins wars, what makes the Disneys and the

Winston Churchills and the John Ken-
nedys. Vision and confidence. These men
disobeyed every one of Robert's Rules,

and people were loo scared to try to stop
them,"

Easily Hollywood's most outspoken and
vigorous septuagenarian, Davis plans to

continue acting in one movie every six

months and to tour with a retrospective of

her pictures. She will also embark oh a
series of college seminars.

"I want to pass down some of the hell I've

lived through," she warns, "and let kids

know what's in store. More important,
I want

totell them not to be afraid of any of it. Sure,

they'll make mistakes, but there's excite-

ment up ahead, and discovery. I'm bored
with people who never stop to consider that

you don't grow except by mistakes. Or
those trendy people screaming about the

dangers of genetic research. Of course it's

dangerous; any idiot can see that. But it's

right! Out of it are going to come fantastic

things.

"And those police groups like the Moral

Majority! They're absolutely the most horri-

ble thing I have ever heard of in my entire

life. Just the very name is sickening. Who
says people have to be charming to every-

one? Who says I can't read or watch what I

want, or dream outside of their narrow
boundaries? Dreams are at a premium to-

day, and I'm fully behind the dreamers.
"Look at what they create, things like that

miraculous airplane the space shuttle.

Those last fifteen minutes of the flight— I'll

never, to my dying day be such a wreck. To

see nothing but blue sky and then, sud-
denly, there is this huge airplane staring

you in the face! How can people pan a
creature like that? The dream and the dis-

cipline to carry ii off, mistakes and all, ate
an example to us all."

Despite the dearth of solid leadership in

Hollywood, Davis thinks thai there are still

enough talented dreamers io ensure the

industry's future, and in particular ihe re-'

covery of Walt Disney Productions.

"They'll be back in the race. The studio

has been suffering from more than just the

loss of Disney. They've suffered a loss of

pride. There was a time when they were
doing not just the best fantasy and
science-fiction films, but the only films of

their kind. Now all the kids who grew up on
Disney pictures are going beyond them,
showing them up. And those kids don't

waste much time with committees. The
whole business is going to have to face the
fact that quality control, from story to

screen, requires having someone in

charge. And if-they don't see that them-
selves," she says, slapping her chest once,
"you can bet that somebody's going to call

it to their attention. "DO
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simultaneously .with'hear.by sounds. that

occur close to the microphone I installed

on an.open window facing the' ocean,-" .

For three yearsthese sounds from Bos-
ton Harbor were transmitted to Arnaeher-'s.

studio at. MIT and.to Mlf's Artificial Intelli-

gence Laboratory. "1. wanted to induce -a

'sense' for sound dimension correspond-
ing fo the curious subliminal sensefor
melody and phrase that is perhaps first

acquired from' playing an instrument, and
then surely from hearing music around us
much of the time," she says.

"So I
'played the space,' and I listened to

it in the many odd hours customary to

music listening." I. especially wanted to

bring this.second nature, or sense, this di-

rect experience of sound in spatial dimen-
sions, to musicians and their instruments,

to ones perception of harmonic structure,

combinations of instrumental timbre, and
other sound spectra."

Since 1967 Amacher has initiated 16

works using what she calls the "City-Links"

format. She installs microphones at

selected indoor and- outdoor locations in

one city or several cities. Sound from the
remote locations is transmitted to the mix-
ing facilities at her studio, or to the perform-

ance sites. This "long-distance music,"
she_says, anticipates the day when tele-

concerts between cities will be easily pro-

duced through the use of inexpensive fiber

optics. "Remote-sounding environments
enter our living space and become part of

our rooms." she says. "The receiver can
experience a sense of being in many
places simultaneously while going about
his or her business at home. The adventure
is in receiving live patterns from more than
one place at the same time— the tower the

ancient floor, the ocean, the abandoned
mill— while walking about in his or her own
house,"

Amacher 's Pier 6, Boston Harbor be-

came one of the live sound sources she
used in creating City-Links (Boston-
N.YC.-Paris) in 1976, a telecast from WBAi
in New York to Radio France Musique. In

1979, at New York's Kitchen Center, George
Lewis played trombone near a microphone
installed at Pier A, in New York Harbor. The
sound traveled electronically to Amacher's
living room, where Cage was reading a
text; then both sounds were sent live to the
concert site, where Amacher combined
them with other sounds to make a trio. She
called the work Intelligent Life.

-In contrast to the later works where the

space of the site and distances between
sounds were important, in Amacher's first

City-Links WBFO, in 1967, acoustic char-
acteristics were emphasized. Material for

the work was "left-over" sounds, industrial

fossils close-miked at Bethlehem Stee!,

General Mills, Niagara Mohawk Power
Company, the Buffalo airport, and so forth.

The work was inspired, again, by Ballard's

book, The Sound-Sweep. Sounds from
eight locations in the Buffalo area were re-

ceived and mixed live in a continuous 28-

.
hour broadcast.

Another main direction of Amacher's
, work is.'tb explore Ihe compositional impli-

cations of what psychpacpusticians call

.additional tones. These are tones that

originate in [he ear.and brain in response to

the intervals in music. They are known as
additional (or response) tones because
they are not found in the given acoustic

tones writtenin traditional scores; But be-

cause we register them (usually uncon-
sciously) aiong with the given tones, they

have long been considered a part of musi-
cal experience.

"Additional tones are usually regarded as
'phenomena,' "Amacher says, "rather than
tones the composer is consciously induc-

ing with the pitches he selects. Traditional

music Iheory acknowledges additional

tones merely as accidents, fallout of the
'real' tones sounded by the instruments, In

fact, however, the composer prepares for

the existence of these specific response
tones. The composer," Amacher con-
tinues, "ghost-writes the scenario, inten-

tionally or not. My music reinforces such
. additional tones consciously. I cultivate

interplays between tones that originate in

the ears and brain.
I create scenarios to

enhance perceptual 'geographies' among
mind, body, and environment."

Inspired by essays about science and
publications on genetic research.
Amacher imagines biological organisms.
such as Lewis Thomas's imaginary "sym-
biotic musicians," who ornament our nerv-

ous systems. She envisions biological

scores to aid our perception of music, tai-

lored to help us consciously recognize our
internal musiG and the creative role we play

when experiencing others' music. "When in

ihe presence of music," she says, "we
seem biologically endowed with the need
to create, io respond, by making these new
response tones— almost as if another in-

strument were joining the orchestra. Coded
to respond this way to music, we need now
to create new codes that will help us to

respond consciously, to release what has
been for so long suppressed within our
subliminal perceptions."

Exploring this idea, Amacher employed
one of her "Music for Sound-Joined
Rooms" compositions. The full title of the

work. Research and Development: Living

Sound (Patent Pending), performed under
the auspices of the Walker Art Center, in

Minneapolis, in 1980, was a direct re-

sponse to the bioengineering-pateni court

cases then in litigation. Amacher's "aud-
joined" rooms were installed on a hill in St.

Paul in the nearly empty house of conduc-
tor Dennis Russell, who had recently
moved to Europe. The entire house was lit

at midnight by tall quartz spotlights, as if it

were a movie set.

Russell's music room became a "home
laboratory." On the floor were 21 petri

dishes with "something" growing in them"
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CHAGALL'S PROPHECIES— French art dealer Ambroise Vollard might have

guessed a masterpiece would result when he commissioned artist Marc Chagall to

create an illustrated Bible. Not since the Renaissance had an artist attempted a

project of such scope. The project took 26 years to complete, outlasting Vollard

himself. Inspired by Old "estameni stories of courage and destiny, these paint-

ingshave appeared only in Chagall's Illustrations for the Bible and' arevirtually un-

known. Omni presents a selection ot these beautiful paintings in December.

RELIGION IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY- How will religion shape the

course of man's future? Will Third World religious fanatics, such as Iran's Ayatollah

Khomeini, reign ascendant, or will the Roman Catholic Church retain its hoid on
much of the world? How will television alter religion as we know it today7 James
Reston, Jr., whose book on the Reverend Jim Jones. Our Father Who Art in Hell.

received critical acclaim, addresses the explosive subject of future faiths. Exclusive

interviews with the Reverend Billy Graham the Dalai Lama, and Father Daniel

Berrigan providethe most definitive view of tomorrow's religion published to date.

HEADMAN FOR SPACE— If you suddenly became the new administrator of NASA,
what would be your first recommendation? Barely four months in the saddle- as the

space program's chief, James M. Beggs formulates bold priorities. Number one is

the development. of a. permanently manned space station serviced by the space
shuttle. For more ideas from the audacious Beggs, read next month's Omni.

LIVING COMPUTER—The number crunchers of the 1990s won't be etched on
silicon chips. They will be grown in vats of ceneiicslly engineered viruses'. Scientists

at the liny-EMV Corporation, in Rockvilfe-, Maryland, are working on a. protein

computer faster than today's most powerful machines and tiny enough to be
implanted in the human brain. Fantastic? Mad? Maybe. But corporations through-
out the country are scrambling for a piece of the fantasy. See it in next month's OmnL

SCIENCE FICTION— An adolescent undertakes a Martian journey to hear the final

.performances memory of Old Earth, in Michael Bishop's story "Vox Olympica": a
planet is exploited for its mineral wealth by a man whose father was. killed there

many years before, in Ian Stewart's 'Ashes"; .and an artist is blackmailed into

performing a not-too-unpleasarit function, in 'Thomas M. Disch's tale "Ringtime."

("new musicians"}; two instrument cases
marked fragile: traveling musicians being

PREPARED (LIVING SOUND, PATENT PENDING)

and THE MOLECULAR ORCHESTRA (LIVING

sound, patent pending); TV storyboards re-

ferring to "symbiotic aids," "sound-feed

energy" and companions for "enhancing

recognition."

Much of the living room was devoted to

extracts from Olaf Stapleton's 1930 evolu-

tionary romance, Last and Firs! Men. A
passage from the book, often cited by

Amacher in her recent work, was presented

here— so small lhat the reader had to move
very close to see it. It read in part: "These

were cultures enduring sometimes for sev-

eral thousand years, which were predomi-

nantly musical, . . . The third species was
particularly developed in hearing, and in

emotional sensitivity to sound and rhythm.

Consequently ... just as the Third Men
themselves were many times undone by

their own interest in biological control, so,

now and again, it was their musical gift that

Meanwhile the entire ground floor of the

house was full of spectacular sound, in-

credibly loud and unbelievably dense. It

poured out of giant loudspeakers, circu-

lated through the rooms, out the doors and
windows, down the hill past sedate Victo-

rian mansions. It seemed to contain energy

in all frequency ranges at once, yet never

approached white noise. One visitor who
stepped "off limits" into the kitchen was
literally slammed up against the refriger-

ator by the force of the energy. Others felt
_

themselves pushed, as if by acoustic pres-

sure, out into the garden, where the whole

house was heard sounding like a gigantic

instrument.

Ten days after the close of Living Sound,
the U.S. Supreme Court provided an ,"af-

tersound." Its Diamond v. Chakrabarty de-

cision ruled that laboratory-created life

forms are indeed patentable, That same
week a news article announced that the

discovery of the class! oioiogical cells ever

found on Earth had compelled scientists to

date the beginning of life on Earth 1 .2 billion

years earlier than had been supposed,
And when did the music begin? And

when will we patent its life? Amacher says

we scarcely know the score. If mankind's

life on Earth is a day, we haven't begun to

approach high noon.

"Scarcely conscious of the energy mov-

ing around us, only now examining clues

that tell more of the neutrino's story, not

recognizing the energy we carry in our

bodies— this is strange," Amacher says,

'And even stranger is the field of 'foreign

study' that is considered science, to ap-

preciate and value the makings of what
and where we are. The incredible irony,"

she exclaims, "is to be able to create tech-

niques to transmit messages about what
we understand so far about life to distant

stars, to be able to incorporate new under-

standing and techniques to modity life and
create genetic variations, and yet we prob-

ably haven't made it to orea/<fas;!"DO
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IS GEOMETRY DEAD? Last month we de-

scribed how Old Man Skinner spilled ink

onto a rug, ruining an area measuring

exactly 5 inches by 13 inches. He found a

matching carpet remnant, an 8" x 8"

square, and asked his son, Potter, to out the

swatch to fi! the hole. The son, a mathemat-

ics student at the state college, said that

the task was impossible: that there was no

way that 64 square inches (8" x 8") could

be rearranged to make 65 square inches

(5" x 13"). Since Old Man Skinner never

attended college and doesn't believe in

geometry, he cut up the square into the lour

the pieces togathar fas oecw left), which

appears to be 63 square inches.

A-MAZE-IN' PLANET. Here's the answer to

Dave Phillips's maze, presented last

month.

pieces shown at "top and stitched, them

back together into the rectangle immedi-

ately above.

Disillusioned, young Potter dropped out

of school to become a balloon vendor.

What was wrong with the old man's solution

to the problem?

Although the four pieces seem to be a

perfect match, the angles are slightly off.

The diagonal of the 5" x 13" rectangle is

actually a very thin parallelogram of one

unit area. Unless the configuration is drawn

with the skill of a master draftsman, the tiny

A SPLIT SECOND
N ETERNITY

NIM. In the first version of the game Nim,

the second player can always win if he

drives the display to a multiple of 10 on

every turn.

GOAL NUMBER. The goal of 17 can be

reached with five 5's as follows: 55 + 5 - 5

+ 5= .

SHARPSHOOTER. The largest number at-

tainable with the sharpshooter formula is 1 +
2x3x4x5. ..x9= 544,320. If all the

numbers are multiplied, including the 1

and the 2, the total is only. 3.62,880.

UPSIDE-DOWN YEARS. In a calculator

keyboard 2 reads the same upside down,

and so does 5. So there will be these

upside-down years (on a calculator) ?~02.

2112. 2552, 2692, 2882, 2962, all in the

next millennium.

UPSIDE-DOWNERS:
1. OLLIE
2. SOIL
3. HOSS

gap is invisible. This "geometrical crea-

tion," turning 64 into 65 square inches, can

work in the opposite direction, by putting
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The Ancients Called It

COSMIC CONSCIOUSNESS

flights of the soul— ihut is, become one

great: understanding?

The shackles of ihe body— lis earthly

limits Lions— can be thrown off and matfl
mind cm he iilimicJ to ihr hi.iini 10 Wisdom
for 3 Hash of a second. Dunnf this brief

interval inluitr. l- knou L-o-i:. jo i-iti In- posi-

tion :ind a new vision of our life's mission

ate had. Some tall this great experience.

a

psychic phenomenon. But [he ancients knew
it and taught it is Cosmic (.onsiioiisnesi—
the merging of man's mind with the Uni-

versal Intelligence.

Let This Free Book Explain

This is not a religious doctrine, but the

application of •imple. n.iturid laws which
give man an insight into the great .Cosmic

plan. They make possible a source of great

joy, strength and a regeneration of man's
personal powf-rs. Wriit n. riie Rosier ncwtis,

an age-old broiltciiuh->d nj niidi.-! [-mi- i,

for a free copy o! the- book, "Tot- Miitevy

of Life." It will teli you how, in the pri-

vacy of your own borne, uiu in,i> indulge

iii these nvesteries <>! life known to the

3m.itnt!i. Address: Scribe FiGI

(
3fie %psicruciam

SAN JOSE fAMORC] CALIF., 95191 U.S.A.

I .„ Life, ;



^ED SHIFT

By David K. Lynch

Einstein didn't like it much, but

there it was: According to his

theory of general relativity, the

universe was expanding. And he even

squeezed a fudge iactor into his equations

to make the universe stand still, but the

result was so ugly that he soon gave up
and accepted his original conclusion.

It was not until the late 1920s that

astronomers tound proof— or what they

thought was proof —that the universe is

expanding. Now it seems they may have

been wrong. If so, we may be forced to

revise much of modern cosmology
They had known for years that the

spectra of galaxies are "red-shitted." that

is, the spectral lines of a given element

appear farther toward the red end of the

spectrum than normal. The simplest ex-

planation is that the galaxies are moving
away from us: Their light is reddened by

the Doppler effect, just as the pitch of a

receding train whistle changes. A blue

shift would suggest that a galaxy is getting

closer, but only red shifts are seen.

Then Edwin Hubble, working at Mount
Wilson Observatory— one. of the two Hale

Observatories, in southern California-

discovered that the red shift is

proportional io the galaxy's distance

from Earth. Hubble's conclusion was
obvious: The galaxies are receding from

one another like spots on a balloon as it is

inflated; so the universe must be
expanding.

Yet some quasars suggest that not

all red shifts are due to cosmological

expansion. The trouble began when'
astronomer Maarten Schmidt, of the

California Institute of Technology, found

that quasars have enormous red shifts. A
radio source called 3C273, he discovered,

was red-shifled so much that it must be
receding at nearly one eighth the speed of

light! Since then quasars have been found

with apparent velocities of up to 80 per-

cent of the speed of light.

But to be moving so quickly because of

cosmological expansion, quasars must
beat staggering distances— near the

observable edge of the universe. To

appear as bright as they do so far away,

they must be among the most luminous
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objects in the jr. verse vet some quasars
flicker rapidly; their brilliance changes so

quickly that they must be relatively small.

Only the most exotic objects could pack
so much power into so little space.

If the string of reasoning is correct,

quasars are bizarre indeed. It all hinges on
their red shift. Quasars might not be so far

away— and therefore might not need such
strange power sources— if their red shifts

are due to some effect other than motion.

Enter Dr. Halton Arp, of the Hale Obser-
vatories, with some startling discov-

eries. Dr Arp wasn't convinced that

quasars are so distant and strange. For

propf he turned to cluster galaxies—
groups of galaxies bound by gravity like

enormous and complicated planetary

systems. The galaxies in such a cluster

are roughly the same distance from Earth,

and they all have about the same red shift.

Yet Arp found a few clusters where a

quasarlike galaxy had a red shift much
greater than the cluster as a whole.

According to its red shift, the object would

have to be much farther away than the

galaxies around it, and so its apparent

3-
'.; (ffc;,' fj/a.'i recsn::: cecepiise'''

location in :hs cluster must be just a

chance alignment.

But then Arp discovered a startling

quasar-cluster pair. Despite their very

different red shifts, they were connected

by an arm of matter extending between

them. Arp even found two cases where a

high-red-shift quasar was silhouetted

against an ordinary low-red-shift galaxy.

Suddenly astronomers began to take

Arp's ideas seriously

Quasars are the best evidence for

noncosmological red shift, but not the only

evidence. Arp showed that in the Virgo

and Coma clusters the spiral galaxies

have systematically different red shifts

from the ellipticals— exceedingly unlikely

if the red shifts are due to the Doppler

effect (spiral and elliptical are two different

kinds of galaxies). This strongly suggests

that the quasars in question lie within the

cluster; so their red shifts must be non-

cosmological. Just how they are pro-

duced, no one knows.

Some astronomers are doing a lot

of rethinking because of Arp's find-

ings. The rest claim that Arp is simply

misinterpreting his results. Filaments that
-

link quasars with low-red-shift galaxies,

they argue, are nothing more than an

artifact of photography. And the red-shift

differences between spiral and elliptical

galaxies are just a bookkeeping problem.

Other people, they point out, have ana-

lyzed the same data and concluded

that there is no significant difference.

Most astronomers still believe that

quasars are at the great distances indi-

cated by their red shifts. Arp's peculiar

quasars, they say, haven't been observed

well enough to warrant calling modern
cosmology into question. After all, current

theory has stood up well: It has a firm

theoretical foundation in general relativity,

and it has been responsible for many
successful predictions.

Yet Arp's observations cannot be

ignored. As he puts it, "Any number of

cases may obey the red-shift-distance

relationship, but only one case is

necessary to establish the existence

of a new phenomenon, namely, a noncos-

mological red shift in a galaxy."DO
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Digital diversions

By Scot Morris

"You propound a complicated

mathematical problem: Give me a slate

and half an hour's time, and I can produce
a wrong answer."

~ George Bernard Shaw

Our column devoted lo calculator

games (February 1980) struck a chord:

Many requests came in for more number
play, and some calculophiles sent in

games and puzzles of their own design.

This month we present a few mental

tricks that will turn you into an Instant

mathlete and also a selection of

brand-new calculator games.

YOU, TOO. CAN BE AN IDIOT SAVANT!

A subject of curiosity to psychologists

has been the person who seems retarded

in many ways— backward in social

behavior and able to do only menial

labor— yet who is surprisingly skilled in

one circumscribed area— usually music,

chess, or mathematics. Often such
persons have been called idiot savants, or

"wise idiots," because of the impression

that hidden within the mind of an idiot were

flashes of genius.

Savants who specialized in

maihemalics often were called lightning

calculators or calculating prodigies,,

because they began to exhibit

extraordinary mathematical ability at a
very young age. Most such persons are

quite intelligent and happily adjusted, but

the myth of the wise fool lives on.

One impressive feat of these prodigies

is the ability to name the correct day of the

week on which any given day in the

century fell. It would seem that to

memorize such information— or to be able

to calculate it instantly— would require a

mind of extraordinary power, certainly one
more gifted than yours or mine.

Well, you, too, can possess the

mathematical wizardry of an idiot savant

and mentally calculate the day of the week
for any date in the century past or future.

To do it, you must first commit to

memory a key number for each month.

That isn't as hard as it sounds. Here are

the months, their key numbers, and a
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Month Key Mnemonic

January 1 The first month
February 4 A C-O-L-D (four letters)

month
March 4 TheL-l-O-NorL-A-M-B

month
April Think of theo'sin April

Fool.

May a Think of (wo children, a

boy and a girl, running,

around a Maypole.

June b The B-R-l-D-E month
July o "1 saw no fireworks on the

Fourth of July"

August 3 It's a H-O-T month.

Septernbe 6. BacktoS-C-H-O-O-L
month

October 1 Think of a witch riding

one broom, which looks

like the number 1

.

November 4 "On Thanksgiving 1 have

many things to be

'thankful for.'"

December 6 Birth of C-H-R-l-S-T

You may wish to substitute your own
mnemonics. These particular ones have

been suggested to me by Arthur

Benjamin, a twenly-year-old student at

Carnegie-Mellon University, who, under

the stage name Benjamin, recently wowed
a convention of the International

Brotherhood of Magicians. When
Benjamin visited Omni's offices recently,

he demonstrated his powers of lightning

calculation for several of our staff.

As an informal test, I gave him the

corrected cross-number puzzle, "Dog's

Mead," from our October 1 980 issue,

which had the introduction, "You can be

proud of yourself if you crack this one in

less than four hours." Benjamin, who said

he had never seen this puzzle, solved it

correctly in 1 6 minutes and 30 seconds.

Here is Benjamin's technique for

performing the calendar trick. As an

example, let us calculate the day of the

week on which Christmas will fall this year

1

.

Start by taking the last two digits of

the year (81) and add a quarter of thai

number. Since 81 cannot be divided

evenly by 4, take the next lowest number
divisible by 4 (i.e., 80), and add the two

numbers. In this case, 81 +20 = 101.

2. Nextadd thekey numberforthe
month (December is 6), bringing the total

to 107.

3. To this add the day of the month (25),

giving us 132.

4. Divide the total by 7. (You may need
to familiarize yourself with multiples of 7 up
to 100 or more in order to do the

calculation quickly. Seven divides evenly

into98, 105. 112, 119, 126, 133....)

What's important is the remainder after

dividing by 7. In.our example, 132 divided

by 7 yields a remainder of 6,

5. This remainderiells you thedayof
the week according to the following code:

Sunday = 1

Monday = 2

Tuesday = 3

Wednesday = 4

Thursday = 5

Friday = 6

Saturday =
Vo//a.' Christmas Day this year will fall

on a Friday

At any stage in the operation you can
divide by 7 and use only the remainder,

and you can do this as often as you want.

For example, if you begin with the year

1981 and you decide the final total will be

too high to work with in your head, you can
divide 81 by 7 to get a remainder of 4, add
the 20 (one quarter of 80) to that, and thus

get 24. Then you can divide by 7 again, for

a remainder of 3, add the month code to

that, and then the day of the month, etc.

The system described will work for any

date in the twentieth century. A trivial final

adjustment is made for other centuries:

For the 1800s go two days forward in the

week; for the 2000s go one day back, The

system works only for dates within the

Gregorian calendar (i.e., from September
14, 1752). Before that day, the Julian

calendar was used. Also, if the date is in a

leap year and the month is January or



February, go back one day from your final

result. (A leap year is any year divisible by

4, except the century years 1800, 1900,

etc, Years divisible by 400 [e.g., 2000 and

2400] are leap years.)

To summarize the five steps;

1

.

Take the last two digils of the year

and add a quarter again,

2. Add the key number for the month.

3. Add the day -.of the month.

4. Divide the total by 7.

5. The remainder tells you the day
according to the day cede.

As another example, what day of the

week was Pearl Harbor Day, December 7,

1 1941 ? 41 + 1 + 6 + 7 = 64. Dividing by 7

yields a remainder of 1 . So the answer is

Sunday.

Following are some simple games to

play on a calculator.

NIM

Enter 50 into a calculator. Two players

lake turns subtracting any whole number
between 1 and 9. The one who makes the

display read zero is the winner.

A winning strategy soon becomes
apparent. Can you find it?

Here is a variation that makes it a bit

more challenging: Each player must
subtract anumber on the keyboard

horizontally or vertically adjacent to the

CMnber subtracted on his opponent's,

previous turn. For example, if player one
subtracts 6, player two must subtract 3, 5,

or9. We appeal to our readers to supply

us with a winning strategy, if one exists.

3CAL NUMBER

Pick a goal number. and, using only the

four function keys +, — , x, and — , and a

SffHjIe digit, try to reach ihe goal number in

^e fewest possible keystrokes. For

erample, choosing the goal number 17

and using only the digit 5. one solution

•cuid be:

5 + 5 — 5 = + 5 + 5 + 5 = , This solution

«equires 13 keystrokes. There are shorter

ones
Noie that the digit 5 was pressed six

*nes. Can the problem be solved by
pressing it only five times?

SHARPSHOOTER

For one or more players. Equipment: a
calculator, pencil, scratch pad, and
three-minute timer

A "target" number is chosen at ran-

dom; for example, the last four digits of

the serial number of a dollar bill. The timer

is started, and each player tries to hit

the target in the three minutes, allotted,

by using the following formula:

i *2*3M*5"6"7*8*9 = where

each * is replaced by any of the four

functions +, — ,
x,or — Operations are

performed from left to right in the order

shown. The player coming closest to the

target is the winner

Our rather hasty attempt at 1,000 as a"

target yielded 1 +2-3-4 + 5 + 6 +
7x8x9=1 ,008. Can you do better?

Question: What is the largest number
attainable with this formula? Be careful!

MICRO GOLF

Fred Piscop invented this game for two

players. Each player has. a calculator and
ascorepa'd.

Player one arbitrarily assigns

"yardages" to 9 (or 18) "holes." He may jot

.down, for example,417, 161,536.329,

381,203,446:354,483.
Player two assigns "drivers" to himself

and his opponent. A "driver" is a single

digit number, preferably 6 or greater a

decimal point, and two more digits. Player

two may assign himself, for example, 7.31

and his opponent 8.07.

A "hole" is played as follows. On the

"drive," a player must divide his driverinto

the hole's yardage. On each successive

"stroke," the player has the option of

subtracting a perfect square of at least 9

(9, 1 6, 25, 36, 49, 64, 81 . .) or multiplying

his display by the first two digits after the

decimal point, If, for example, a player's

display reads 42^3714. he has the option

of subtracting 36 or any lesser perfect

square down to 9. or multiplying by .37,

When the player drives the display below

1 , he hassunk his ball. Subtracting a

perfect square larger than the number in

the display is forbidden (36 is the highest

perfect square possible for this example).

As an illustrative example, let's see what

happens when player one plays the first

hole above:
417-8.07 = 51.6729

- 49 = 2.6729
x.67 =1.7908
x.79 =1.4147
x .41 =.5800

. . and he has scored 5 for the hole.

The player with the lowest score for the 9

(or 18) holes is the winner.

SHORTIES

1961 was an upside-down year: The
number reads exactly the same when
inverted. This fact was pointed out in 1 961

on the cover of Mad magazine, among
other learned journals, where it was also

stated that 1 961 was the first upside-down
year since 1881, and would be the last

until the year 6009. Can you name at least

three exceptions to this rule in light of this.

column?
Many of the digits on a calculator

display have the property of resembling

letters when inverted; most of you have
seen a variety of ShELL.OIL gags.

The following bits of prose can be
answered with a single word; the word can
be verified by performing the

accompanying calculation and inverting

your calculator

1. We are all familiar with the

escapades of a lovable 90-pounder
named Stan and his 353-pound partner

Name the partner. (90 x 353 = ,)

2. "Your coffee, for which you pay only

$2.03 per pound and have the nerve to

charge 35 cents per cup, is awful."

"But it's freshly groundi"

"Fresh-ground, eh? I'll tell you what it

tastes like!" (203 x 35 = .)

3. Ben Cartwright had a ponderous son

who ate and ate to maintain his 86-inch

girth. Who was he? (8 x 8 x 86 =
.)

Answers to these games, and to a

couple leftovers from las! month—
'A-Maze-ln' Planet" and "Is Geometry
Dead?"— will be found on page 147. Next

month: The Ten Best Games of the Year.DQ
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